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and of shrewd, penetrating, logical mind. The Bib'e Translation Society reported a
His inaugural address was an able defense larger income than it had ever been able to
A Weekly Religious Newspaper
of the design argument for the existenceof report before. . About £3,000 had come to
the Society in the form of legacies, and the
.| God, and a merciless criticism of Professor
or ae Family.
Se
Huxley's theory of the physical basis of ‘whole income had been £4,968. - There had
$9 Washington St., Dover, N. H.,
life. He represented the modern men of been a grant of £150 to the Orissa Mission
OFFICES, 3 No.
Ne.3 Vesey St., New York City.
science as careering and frolicking about for translations of the Scriptures into Oriya.
amid their new -discoverieslike colts in a Dr. Underhill told the story of the various
LUTHER B. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
new
pasture; and he maintained that, while versions of the Scriptures in Sanserit, Beni Whetn all letters on business, remittances of
., should be sent. All communications
the facts they collected and registered were gali, Hindu, Oriya, Cingalese, and in the
3a'for pablieation shouid be addressed to the important, they left revelation just where it language of the Cameroon in Africa. ' It
was before, aud the theories sometimes de- was a deeply interesting story, showing
Terms: $3.00 per year; or if paid striptly in advance, $2.50.
'
duced from the facts were no more: science how much modern philology was indebted
MITTANOES must be made in money orders than Plato's Republic. When Mr. Huxley to missionary enterprise, and what a great
——
A
ay, if possible. When neither of
develop in work had been done for the diffusion of
can be
,8end the money in a registered suggests that protoplasm may
All
ters are obliged to register letters
Mr.
time into a plum-tree, an elephant, or Par- God's word thrjughout the world.
whenever requested to do so.
Wilkinson followed with a reference to the.
adise
Lost,
it
is
not
science
that.
we
are
conPapersate forwarded until an
explicit order is re
ceived by the Publisher for their ose
nd
and
sidering, nor anything distantly allied to Oriya version; Mr. Spurgeon spoke of the
ntl payment of all arrearages is made, as required
science, but a vagary of the intellect not advantage that came from that unfortunate
:
We
buil ling speculation at Babel, in that every
EachSubscriber is particularly requestedto note the easily accounted for, and a specimen of un. date on the label for the expiration of his sabscripa new region was compell“The doctrine of ev- missionary into
tion, aad to forward what is due for the ensuing year, surpassed credtlity.
with or without farther reminder from this office,
olution rests on three pillars of observation ed toread and translate the word of God,
and experience,” says Professor Huxley. and he dwelt also upon the need of a thorMr. Robinson shows that the first pillar,— oughly faithful and honest version; Mr.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
“‘the production of living matter from mat- Hobbs of Jessore showed how much had
1. Any person who takes a paper
regularly from the
posb-offive~whether directed to his name or,another’s
ter not living,” is an assumption without heen doe before the British and Foreign
& whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
any basis; that the second,—‘‘the produc- Bible Society came into being, and gave a
or the payment,
ay
9. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he tion of new species by natural selection,” is
sketch of the way in which mission work
must pay all arrearages, or the publislier may contin.
std send it until payment is made, and collect the
equally an assumption, and that the third, was carried on in his province. © The British
Smdynt, w
er the paper is taken from the
—< historical evidence of living animals and Irish Baptist Home Mission reported
not.
:
8. The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the
post-office, or
remo
and ‘leaving them uncalled for, is prima
ce of intentional frand.
‘When Agents receive
miums, no
bobo
grin for the "Star is allowed
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succeeding each other in a way which meets

-4n income

the requirements of the

Pesess. The visit of Dr. Price and the
"Rev. A. M. Henry to the United States,was
spoken of as resulting in the promise of
much help to the Society,—a donation of
$5,000 had been sent to the Committee in

on the inference that the hypparion,or little:
horse, had at one time two bones in its foreleg, and three or five toes on its foot, and

that by natural selection it got rid of its
toes and blended its two leg bones into
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The Grave_of the Heart.
BE

0

There is in
A secret,
Filled with
This busy

every heart a grave,
holy spot,
the memory of one
life knows not.

Low down, and deeply dug it lies,
This cherished grave unseen;
And years of blighting care that pass
Make not this grave less green.

"With jealous love we keepgt fresh
Through many wintry years;
And when the world believes us gay,
‘We water it with tears.
Not for one cause alike do &ch
Their secret-sorrow bear;
Perchance some mourn a living death—

Yet still a grave is there.
There is within my heart 8 shrine,
All wholly given to him;
Mo dearer treasure e’er could make

Its light bura low or dim.
Oh, there are things within this life
Which strangely, deeply thrill;

In music’s softest, sweetest notes,
We

hear a voice long still.

We deem the act a wanton one
Upon a grave to tread;

We pass in silent reverence
The resting of the dead—

Then on the sacred, hidden spot
Let us not press too near,
Rememberiog that to every heart

England,

of £7,230, and a fair

and

it had

been

share

resolved

of

by

churches and brethren in America to supThere
science! Thisis the three pillared temple in port ten missionaries in Ireland,
which men are invited to bow the knee ;— was the warmest satisfaction and thankful| given a three-legged stol, two of the lags ness expressed at the kindly sympathy and
American churches.
of which cannot be found or made, and the co-operation of the
third of which isin two pieces that cannot The speakers at this annual meeting dwelt
upon the improved tone of our legislation
be spliced, where is the stool? Just where
Professor Huxley's theory is and will be.’ for Ireland, and the responsibility resting
The session adjourned until Thursday upon free churches to take a full share of
after a vote of thanks to the retiring chair- work in the evangelization of that unhapman, Dr. Brock. "On Thursday morning py isle. Mr. Rosevear showed how powerthe message from the Committee was read, ful Christianity was in the sphere of governcontaining what may be considered the an- ment, and 1-gislation, but what a mighty
nual report. Duringthe year, in the Unit- work remained to be done by it down
ed kingdom, 47 new churches have been among the poor and criminal classes; and
Dr. Price literally ran over with joyful reformed,and 57 new chapels have been built.
The clear increase in the number of mem- membrances of his kind reception in the
bers is 6,000. It was stated that this rate United States and the unbounded hospitalof increase was greater than in the United ity of American Baptists.
The great
Exeter Hall meeting was
States, for the Baptists in America number
scarcely
so
well
attended
this year as last.
1,021,000, and have ‘increased inthe year
one.

The Worning Star.

doctrine,” is based

“And this,”

sald Mr. Robinson,

‘‘is

12,000, whereas in England we number 240,000 and have increased
6,000.
It was

scarcely worth while to challenge the correctness of this comparison, yet I could not
help wondering whether Freewill Baptists
were reckoned in the

"American

statistics,

and whether ip
increase had been
fairly given in each case. At thisadjourned
sitting a very excellent paper was read by
the Rev. C. Stanford, of Camberwell, on the

best way of conducting "public worship.

I

never remember to have heard a more devout and earnest-spirited treatment of the
question. Mr, Stanford is a modest, quiet
and thoughtful preacher, better known by

his books than by his preaching. His *Cen-

Whitefield’s Power.
—

The Mothodist

S——

s

Quarterly thus

exalts

the

moral “and spiritnal forces that were
brought into play by this. prince of preachers:
In the ranks of scientific

theologians and

exegates

no

Whitefield

has

place.,

chair; but the great Hall was

never full.

An hour after the meeting opened it seemed

well-nigh full, but

two or three hundred

people could easily have got
found

comfortable

seats.

in there
The

and

chairman,

Mr. Colman of Norwich, in an’ appropriate
speech delivered with a clear, mellow tone
of voice, contrasted

the millions

which the

nation pays year by year for the army and
navy with the few hundreds of thousands
raised by all the

societies

put

together

for

foreign mission work. Yet in serving God
in the gospel is-our best defense and most
assured safety. The Secretary read an abstract of the report.
The Society, chiefly
owing to large and liberal legacies, reports
an income in advance of any previous year

Events

lacked the calmness and * breadth of : view
which are necessary to make any judg-

George B. Upton. Those going on board
the San Domingo numbered about 300 men,

of the Week.

He

Sr

all Cubans, excepting

Gs

“a

THE EIGHT HOUR MOVEMENT,
That portion of the labor reform

paity

¥

tains.

five American

cap-

They carried 7000 rifles, 1000 mus-

kets, besides a large number of revolvers,

pikes afd other implements of war, The
Upton took out clearance papers fof Port
present
to reducing
the
number of
ed to agsume that men who differed froms hours of labor, held a convention in Boston au Prince, but was joined by a schooner
his opinion were therefore enemies of the on the 18th. It has named itself the *‘ Bos- soon after leaving port, from’ which she
ment on disputed points reliable. He
bad no patience with opponents, and seem-

which proposes to confine

itself

for

the

trath. Itis well for his reputation that ton Eight Hour League,” and will not sym‘his sermons are not chiefly taken up with | _pathize nor act With those labor reformers

either- theology or exegesis. They are
occupied, for the most part, with earnest
declarations of admitted truth, and

fervent

appeals to the consciences of men. They
are, in fact, admirable examples of preaching well ‘done. If we could in any fair

measurerecall the preacher's stately presence,

eloquent

gesture,

and

voice,

which twenty thousand

once could hear in the open

ignificent

pe

air—the

increased ; but, apart from

such important

auxiliaries, these sermons, as we have them
in print, claim for their author’ a foremost,

if not the foremost, place among English
preachers.
One of the first impressions
one receives from reading Whitefield’s sermons is that here we have a man speaking
straight from hisown

heart,

with

no

aim

but toreach the hearts of other men—
speaking, too, because he must. He has
learned something, and is convinced that
his fellow-men are deeply concerned to
know it. The Gospel is not a speculation
with him, but a fact;

a

fact

on

which

he

has built his life ; apart from which he has
no hope worth having ; and with passionate
thankfulness for which his soul is on fire.
He cannot be silent about it. He cannot
let men perish without bearing witness to
them of the salvation which is within their
reach.

“My

heart

is

full,”

he exclaims;

¢ jtis quite full, and I must speak, or I
shall burst.” And, clearly, he must speak.
The way in which the words come from his
lips shows from what an overflowing fountain they rush forth. His preaching is no
mere repetition of stale hearsay about the
Gospel; out of the fullness of his heart he
proclaims, because he raust, the fact
God does love men in Christ, and does

who meddle with agrarianism, repudiation,
&c. The Boston League has the Anti-slavery veterans, Phillips, Garrison and others
in its ranks, besides

that
for-

Herein is one of the secrets
of Whitefield’s power.

Died of Stinginess.
The Christian Era finds a®ext in an incident, and preaches from it this brief, plain,

several

of

the

laborers,

and

Washington Correspondence.

afford-

Bl

A,

:

WASHINGTON,

D, C., May 18, 70,

Y, M. C. A. ANNIVERSARY.
The Young

Men’s

Christian

Association

of

this city held its anniversary meeting on list
Monday evening.
The president of the Associa~
tion, Gen. O. O. Howard, presented the annual

ing the latter more time for intellectual and
literary pursuits. Wendell Phillips present- report of their doings. From this report it aped a series of resolutions defining the posi-. pears that the number of members is 825. The
amount expended by the association the past year
tion of the League, affirming the need of has been'$5,448,97. They have a library of 15,000
showing the governing minds of the Com- volumes, kept open for public use. They have
monwealth
the pressing importance of maintained daily prayer meetings at their rooms,

this question,

and

thanking

the Present

Administration for its acts in favor of lessening the hours of labor. There was a
more practical consideration of the points
at issue, and less radical

and

extravagant

measures proposed than have appeared in
almost: any previous convention of the
kind.
THE RESULT OF AN INVESTIGATION.
The report of the Senate Judiciary Committee,on the alleged corruption of Senators

in relation to the Georgia bill, shows beyond a doubt that the conduct of the Bullock party has been dishonorable in the extreme.
Governor Bullock has been liberally supplied during the winter with money
to buy influence for his case, and has not
failed to use it successfully in buying newspaper support, purchasing

reports

of

out-

rages in Georgia when none existed, hiring
correspondents to write letters in his behalf,

and in various other ways to kill the Bingham amendment. Direct but unsuccessful
attempts were made to buy the influence of

Senators Tipton and Carpenter, and other
unprincipled means employed to secure
the continuance of the present Legislature.
This report will have its due effect when
the Georgia question finally comes up for
settlement, and the present Legislature will
doubtless be allowed
to close its session
during the coming autumn.

practical, pungent sermon :
~- INDIAN AFFAIRS.
Thus the story is told, the issue and the
A convention on Indian affairs was held
explanation. It is the story of the Metho- in New York,last Wednesday.
It protested
dist church in an old town in Maine. against the wrongs to which the Indians
Knowing the fact that the church there
have been subjected,
and resolutions were
was virtually dead, I asked .an intelligent adopted condemning the policy of extermiMethodist minister what was the trouble. nation, approving the course of President
He replied, stinginess. This comes di- Grant and calling for a strict observance of
rectly to the point. There is no dodging. the treaty stipulations. Letters were read
The disease is called by a name which | from General Sherman and Wm. Lloyd
everybody can understand.
Garrizon, the latter denouncing Gen. SherAn aged minister once said with a face- idan for having recommended the promotious air, ¢ Stinginess is a bad word for the tion of Col. Baker, and the former hinting
pulpit; people don’t liké to hearit.” Un- that the fricnds of the Red man might prodoubtedly true. Who likes to have his sin ceed more understandingly if they should
called by its proper name ?
meet somewhere among the Indians, inIf it be asked why this or that church is stead of talking at random in New York,
so unthrifty, why the old house is in so di- city.
A letter was also read from Wendell
lapidated a condition,why a new one is not Phillips, in which he urged the bestowal
built, the reply by prominent members is, of suffrage upon the Indian as the only
so many of our people have moved away,
practical solution of the difficulty. The
our people are really poor, we are not Cabinet has lately discussed the Indian
able, etc., etc. Now and then this expla- question, and resolves to delay all hostile
nation is correct, but only now and then, movements until the arrival of Red Cloud
not inone case out of ten when given. and other Sioux chiefs, now en route for
‘« We can't do it,it’s of no use to think of it,” Washington.
It is proposed to carefully
would be correctly translated, it is sad to consider whatever representations may -be

tral Truths,” “Emblems
or Types
of
Christ,” with some other works, are well received and highly spoken of.
He showed
Its secret grave is dear.
in his paper that, as men of the same deThe
nomination as Kiffin and Bunyan, we were except one,—the year of jubilee.
English Correspondence.
not about to discuss the propriety of mak- handsome sum of £39,339 had heen receivee
y
Neither in this case,
ing our public“services thowy, ritualistic, ed during the year.
rt
DERBY, ENGLAND, May 5, 1870.
imposing to the sense. The Ritualism of nor in the case of the Bible translation soThe Baptist anniversaries occupy the the Anglican church would not be cast out ciety, are the legacies spentin the current
Our worship was to be a year; they ave funded for future emergenforemost place in the meetings of the relig- by ritualism.
ious and philanthropic societies in London preparation for the. preaching, and the cies. I am not sure tha} this is the wisest
every spring. The great week for the Bap- preaching was to be a call to worship. use of the means which God puts into our
tist celebration is usually the last week in There
was needed
preparation
for hands. Endowed societies are apt to lose
April. This year there was so much to be prayer as well as preaching, the pre- faith in God, and become a hindrance to
done that proceedings of importance began | pared heart and spirit.
The best forms of the very work which they are estrblished
Present wealth shonld meet
a week earlier than usual. The New Bap- worship were those which accord with the to promote.
tist Mission House had to .ba opened, and best forms of life.
The song of praise presentgwant, and let the future provide for
The Lord lives throughall the ages.
preliminary sermons were appointed to be should beso simple and easy that it would itself.
preached to young men and Sunday school be difficult for the congregation not to join. The endowed churches of England are a
believe, ‘“ We are not willing to do it, we
teachers on the great question of missions Worship wanted most of_ all, life—spiritual check upon present benevolence, a source
are
too stingy.” Is not this plain English?
to the heathen. There was a meeting for life. It was too often with us as with the of gross abuse and a curse to the country.
And
Zion languishes spiritually. There
The Traveling Secretary, Mr. Trestrail,
prayer and praise on Thursday morning, «Ancient Mariner,” no breeze blew, dead
is
mourning
and lamentation; we need the
April 21, in the new Mission House in Cas- men worked the ropes, limbs were raised said a few words about his connection with
Spirit, we need more harmony, we must be
tle Street, and there was a social reunion like lifeless tools,‘we were a ghastly crew.» the Society, and spoke with deep emotion,
in the same place on the evening of the fol- That was the saddest of all sad spectacles,— for he has resigned his office, and atesti- more active, we must cry to God. All
He has well enough if it means anything. Test it.
lowing day. The London,the Wesleyan,and dead pastors preaching and praying, and a monial is to be presented to him.
the Church of England Missionary ‘societies dead people joining in praise and supplica- served the Society efficiently for 21 years, Ask the brother whose heart is thus . exercised, what he thinks of putting the vestry
were represented, and addresses of con- tion unto the living God.
The paper pro- and he makes way for younger -energratulation and of reminiscence of former duced a deep impression, and it was with gies, but will not withdraw the assistance in order. He replies, it needs it very
men and former days were delivered. Sat- some difficulty that the routine business of of his long experience from the service of much, but we cannot do. it. -And yet: this
Mr. Llewellyn Bevan, brother can spend five or ten thousand dolisfaction was expressed with the plan and the Union was proceeded with afterwards. the Committee.
dars on his own dwelling, and without curcommodiousness of the New House, and
The London Baptist Association had pro- who preaches in Whitefield’s taternacle,
tailing expenses elsewhere.
spoke
first;
Mr.
Hobbs
of
Jessore
followthe blessing of God was earnestly invoked vided dinner at the Metropolitan TabernaWhat incubus is this like! What encrvaupon all the labors connected with it, and cle. The after dinper speeches were of the ed, giving us more peeps into the far east;
tion,
to say nothing of the resemblance of
all the societies that are to make it their usual desultory and jubilant character, Mr, Moncreiff of Calcutta, a merchant, or
center of operation, On Thursday even- Dr. Steane commended the Evangelical Al- civil service employee, bore noble testimo- this conduct and speech to that of Auanias
ing Dr. Landels preached on the ¢ Heroic liance to our notice the forth-coming con- ny to the devoted zeal of missionaries, and and Sapphira! It is the terrible burden
Aspect of Missions,” at the Bloomsbury ference in New York; Mr. Spurgeon pro- gave a graphic picture of tte present con- which many churches carry, and under
which many die.
chapel, and Mr. Spurgeon preached in his posed humorously that
Mr.
Norton, a dition of Indian soc’ety, and of the depth of
Rarely, in New England, does the cause
- own tabernacle, at Newington, a character- strict Baptist, and Mr, Gould of Norwich,
darkness and cruelty still govering certain
istic sermon on behalf of missions abroad. an epen communion Baptist, should repre- portions of the peninsula. The Rev. James suffer because of the inability of its proSermons for the Baptist Mis:ionary Socie- sent us, and that they be sent over in differ- Smith of Delhi told us how he had induced fessed friends to provide a good pastor, a
ty were preached at all the London chapels ent ships ! No delegation, however, in jest native preachers to become independent of convenient house of worship, and a suitable vestry. It would be easy to find the
of the denomination on the following Sun- or earnest, was appointed.
:
3 the society, and,how he himself led the
“way” if there were only the *¢ will.”
day.
i
_+ Daring the week, there were sermons and way ; but the hour .was late, the hall was
An influential member of a church not
The annual session of the Baptist Union public meetings every day. = Dr. Pulsford rapidly thinning, and at 20 minutes to ten,
opened on Monday morning, April 25, at of Glasgow preached on Wednesday morn- after a sitting of 3 hours and. 10 minutes, ten miles from a large city, said to his pasthe’ chapel in John Street, ‘where lately ing, and the Rev. J. J. Brown of Birming- the meeting broke up,
: tor, whose salary, less than a thousand dollars, did not support him, and who conseBaptist Noel was minister. The devotion- ham in the evening. Both sermons bore on
THOMAS GoADBY.
quently was becoming uneasy and beginal servioe was conducted by Dr. Brock, the Mission work. Dr. Pulsford gave us a disSixcERITY is speaking as we think, be- ning to talk of leaving, ‘‘ A church can’t
ex-chairman ofthe Union. The attendance course on the ascension of our Lord, as
was pot large.
Scarcely any Londoners
summing up and including all the facts of lieving as we pretend, acting as we pro- live, it ruins a church to exchange pastors
proper were present.
The chairman for the His history on earth, as leading on to the fess, performing as we promise, and being so often.” The reply was, « Well, Deacon,
you know how this ean be prevented.”
year, the Rev. W. Robinson, gave an able fulfillment of His purposes. It was a ser- as we appear to be.
inaugural address. © He is pastor of the mon dreamy, mystical, but extremely deLet me put my finger on the wrist of my How many small churches have a single
church at Cambridge ‘where formerly the vout,and at times full of a quiet, hazy beau- purse, and feel how it throbs calmly and member who puts more money on the percelebrated Robert Robinson, and the no less ty. Mr. Brown spoke plain common sense regularly when cash is going in, and with sonof a daughter than the entire salary on
celebrated Robert Hall, ministered. «= Mr, on the talent, character and self-sacrifice re- what a flutter it is affected if any is drawn which his pastor and family must-live, and
Robinson is an elderly, white-haired man, quired by missionary service, and the suc- out for the service of my owner.—Rev. Dr. in a respectable style!
of keen, sharp countenance, lithe in body, cess which was achieved by earnest toil. Patterson.
here is the bane, in the management

received additional troops, shot, shell, pow- 7
der, &c. She was then conveyed to the
Cuban authorities, and departed with the
Cuban colors at her peak.
nA J

most

prominent ladies in the suffrage movement.
The speeches at the convention evinced a
determination to keep clear of all side
issues, and to seek the elevation of the
masses by breaking up the distinction between capitalists and

of his sermons would, no doubt, be great

It was on Thursday evening; the list of give their sins.

speakers was attractive; a well-known and
highly-esteemed gentleman wasto be in the

;
ANOTHER doin EXPEDITION,
of pur loes. and general affiirs for Christ, |
just here the intidelity, just bere the death
An expedition sailed from New York for
of many a church. It is stinginess, covet- Cuba, recently, a part going on the steamousness. It is not so written in the Book? er San Domingo as regular passengers, and
&
Write it thus then, let us.
ud
the remainder in the Cuban war vessel,

made by the disaffected chiefs, with a view

toa peaceable adjustment of all difficul ies
between them and the United States.
ELECTION IN NEW YORK.
An election for judges of the Court of
Appeals was held in New York on the 17th
inst. ‘The democratic
candidates were
elected by a large majority, exceeding that
of the last election, while in New York city
the democrats received about their usual
majority of 60,000. The interest ia the
election was very slight, but it probably
affected each party about equally, and the
result indicates the great amount of work
that must be done before the state can be

redeemed from the rule of debauched poli
ticians.

]
:

The British Government urges upon the
United States Consul the propriety of eommencing a suit at once against the Peninsular and Oriental Mail Stéamship Compa-

ny for damages arising out of

the sinking

of the Oneida by that Company's steamer
Bombay,—the case tobe tried before the

London Courts and the United States to be
by her

own

Consul.

Incase

such a prosecution is made, it will attract
wide attention, as upon its issue will" depend a large number of cases which would
be brought against the company by the
rélatives and friends of those who lost their

lives by the sinking of the Oneida.

iy

survivors would also sue for damages,

and

as the company is very wealthy,
amount of property would change

a large
hands,

London dispatches indicate the probability

of such a suit, and affirm that the Company"
would be beaten
against them.

Many mission

Sabbath

schools have been

schools and

sustained,

free

giving

night

instruction

to 2000 pupils at least. : The distribution

of re-

ligious newspapers and tracts onboard vessels,in
the workhouse, jail, and elsewhere has been

systematically carried on.

From

line of their work, it will be seen

this brief outthat

the Asso-

ciation is a living power here.
The blessing of
God has manifestly followed their labors, and
much good has been accouiplished.
Hon. Horace Maynard
the Interior,
red to, and
cheering and

and Hon. J. D. Cox, Sgcretary of
were present on the occasion referaddressed the assembly in a very
acceptable manner,

GEORGIA,
Gov. Bullock, of Georgia, is here again, having

been summoned to appear

before

the Judiciary

Committee of the Senate, to testify in relation to
attempts at bribery in connection
with the
Georgia bill, that committee having been charged sometime since with the dutyof making this
inquiry.
The investigation is understood to
have been pushed with much vigor and minuteness, but, according to common report, the principal fact discovered thus far, is the payment of
$1800 to the Chronicle of this city, ostensibly
for advertisements, but really for advocating
Gov.
Bullock’s side of the Georgia question.
It is undersood that the committee will report
before long, and then we shall know more fully
what discoveries they have made.
Mcanwhile,
the Georgia question is still before Congress for
settlemen'.
The House Committee on reconstruction have agreed to report a bill for the admission of Georgia, similar in its provisions to .
that
for the admission of Va, with the addition
of a segtion repealing the law prohibiting the organizal
of the militia of the State.
Gov. Bullock is confident that the bill will pass the House
but, as it leaves to the Georgia legislature the
determination of the question whether or not
they can extend their
own term beyond the
two years named in the State constitution, and’
as this is the principal question in the controver8y, it is doubtful if the blll can pass the Senate.

;

THE TARIFF BILL,

.

The Tariff bill has been disposed of at last.
Gene. Schenck, who had it in charge, announeed
on Monday, that he had had no expecttaion of itspassage by the Senate at this session, but he de~
sired to put it through*thé House, in the hope
that it might then become a law by the 3d of
March, 1871. But'the House determined to lay
it aside till after the passage of the appropria-

tion bills, and that disposes

of the bill for this

session.
Ou the same day Geb. Schenck reported from the committee of Ways and Means a.
bill reducing internal taxation,and accompanied
it with an explanatory speech which attracted
the closest attention of the House, and will deeply interest the country.
The bill proposes to repeal all taxes on legacies and successions; all
taxes on gross receipts of railroads, insurance
companies and other corporations and kinds of
business, with the exception of lotteries, theaters, and places of public amusement; all taxes
on sales, except those of liquor dealers; all spe~
cial taxes, except on dealers in liquor, distillers,
rectifiers, manufacturers‘of stills, brewers, manufacturers of tobacco, dealers in tobacco, banks
and bankers, stock and money brokers, foreign
commercial brokers, foreign insuranee agents,
patent rigt dealers; pawnbrekeis, proprietors

of places of public amusement and of gift
prises, jugglers, proprietors 6f bowling

enteralleys

and billiard rooms, lottery managers dnd dealers in lottery tickets. The tax on hotel, inn and
tavern keepers is reduced, but not repealed.
It
proposes to retain the income tax. but increases
the exemption to $1500, instead of $1000, as at.

present fixed. The total amount of proposed reduction of taxations is about $34,000,000 per
andum. If this bill becomes a law almost every
form of productive industry will be relieved from
internal taxation, ‘and the taxes will, substaatially, be levied on vices, luxuries, amusements and
incomes.
There will be a sharp fight over the

income tax, but if it be relinquished,it will alone

ONEIDA CLAIMS.

represented

throughout the year, and open air meetings in
various parts of the city from April to October.

in every

action

brought

equal the whole amount of the proposed reduction, and make it necessary to retain all other
taxes. It is mainly, therefore, a question between relieving the laboring and producing classes, on the ‘one hand, or-the
capitalists on the
other. ' The prospect is that the bill will pass

without important modification.
. + THE MORMON QUESTION.
To-day Senator Cragin, of N. H,, delivered a»
carefully prepared speech upon the Mormon
It exhibits much research, and care
question,
affords
ful consideration “of the subject, and

much more full and complete information rela-

tive to the principles

and practices

Mor-

of the

mons in Utah, than any other speech delivered
here. It embodies the testimony of Government
officials of the Territory,of tfavelers and visitors,

and of secéders from the Mormon community, Tt
treats not only of poly;

abominations as held and
ter Day
Young,
laws of
punish

and its

ced

Kindred

by the Lat-

“Gentiles,”

and murders

and massacres

perpe-

trated under the direction of the Mormon
ers.

°

Saints, under the direction of Brigham
but also of the general defiance of the
the United States, the utter inability to
érimes committed by Mormons against
lead
L Ww.

4

]

-

Miracles

A

riously ‘small, changing, so to say, With

the spectator’s changing mind.
Also, for
that man, the clouds and atmosphere would
have disappeared, while the invisible ether
perhaps would have become visible, and
alive with currents of fluid more subtle
than electricity, and with angels passing in
glory like shooting stars, and with resemblances of auroras and seas of gold, dnd
also with threads of sympathy between
souls on earth and souls departed, and
which may be gone the less real or useful,
for not being known of, on either, side.’
Also with some appearance, not far from'|
him, some silvery, golden sheen, which he

and Science.
—A W—

have heretofore

Mr.. Mountford’s

called

volume

attention

on

to

‘Miracles,

Past and Present,” as one which presents
a plea of no ordinary ability for the miraculous element in the history and gov-

the fol-

We quote

ernment of the world.

lowing paragraphs from this work,and com-

mend

of

attention

special

the

to

them

thoughtful readers:

;

Many a Christian divine would be astonished at the position with which he would
dave to take up, if he were askedby a Jew

® tell him,out of the Book of Acts, precise-

ly and exactly how it was that Christian
Jews felt themselves authorized to baptize
And"
and accept Gentiles as Christians.
many a good Christian, who thinks that he
knows all about Providence, would feel

into a

ra

Aimself, as it were, called away

strange region, if he were asked to explain
a

communicated

God

why

ie perhaps has never read the

el
EP]

reminiscences,

and

as to how Isaiah or Hosea received it! And

him

Hear

now

for prophecy.
my

words:

power, and all things, are

who

man

dogma of their church.

to

in that widened

sphere,

be

Baptist

ish are acted upon by
Selow.
Miracles incredible
Jcriptures,—it is no

cles, foretold in the New

persons;

ally and already,

occasion,the

will

come

time

reinstated

and

connected

after their

to

be

the

trate, and enslave it for human purposes?
Science! what has science, in the court of
common sense, to say against the miracles
of healing, by a word or a

the earth,

chemical,

seem

tricity to his use,as well as Benjamin Franklin have been able to draw, and concen-

great egg, with vital powers operative in it
and about it, which are instructive to watch.
And for still another man, scientifically, it
is like a book of common understanding
between himself and the Creator. And for
with all its fullness of laws

there

Why should not an angel be able to approach this earth, by subordinating elec-

it is like a

of science,

Testament,

to's theology be as much at home on magnetic currents as men are in steamboats?

which the Great Spirit showed him favors.
To one man it is chiefly of interest as having been once the plaything of natural forees, geologically, the ways of whose gamboling he delights to trace and classify.

student

between

ready, pliant agencies of supernatural purposes. Why should not the demons of Pla-

work his way; and to the red Indian, un“corrupted, it was a’broad hunting-field, on

still another

And

and to John’s own knowl-|-

covered by science, would

bewilderment.
“Then opened he their understanding, that they might understand
the Scriptures.”
And indeed not the Bible only, but even
_the globe itself, is te a man what simply
himself he is ready to haveit be.
To one
man this earth is a heap of dirt in which to

While in the eyes of another

dy-

_aamic,and vital, is as towards God but ‘‘the
Aiding of his power.”
And another rarer

touch, which are

told of in tke Scriptures? It has nothing,
absolutely nothing whatever. to say, except
that it has not heard of such ‘things of late
centuries, and that they do not appear ever
to have been very common:
But thatis
nothing for science to tell.
To an angel of
wisdom,or to the eyes of the best inhabitant of the star Sirius, imported into this
earth, as

a judge,

belladonna

would

not

seem to be any more likely, as a curative
agent, than a man’s hand. And when it is
remembered what a man’s hand may. be as
a channel,—how it is connected with bis
brain, and through his brain with a wide
universe of forces known and occuit, and

person still, feels as though continually a with God, the fountain-head of all power;
voice were calling to him, “The place
and when, by Christians, not as necessary
* whereon thou standest is holy ground,” be- to the argument but additionally, it is repause
of the heavenly affinities with membered that through the Spirit, God was
which the worldis wrapped about for be- in Christ, and Christ in his apostles and
Meving souls; because of what prayer ef- others, it does not then seem to be incredifects all round the earth; and because of ble, even in itself, that the human hand,

the manner in which the forces of nature stretched forth fn faith, may have been as
soncur with spirit for spiritual ends.
And
to spirits of different orders, it is conceiva- efficient for healing as dried herbs at their
Ble that our earth varies still more than it best, and quicker than they as to operation.
does to the feelings respectively
inhabitants.

of its own

And even of spirits, who have

In the Gospel of Luke it is written that *‘it
‘came to pass, when he was in a certain city

departed from the life of this earth, there is

behold a man fall of leprosy, who, seeing

might for a

saying, Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst make

an old philosophy, according. to which, for

various reasons,

one

spirit

Jesus, fellon his face -and besought him,

me clean, And he put forth his hand, and
"while keep a clear view of the earth and its | touched him, saying,,I will: be thou clean.
while another might have lost

inhabitants,

mortal

all sight of it, with his last

And it is conceivable,

breath.

too, that the most

familiar spot in this world is what we should

not know, if we could look at'it through

the eyes of a seraph.

And what

‘the

happened

:

for his servant

at

of the prophet Elisha, ‘Lord,

in

1 pray thee, open his eyes that he may see,”
forany man to-day, what
thisedone
wer
pi

‘and manifest its

s above,

the spirit of na.

and glow; while

d, and below would

It to be at once infinitely great and cuv

be-

M.

And immediately the leprosy departed from
him.”

Do not be troubled because you have no

great virtues. God made a million spires
of grass where he made one tree. The
is fringed and carpeted, not

ests, but with grasses.

with for-

Only have enough

of little virtues and common

you need not mourn because
ther a hero nor a saint.

Missionary

fidelities, and

you are nei-

A sournAL

It is a common device of the devil to per-

Q.

M.

He is ambitious

and will make
"

Rl

what he does with it.

have

might

Central Yearly

morning,Feb. 6th,1870, when the first Oriya
from Mate.

9:39.

by

Kumbhoo

¢ The

harvest

Naik,
truly,”

&c. The theme was appropriate to our circumstances, and the discourse well calcalated to stimulate all present to earnest
prayer and increasing diligence in the
Lord’s work. In the afternoon of the same
day the sccond Oriya sermon was preached

by Rev. G. Taylor, from Matt. 6:

15;

and

in the evening the Rev. J. Buckley preached
in English from Matt. 16: 18. All were

listened to with deep interest by the large

DAY THINGS.

brethren and

ence commenced, when the Rev. W. Miller
was elected chairman, and the Rev.
T.

is here.

The

native

brethren and sisters have come walking
from Balasore (seventy five miles), Santipore and Jellasore (about fifty miles), and
our dearly beloved Santal brethren from
the jungle ; and altogether we are having a
holy convocation, and a spiritual feast.
The trouble of getting here perhaps makes
Our own people
the enjoyment greater.
made
their arrangements beforehand, to
entertain those who would come, and so

for without trouble to
This is a new thing,
are happening in these
the gathering of the

Bailey appointed to assist the Secretary.
Our first duty was to record the safe arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Brooks, after an absence

of three

years,

and

a minute

was

adopted extending a cordial welcome to
them and expressing our fervent gratitude
to God for His goodness in bringing them
again to the province. Oar néxt resolution
expressed deepest sympathy with Mrs. J.
0. Goadby on her departure for England
with her

now

fatherless

children, warmly

commending
them to the kindness and
sympathy of the home Committee.
Lord’s harvest seems to be begun.
Timely and generous help had been renQuarterly Meetings at home are good,
but I think, on the whole, they are better dered during the year by the following
in India. There are so few outside things Societies, and + was gratefully acknowlto look after.and fret about. Our dear na- edged:
BisLE Work.
Inthe Old Testament by
tive sitters have no trunks, bandboxes and
bundles to eare for; and yet, to.day in the British and Foreign Bible Society,
chapel, they were
beautiful, sitting on through the Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Socieclean mats, with their snowy robes, deep- ty, and in the New Testament by the Bible
ly bordered ‘with red, and their smoothly Translation Soeiety.
TrACT DEPARTMENT.
By the Religious
Somecombed hair, and pleasant faces.
how we got in sympathy, and the ¢ommun- Tract Society, the American Tract Society,
ion was sweet.
and the Orissa Tract Society.
Various Scriptures were ordered to be
20th. This morning, the native prayer
meeting was held atthe chapel, gnd at the priuted during the ensuing year, and transsame time an English prayer fneeting at lations or'revised editions to be prepared
James's. They held half an hour, after of Companion to the Bible,” * Holy war,”
which conference commenced in the chapel, “Church History,”
‘¢ Brooks's Precious
and the sisters had a meeting of their Remedies,” and a small treatise on the rise
“ Woman's Aid Society.” Something new and progress of the cause of Christ in Madcame up to-day,—or rather, almost new,— agascar. Provision was further made for
the propriety of having unmarried girls, ac- a new supply of some of our most popular
companied by an elderly native sister, go tracts and for several educational works
into the heathen villages near our several greatly needed in the province.
stations and teach the women and girls for
The three students in the Mission Cola few hours each day. These girls are to lege were examined with results creditable
be s¥lected with care from among the best to all concerned. There were two new apAll the sisters plicants for the privileges of the institution
in our Mission schools.
seemed to think that the time had come whose cases were favorably considered.
when our native Christian girls and women
On Thursday evening, the Native Miscan teach their country-women with accep- sionary’ meeting was held, when Baboo
tance. In fact, propositions for this kind Dass Ruthi Ruet presided, and suitable adof work have come from the heathen them- dresses were delivered by Sama Patro,
selves. At one o'clock, P. M., came our Paul Singh,
Shem Sahu and Makunda
meeting for the native sisters. It was held Dass. On Friday, the native ministers and
in the little long, narrow room in the fr
assitants met with us, when various ques-part of our house. Here we found
r | tions were discussed relating mainly to the
internal ‘affairs of the Mission. Verbal renative sisters wide awake to ‘the s
talked of in our morning meeting. . I# was ports were given of the work of the Lord
soul-refreshing. Wherever the Q. M. is at the various stations, which were generalheld, there is a meeting every day of.vne ly encouraging. It is believed that, ‘when
hour with our native sisters, and they are the statistics are prepared, the additions
indeed interesting meetings.
by baptism will be found to have equaled
At 4 o'clock, P. M., the ‘¢ Mission Comif not exceeded in numbers those of any
mittee” (rather an August Body) allowed previous year of the mission. Gratifying
the sisters to sit with them for an hour in accounts were at the same time received
orderto heara request from Sister Smith . | from our Amerigan Brethren in Northern
It was that they would sanction her in em- Orissa, of the progress of the work, both
ploying unmarried Christian girls to teach amongst the Oriyas and Santals in ‘that
:
the women and children in the little villages part of the field.
On Lord’s ‘day, the 13th, these deeply
near Balasore. After some discussion,they
«| interesting services wera brought to a close
all gave their sanction to the request.
* This evening is missionary meeting, but by our united by partaking of the Lord's Supgome-body
had to stay at home to keep per. Our valued native brother, Ghanoo
house and look after the children, and so Shyan, deliverd the Oriya address, and the
this has happened to the writer. The ‘San- Rev. W. Miller the one in English. Great
tal ‘Teachers’ convention begins to-mor- unanimity and good feeling pervaded our

conqueror.

help win

A church member

4 carelessly, it were

greenbacks and the clink ofr gold and silver than with the sight of the Bible and the
songs of Zion, is in a deplorable state.
. INFLUENCE LIVING ON. John Wickliffe,
a noble reformer in England,

food, and girded by those truths and pfom-

ises which the peculiar condition of that life -

Teduires
.Voyageron the ocean of life, captain of .
an immortal bark laden with priceless treasures, study the Bible, study it in the closet;
let a certain time be carefully set apart for

was called to

an account by kings and popes, and had
mach opposition. Hedied in 1384. Some

time after, his bones were
to

ashes

and thrown

this essential and blessed duty.

dug up, burned

into the river Avon,

and the waters carried them far away. But
the influence of his devoted life and the gospel he preached went farther than his ashes. They still live to accomplish good.
OUR ESTIMATE OF RELIGION, If we do
not think kindly enough of our religion to
recommend it to cthers, we are in danger
at length of not considering it valuable for
ourselves, so that it will be suffered to decline, and we backslide.
Working to save
alive in the heart.
PowER OF ONE PERSON.
bilee at Boston,

in June

last, was

Millions of dol-

lars changed hands.
So much for the
power of one mind in devising. planning
and accomplishing. Now, let minds plan
and devise great things for the spread of
the kingdom cf Christ on the earth.

Tue weapons.

The enemies of Chris-

tianity sometimes go to Plato's philosophy
for weapons. Let Christians meet them
with arrows from the quiver of Him who is
mightier than Plato.
Nor mucH AskeEp. Rev. W. R. Alger,
of

skeptical

tendencies,

was

chaplain

of

at 1 o'clock,

We believe good has been

suade sinners that the Spirit of God has left done. To-day, the Santal Teachers’ conthem, and therefore it is of no use to try to vention was fully organized and set to
‘work. Four classes are organized, in
be a Christian.

pared by its various exercises to meet with
cheerful industry and enlarged faith the
toils and vicissitudes of another year.
On behalf of the conference,

Tromas BarLey.

Cuttack, March 25, 1870,
a
Nl

con-

Evangelical Alliance.

great

meeting

to be

held

in New

Y ork next fall calls fresh attention to this

organization, and raises inquiries respecting

its character

and aims.

basis, and the disclaimer

makes it a platform

at

broad

Here is the
the

foot

enough

of it

for all

those who love the Lord Jesus in sincerity
to stand upon:
THE BASIS.
Resolved, That in forming
cal Alliance

for

the

operative union

an

United

Evangeli-

States, in

co-

with other branches of the .

Alliance, we have no intention or desire

to

give rise to a new denomination or sect;
nor to affect an amalgamation of churches,
except in the way of facilitating personal
Christian intercourse and a mutual good
understanding ; nor to intérfere in any way
whatever with the interndl affairs of the
various denominations;

but Simply to bring

the Massachusetts House of Representa- individaal Christians into closer fellowship
tives in 1868. The prayers then made have and co-operation, on the basis of the spiritbeen published in a book of 103 pages. ual union which’ already exists in the vital
the members of his
But very little was asked of God. Proba- relation cf Christ to
‘body in all ages and countries.
bly because not much was desired of him.
Resolved,
That in the same spirit, we
What was asked was in such a way that few propose no new creed; but, taking broad,
‘can believe it was granted.
F.
bistorical and evangelical catholic ground,

we solemnly reaffirm and profess our ye

in all the doctrines of the inspired Word
of
God, and in the. concensus of doctrines as
held by all true Christians from the beginning.
And we do more especially affirm
our belief in the divine human
person and
atoning work of our Lord and Saviour Je-

Bible and Closet.

sus Christ, as the
ity, and

i

The Bible is the Christian’s chart; it is
his only chart as he sails, day by day, upon the rolling waves of passing events, and
midst the blackness and storm of temptation and sin.. The lines on this chart are
distinct and clear. Every hidden rock is
there revealed, and he who studies its pages with an eager, loving heart, will ride
victoriously over the darkest

wave and an-

chor his soul, at last, in the harbor
nal. peace. Thousands and tens
sands have been thus guided, and
-has failed to reach the harbor; for,

Bible, shipwreek is impossible.

~

of eterof thounot one
with the

gi

But to many professing Christians the Bible is a sealed volume.
If you were to ask
them, “Do you read your Bible?” they
would reply:
“Why, certainly,

Iread it every day.”

“Where are youreading now?”
=
‘Anywhere, as the book opens when I
take it up.”
“How much time is occupied in this exercise ?”
“Two or three minutes at morning and
night.”
“Do you learn -anything from this brief
perusal P”
“No, but I read my Bible !”
“Does it help you in daily life, to conform
. more closely to the principles of Christ:”
“No,

I do not know that it does.”

Now such automaton skimming over the
sacred pagesis a miserable farce, and in
striking contrast to that earnest, hungering
contemplation of the Psalmist: “Ont how
love 1 t. ny law! It is my meditation all the
day.”
Why, it matters not with these modern self-sufficient Christians, whether they
read the dimensions of Solomon's temple,
or the genealogy of the children of Israel,
or the words of Jesus; they will glean as
much from

the one as from

the

other, and

that is just Dolting at all,
"Now this Bible is a wondrous treasurehouse of divine wealth.
Every word is a
diamond glistening in the love of Christ.
Every verse is a promise, when read by the
light of the cross, but only when it is opened by hungry, starving sohbls; opened in
the silence of closet meditation; opene
thoughtfully, eagerly, inquiringly in the afmosphere of prayer, when the rays of heav-

enly light shine direct and

only

sufficient

source of

salvation, as the heart and soul of Christian-

full upon

its

as the

center of all true Christian

union and fellowship.
Resolved,

therefore,

That

with

this

ex-

planation, and in the spirit of a just Christian liberality in regard to the minor differences of theological schools and religious
denominations,

we

also

adopt

as a

sum-

mary of the concensus of the various evangelical

and

Confessions

Explanatory

agreed on by

of Faith,

statement

the

Articles

set forth and

the Evangelical Allianceat

its formation, in London, September,

and approved by the separate European
ganizations ; which articles are as

or-

follows:

1." The divine inspiration, authority and
sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures.
2. The right and duty of private judgment in the iatcrpretation of the Holy
Scriptures.
3. The

Unity

of the

Godhead,

Trinlig of the persons therein.
4.
The utter depravity of human
in consequence of the Fall.

and

the

nature

* 5. The incarnation of the Son of God, his

work of atonement for sinners of mankind,
and his mediatorial intercession and reign.
6, The

justification

of

the

sinner

by

faith alone.

7.

The work of the Holy Spirit in the

conversion and sanctification of the sinner.
8. The immortality of the soul, the resurrection of the body, the judgment of the
world by our Lord Jesus
Chriet, with the
eternal

blessedness

of the

righteous,

the eternal punishment of the wicked.

and

9. The divine institution of the Christian

ministry, and the obligation and perpetuity
of the ordinances of Bap'ism and the Lord’s
Supper.
t being, however, distinctly declared
that this brief summary 1s not to be regarded in any formal
or ecclesiastical sense, as
a creed or confession, nor the adoption of
it as. involving an assumption of
the right
authoritatively to define the limits of Chris-

tian brotherhood, but simply as an

indica-

tion of the class of
persons whom it is desirable te embrace within the Alliance,

‘The

Builders

of the

i

Ark:

—

It is an appalling reflection, that, of all
the persons employed in the construction
of the Ark, which was to be a sure refyge

for Noah and his family, no one but himself

entered

ous are its truths,

the

structure,

ing the

gaze, the more beautifal and gloriand

willit become a lamp

thus, and

thus only

to the feet and a

light to the puth. The bee does not gather
honey by
flying over the flowers, but by

opening bud.
We have said that the Bible is a chart to

You are the captain of a no-

und to a distant port.
Long
ble bark
since, you left the anchorage, and now you
are out upon the broad trackless sea, with
no land in sight, and no deep worn ruts be-

fore you, to indicate the paths which other

ships have taken. Above you are the black,
heavy clouds,and on your ear comes shriekJing the voice of the gathering tempest.

.

1846,

pages. And then,the deeper you dig down,
the richer grows the mine; the more pierc-

in the Ragged

was our last meeting for the Q. M., and

will

studied on the knees, studied at Jesus’ feet,
bathed in penitent prayer !—Congreyationalist.
;
:
:

The

planned

by one man, P. S. Gilmore. By it more
musicians and singers were brought together than ever before in our country. More
peoy Te were together than ever before in

one building in America.

day, and the love of Christ

The

the voyager.

This

whole

strain you to know nothing save Jesus and
Him crucifigd. More, more of the Bible,

:
Peace Ju-

The

Do not be

so particulsr to read a certain number of
chapters, as to understand what you read,
and to
gather fruits from its lascious
boughs of life. And then Jesus will direct
you what to read.
His divine finger will
trace those grand letters for the tear-blinded eye, and you will go forth from the closet into the busy, exciting world, with the
fragrance of the promises perfuming
the

others is one very sure way to keep grace

prized annual festival had been well maintained, and that we were the better pre-

Dublin.

as well unopened.

their relation to the daily life and
whose mind is filled with sordid desires, dered,
personal experience earnestly noted, and
and who is more enraptured at the sight of thesoul must be nourished by just thet

sucking in the sweetness silently from eac

in

»

or is it enough to listen toits Chapters
around the family altar.
The individual
heart must be brought close to its illum--.
ined pages, its words must be calmly pon.

the chapel usually proving much too small
for our requirements; and it was felt, on
the whole, that the interest of this our much

schools

with

And the closet with its open Bible is the
only safety of the Cliristian. Read hurried-

If he has a heart to

like the day before, excoptthat the English
Chaplain’s lady and her sister met with us,
inthe Woman's Aid meeting, and’ told us

very interesting things about their labors

air ofa

eye,

the peaceful, quiet harbor. Your cabin and
your chart were your salvation.
:

just

22nd, Yesterdaywe had meetings

and the

With the open, keen

-

the steady hand onthe helm, you may steer
her safely over the mountain waves, and
through the blackness of the tempest, into

sittings,and the public services were attended by large and attentive congregations,

row.

“of death, h

the courage of a master,

words,

do good with it, it is a power worth having,
as it will enable one to be very useful. .
To BE DEPLORED.
A professed Chistian
who loves the world, who is greedy of gain,

Gi

congregations present.
OnMonday morning the sittings of Confer-

all are well provided
the missionarfes.
but many new things
blessed days when

POWER OF WEALTH.

MISSION CONFERENCE.

sermon wis preached

a pleasant
good

tells me that wealth is desirable, as it gives
its possessor power. That depends upon

S.P. B.

CUTTACK

with

others to Christ.

Orissa.

1

heart, and

These,

will make a goad impression and

a smart man.

‘March 18. We are just in the midst of
a Quarterly Meeting. Every one of our
sisters

goes, a kind, loving
countenance.

not long enough, and
get on long. We hope
certain she will never
:

boy, but his real

that

might

3

the hidden rocks as indicated on that sheet,
and then when the chart kas been mastered,
you may stand on that reeling deck with

TAKE IT. A minister, and in fact every
Christian, should take along, wherever he

too

He is a praying

Work.

OF EVERY

The

pietyis a little doubtful.

the same with the native sisters’ ‘meeting

| justdense enough

is

One boy,and then the end. Arad Losee is a
good ‘lad, of medium abilities, about 13
years old.
He is somewhat remarkable
for being always clean in his person and

Meeting, nor Whitestown Seminary.
0.T. MOULTON.

simply because of the conceit which comes
of learning, but in no other way. For really the powers of nature, as they are dis-

and the

grace of God ; and for some persons it may
be that it will come in a way not altogether
alien to that by which the earliest Chrissians, on the reappearance of their crucified
Lord, were mentally

C. Baptist church

not have had the New York

Miracles impossible because of science !
They are impossible to the beliefof a man,

it probably

with

this

daughter of
The meetings connected with this conferday, A. D. ence commenced at Cattack on Sunday

been saved from extinction; but we

edge, and as though by inspiration from
spirits, there were many false prophets
“gone out into the world.”

result much from any forthcoming informait

Q.

home.

her change, it was
we fear she cannot
for the best. Itis
“rust out.”

1788, who often heard her mother relate the

would seem to be place for those spirits,
about whom there is a forewarning by St.
John, that they ought not to be. believed as
spirits simply, but that they should be tried
as to their being of God, because that actu-

because so many connections of probability
and credibility have been stripped away
from them, or have been atleast forgotten.
4nd now for this state of things what is
the remedy ? It will come not with argu-

tion; but

Otsego

occurrence.
:
Had the logic of love prevailed on

the highest and the lowest sources of mira-

light reflected from
;
as narrated in the
wonder that they

ment at all, perhaps; nor will

the

have the hiltory from the
one who was baptized that

with humanity, that the spirit of demong
might be competent to add confusion to human affairs, by working miracles, in some

ever be backed by genius.

some

church, in

missed, and went

subdued.

vitally

acean, and have curious information as to
bivalves, and as to the manner in which flat

fo, to

and

number of other things besides. But * all
is well.” The convention Jas ‘carried on
and finished; and the teachers were dis-

clothes.

thus organizing, so far as they then knew,
the first open communion Baptist church in
America. That church still exists, with a
vigorous life, and is called the Ames Free

sould define the nature of prophecy, there way or other, on the road, and at the time
must be a thousand utterly ignorant about contemplated in the book of Revelation,—
jit, though they know well about chemical this all would seem to be not much more
affinities as operative on the floor of the | improbable than that wicked rulers should

should have become

But finding their

efforts unavailing, they formed themselves
into a church, chose one of their number
their preacher, who before held a license,

And with that one glimpse, too, what impossibilitiesas to belief would vanish! For

meow proportionately as much about Chrisoutofall their multitude, for one

of our own faith and

clined to partake of the emblems, and soon
after united in discarding this offensive

first probably only after

politics, and science, rule, authority,

there be a prophet among you, I the Lord
will make myself known unto him in a
vision,and will speak unto him in a dream.”
There are many scientific men who would
not doubt, for a moment, but that they
yet,

‘‘We commune

the ship as if it were

dn

timbers creak before thestrainof the conflict,
Music. - It js in the zephyrs that fan the and yet she plunges on-+on—somewhere !

this scrawling little pen stop and quite a

ing, in faith, Him of that name, which is
above every name, and unto whom morals,

if

sianity as they do about science. . And

he answered:

but }

earth, the winds that blow, the ocean's 'on—on—whither? You ask of those farysurge, the carol of the birds. It charms, lashed waves, whither? You ask of those
the branches
above named. Oh for money ! delights and cheers. The mother sings by dark,sullen clouds, whither? You ask ofthe
as it whistles through the rigging,
What
a pity it is that things can’t go on the side of the cradle, the devout sing storm,
whither ? But they laugh at your calamity, *
without it! But we have occasion for great praise to God, and the saved in heaven sing they mock when your fear cometh.
What
thankfulness for whatwe get in this coun- the new song. The prophet's harp is sweet, can you do? Down in your cabin is the chart
of the ocean. You cannot read it plainly
try. The other day, a very sweet, long 80 also is the angel's lyre.
%
by the lightning’s flash, but in that cabin,
letter came from Mrs. Herschel, contain- |
by the cabin’s light you can trace its dis¢¢ Let music cheer me last on earth,
ing a one hundred rupee note, for our Santinct and blessed lines, can know your latiAnd greet me first in heaven.”
tal schools. Last year we got a letter just
tude and longitude, notice the position of
like it from ‘Mr. Herschel,

table.
The old gentleman wept, and remarked to his son: ‘There will be no close
communion in heaven.”
This incident so affected seventeen of the
thirty members of the church, that they de-

es of Christ may yet perhaps be to b e fulfilled, and that greater works than have yet
been done, Christians may yet do by invok-

whether possibly a prophet might not have
fitting

seated

order,” and refused his father a place atthe

world as there is about us, and that with
such worlds within worlds, as there are
which probably concern us, thatthe promis-

al peculiarity,

sacrilegiously

with none but those

a

death,—a glimpse with those eyes with
which we are to see all eternity,—just a
glimpse of the spiritual world, which indeed already we are living in, though we
are cased against it by the flesh,—with just
one glimpse we should feel, that in sucha

worse still than this, there are persons who
deride the prophets, who yet have never
thought, nor inquired, nor even suspected,

said,

communion,

:

will open for us

When the words areread in church, ¢‘The
word of the Lord came,” how few people
iave ever wondered as to how it came, or

man, with some constitution-

had

tist to do the same.
9, A
For the sake of open communion if would

A glimpse about us with those eyes, which

both

been an honest

ta-

who, without the fear of

himsélf among the communicants; and
gives us to understand
that. loyalty to
Christian principle would lead every Bap-

bilities, does‘the kingdom of nature seem

miracles and doctrine alike,and at once.

he

offending God,

Scriptures credible, but because of what information now faith can extract from science, more and more natural does the supernatural seem to become, and more and

blinded

accept

ble of his church,

utter.
World beyond world!
World within
world! Not only are the miracles of the

againsthim by his own unconscious antisupernaturalism. And many a disbeliever,
if he knew the spiritual philosophy involv-

EE

incongruous

to grow.

would

Watchman & Reflector how he ordered a

pedobaptist away from the communion

The waves lift. up

. Notes with Suggestions.

Geography and Arithmefair results. There
are
asking for schools, who
a strict examination in

isclosed and every body has gone. Sister
Crawford has goneto her school again,
but though she is wonderfully benefited by

miracles,

Scriptures,

tation, Grammar,
tic are tanght with
“NO CLOSE COMMUNION IN HEAVEN."
‘A Baptist pastor, a rigid advocate of eight candidates
close commupion, tells the readers of ‘the are under going

sense that the great glory itself of the visjon was what it is not possible for a. man to

Scriptures;

outof a Bible which was

|which Reading, Spelling, Writing from dic-

haps, out of all that he had Been, only some

more supernatural, because of its suseepti-

“And

1870.

25.

be well if every close communionist- would
might notice, he might have an experience be as outspoken. Then the Christian sentilike that of St. John the Divine,and see the
ment would express its active
protest.
smokeof incense, with prayers of saints,
An item from the history of one gf our
ascending up before God, from a golden
churches in central New York -illfistrates
censer in an angel's hand.
And after this, this:
in a moment, with merely remembering
The pastor of a C. Baptist chgreh, after a
his dead father, he might find himself, face baptism, repaired to the commufgion table.
to face with him. And then, as this openHere, the father of the pastor, a
\Presbyteing of his eyes was closing, and while his
rian, eminent for his piety, asked leave of
sight was becoming again that simply of
his son to partake with them. True to close
“the natural man,” he might retain, per-

for passing the eye over the words is certainly not the same as catching the sense.
Many 2 man has defended the reality of

the

MAY

sides their monthly subscription of five
rupees.
The Santal teachers look so good, and
earnest ;—it is such a joy to spend and be
spent for them, that all work is pleasure.
:
27th. Five days of ard fever have made

few

with the Jews

through angels;-while all the while not a
sparrow fell to the ground without his
knowledge, nor was there a man even but
on his head the hairs were all numbered."
If the miracles of the Bible seem incredible to any one,let him bethink himself that

3d in
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that ark.

and twenty years they

For

one

hundred

worked. away’ Rpoh

careless

and

unmindful

laughing and jesting, wholly regardless of

?

righteous Noah's solemn appeals, warning,

and counsel ; and so, when the terrible .or-

‘deal came, they had no
part or entrance into the ark of refuge which their own bands
bad fashioned, but were buried beneath the

waters, everlasting monuments of God's
wrath and displeasure. And is it pot so
now? Are there not many, who with gen-.

erous deeds and useful hands are 8
on the cause of Christ, assisting in the
Ark of Salvation, whose own hearts

ing
great
have

never been touched, and who in the last
day will have no entrance or place in the
kingdom of heaven Pe—dmerioan Messenqer
.

o
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The Money-Test of Piety.
ungraciousin some

ears,

but it is none the less true, that the moneytest is the best criterion of a man’s religion. |
Sometimes, indeed, we may find a man

who is willingto contribute liberally to a

cause for which he is unwilling
to make
any other sacrifice. We sometimes,—perhaps frequently,—find men who seem to
think that if they will only pay handsomely
into the treasury of the church, they need
not trouble themselves about living accord‘ing to her requirements. But while we
concede that there are caseslike these, we
contend for the general rule, that the best

payers are the best Christians.

Of course,

there are in every church very good members whose means are limited, and of whom
much could notbe expected. : But if they
be earnest and zealous, they will prove it
by their liberality, even though they be
poor. For it is the manner, rather than
the amonnt, which indicates the spirit.
Fvery one who has any experience in
business, knows that there are men who
pay largely, who do not deserve to be called
paymasters. They pay only when
they cannot help it, and
then with such a
show of reluctance that it is evident they
-had much rather not do so. So, there are

men who contribute to the church largely

classified as liberal

They ehow too plainly that other

motives than the cause of Christ urge them

to yield of their substance.

Sometimes

the officers who have it in charge to make
collections, have to operate on the baser
feelings of their nature in order to get from
them the amounts which their means
would warrant them to give.
«os
. Now 2 man who has a genuine ‘zeal for
the welfare and prosperity of his church,
will need no stimulating to induce him to
give
pecuniary aid towards building her
up. ft the Lord has blessed him with
abundance to Live largely,
instead of
seeking to av
calls on his purse, he
is ever looking out to see where money
may be profitably invested for the Master's
service. : If he be . poor, there is still no
: 1agging. The mite that he is able to conute is paid in with promptness and
with pleasure. He does not wait to be

largely as his means will

allow, will, as a

u

minis-

He will

church;

that

work,

that he bas aided its furtherance
his ability will fllow.—Ez.

he

if I could have my will,

and

as far as

not be so at all.

six

children,

and

of her widowhood and poverty, and I said,

** That

is an awful'l)ss.”—* Yes,

she answered,

yes,”

and then I think again that it can be no loss
to me if itis a gain to God.”—Rev. Robert
Collyer.

Is

Your

Soul

Insured?

Shining

admi

Prize Series.

Hours, «ss.

pains; but, for that

which

eternity, he had made no provision.
cared

notto ask.

years, golden

voice of God's

thus

.

Workers.
——

“Is Mr. Hayes a Christian P” I asked a
friend.
“No, he i3 an outside worker, like myself.
“Outside . worker? What do you mean
by that?”
;
“Oh, Hayes and I have classes in the
Sunday school, because some of the Chris-

tians want to go home and get a warm dinand sometimes, to help along, sing

in the

prayer meeting, We give something towards the minister's salary, &e., &
Idon't
know how they could
et along, ” continued my friend, half jokingly, * if it wege
not for a few outside workers,”
.
““ Qatside of what ”
“Why, outside of the church.”
“ Why not come inside ?”
“Oh, I'm not a Christian. I can’t do
do as much

where

I
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Business permanent, For

critical

fire.”
draw up

enlarged

it much

mere

convenient

Foolish

should besent to L. R. BURLINGAME,
ver, N. H.
TERMS, —Single copy,

80 cents

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM,
This little book has been revised by

under

the

new

=

EY

A person was once conducted by an
apgel—so runs the parable—into a wood,
where he saw an oh

to make up a bun

Tad outing

he tied ny and att¢mpted

en

bonghs

it was

Machine

Company,

AMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H.

am.”
:
his shoulders and carry it away. But find“Do! that is not the first thing. It is ing it very heavy, he laid it
down again,
be what is right, Why not be a Christian ; | and went on with his work, He cut more
then you can dyfrom love ?
; wood and heaped it on; and then tried

Ferules

1,25

210

«JB
a)

210

old

us for the Myrtle.

.

Sample copies will be sect free

gn appli-

cation.
|,

Treatise.
can now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for. two or more copies. Or

dérs are solicited.
AGENTS, READ

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
all kinds of Saw Mil
and upright,) Iron
Gasometers and

-and Brass Castings,

ti51

Gas Works,
he Eugenie
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is the most Useful article

ever invented for your use,
Circulars
free. Mrs. Morgan, P, O. Box, 2438, N.Y,

13613

,

i

A-$150 to $200 per month made by Agents selling
THE HOME OF WASHINGTON,
Or Mount Vernon and its Associations.

By Benson J, Logsing.

160 Illustrations, tinted Raper,

Sold cin

handsomely

bound.

¥ ox; Tiberal terms given.

SAMPLES, FREE, "Send for ctreulars, and notice
AS

HALE & OO., Hartford, Conn.

FREE BAPTIST BOOK
IN BOSTON,

Sabbath School

ones, can

send us

IMPROVED

*

DOUBLE

GEAR

‘|

& CO.

38 & 40 Cornhill,

2644 -

CARBOLIC SOAPS.
Carbolic Disenfecting Soap
will positively destroy all insect life on saitie and cues
Mange, Scratches, and Sores of all kind
Boxes of 10 1bs,, $4; boxes of 3 dozen tablets, $3.60.
:
j
i

FOOT

ROT.

fn

For this disease now so prevalent, a shies. safe ani
reliable remedy is offe:
in the CRESYL. C OINT-

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New

This preparation is far superior to tobacco, not se
disagreeable, much less trouble, and more permanent:

from

MENT.

Not a single instance of its failure has

heen

reported.
Tb: cans, 50 c,; 8.1b. cans, $1; 5 Ib. cans, $1.25,"

CRESYLIC

SHEEP

DIP.

cures SCAB, destroys Lice; Cads, Ticks,

&c.

5 Ib, cans, $1.25: 10 1b. cans, $2.25; 50 1b. kegs, $10;
200 1b. barrels, $35.

One barrel will dip about 2,000 sheep.

Granulated Carbolic

Powder,

For Poultry Houses, Stables, &.
$1;

In boxes of 5 Ibs.,

101bs. $1.75; 20 1be, $3.75; 50 1bs., $8.00.
: BOWMAN & BLEWETT, Sole
Agents,

- 3m17

:

52 Barclay St., New York.

send

‘Honey,’ ‘Glycerine,’ ‘ Brown Windsor,
er,’ ‘Spring Violet,” * Citron,” and over Two HUNDRES

a new sub-

a copy of Mr.

send a copy of the same work to the
new subscriber.
Or, if it is preferred,
we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from
the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

the same terms.

The postage—which

is twelve cents,—must be paid by-those

DIFFERENT

THE REPORTS.
We have sent to the Q. M. Clerks
the Blanks necessary to secure full staof all

the

churches,

the Register, by prom ptness

in collect-

ing and transmitting their statistics to
this office.
Let there be special care to give the
Post Office addresses of the Yearly
Meeting Clerks, as well as those of the

at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make contracts for advertising, and transact any
business belonging to the advertising
department.

ST. BOSTON.
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THE REGISTER.

Strongest and Best Wringer in the Market.
(DOUBLE COGS AND DOUBLE PRESSURE.)

Which is the best Clothes Wringer ?
(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)
+ “After careful examination, we recommend the
“Universal” as the best and strongest machine.
* It has “patent cog wheels,” (Rowell’s patent double
gear,) with very long and strong alternating teeth,
which, together with the “patent stop” (which
is on
no other wringer), allows the rubber rollers to sepa.

The Register for 1870 is universally

admitted to be far superior to any heretofore issued. It needs only to be seen
and examined to be appreciated.

A very large part of this edition has
been sold.
Those desiring it, will,
therefore, do well“ to send in their or-

ily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs
Will disconnect and lose their power, as is the case with oth-

ders at once, as we wish

er

sale of it as soon as possible.

wringers,

whether

the

cogs

are

on

one or both

same

as

if it was

sides of the shaft.
It also has the peculiar advantage of two pressure
screws, £0 arranged that each screw presses on both
ends of the rolls alike, the

in the

center, while the two together give deuble the capacity for pressure.
gio
The “Universal” has its iron parts either wrought
or malleable, and i8 built so strongly and substanti-

garments by the strongest person.
Our readers may be quite sure they
will find the
“Universal” wringer a good and serviceable article,
Xt is more Durable, Wrings Drier, and
‘Works
Easier than any

other

Wringer.

Wringers of all kinds repaired.

GEO. H. HOOD,
THE

CLOTHES
Sold on, tho most iberal

24

S

WAS]
re

“07 Water St, Boston,

the

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
~ At

Wholesale

Prices,

the skin, these Toilet Soaps have no equal in this country, and are warranted superior to any imported. For
sale at all first-class Drug Stores inthe United States.
3mel7

Prices of Freewill Baptist
Single and

Books,
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Psalmody, 18me. in Sheep,
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single,

do

Price.
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dozen,

20
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do
do
dozem, 10,56
do
82mo.,
gingle,
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single, 160
do
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History,

,

.

Christian Babtiem, Bound, do
o
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do
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do
do
Life of Marks,
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©
Church Member's Book,
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Treatise,
i 0
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single,

1,20
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11,52

single,
dozen,
single,
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single,
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single,
dozen,
single,
Hout,
single,

a

Ol)

Appeal

to Conscience;

do
do
Communiaonist,
do
.

Choralist,

1,9
12,2;
08
9,34
1,8
13,62

2,40

13,99

,29
248
,17
1,72
1.29
12,00
38
3,48
29
2,76
20
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20

1,26
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28
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24

44

244
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20
240
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60
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,18
1,96
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38,26

20

25
240
,16
144
1,00
9,60
,30
2,88
,26
3

single,

do
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20
,0®
20

15%
10
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&

do
dozen, 1,20
1,44
80x
Minutes of General Confer.
ence,
gingle,
,76
20
®
A
Thereis no discount on the Minutes by the
dozen.
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Uday

OR Family use—simple,c

FAsents waives.

(Sill

reliable, Knits everythi:

oghcay Sizes

stocking FREE.

Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO., Bath, Me.
o: 176 Broadway, New York.
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AGENTS WAN IED.

A Rich

Field!

:

A Noble Work!
THE

NEW

-

Pictorial Family Bible,
ONTAININO

OVER

1,000 7Uustrations, 50,000 References, a Family
and Family Album,

Record,

It is the most superb, valuable, .complete, and at
tractive edition of all Family Bibles for the use of
Ministers, Students, Teachers, Families and Children,
1ts illustrations offer a comprehensive review of the

Scriptures, representing the

most

interesting views

characters, symbols, events, antiquities, costumes,
ete. They attract the eye, correct erroneous impressions, awaken new thoughts, and furnish clear viewe

of divine truth. It also affords an unusual large range
of statistical, tabular, chronclogical, and genealogica’
matter.

Every one praises this remarkable
work in the most
guqualified manner, and no family should be without
t.

AGENTS WANTED in every town and county iw
the United Statesto convass fir “The
New Pictoria’
Family Bible,” Many are now averaging from $5,000
to $7,000

annual profit in its sale.

It is regarded with

universal favor, and opens up a rich fleld and the
most profitable of all employments to good and relia:
ble persons. Ministers, 1'eachers, Students, Young
Men and Wemen—all who regard the growth of morality—ocan eelect any field not yet occupied, and engage steadily in this work without injury t) their
characters as Christians.

For Circalars and Prospectus Sheets, containing s

tull description

of THE

PICTORIAL

FAMILY

BIBLE,

and terms to Agents, address Potter’s Standard Bible
and Testament House.
JOHN E. POTTER & Co., Publishers,

A

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they can be

England.

Oteow16

614 & 617 8ansom

St., Philadelphia.

ON KIp

ers, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books
of their class. In another column, seo
list, and retail prices. From these prices we make

GEO. H. HOOD, Gen, Ag't.
13

For purity of materials, fra-

In addition to the publications of oth-

i

CELEBRATED

DOTY

to finish

bought elsewhere in New

Sold by Dealers everywhere.

f

VARIETIES.

grance of perfume, cleansing and softening effects upon

do

who order the books.

on application to Mr. Gro. B. Coss,

i

CEO.H.HO0D
. ACT,

37 WATER

And Religious Publications,
D. LOTHROP

.

BUCEHAIN’S

be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
|»

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRATES
120

you would escape
Batchelor’s Hair
uphold its integrdat 16 Bond St., ¥

books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
:
Dover, N. H.

To ADVERTISERS.
The rates of
advertising in the Morning Star will

STORE"

The most Complete Assortment and Lowest
]
Price
'

virtues they do not possess, if
danger. The genuine W. A,
has thirty years’ reputation to
Sold by Druggists. Applied

Y.

Quarterly Meeting Clerks and Pastors.

ally that for years it cannot be broken in wringing

THES!

ing
the
Dye
ty.

Quarterly and Yearly. meetings for the The Fook of Worship, ‘e single, 1,00
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can see a straight one.”
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“Go
after two, wolves, and you will not
the end of that time with oxly 40 scholars
:
and an infinitesimal number of teachers. But -even catch one.”
“A good beginning is half the work.”
he tonquered a brilliant success at last,
: Trust in God, but do not stumble yourand has now a school of 250,—one of the
best and most efficient in the country, and self.
“With God, even across the sea; withrich’in spiritual fruit,—carrying out the
while his favorite theory of compelling out Him, not even to the threshold.”
‘“ Without cheating, no trading.”
Bible study and the co-operation of the
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whole church in the church school. He
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notes.

that which was to waste away, and become
part and parcel of its native dust, he had

the list. A part of the plan isto compel
family instruction, and parents are expacted
to commit the lesson. Mr. Beecher com-

execute it.
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Xt is designed for the use of Bible classes, Sabbath schools, ministers, students, and all lovers of

‘“and so I think sometimes ;

had, the day before, taken a life-policy for

day school ;
Mr. Beecher superintends his own school,
leads his teachers’ meeting, and enfo ‘ces
rules which would ordinarily be considered arbitrary in the extreme. Each
member of the school is required to memorize the lesson literally and exastly, not
excepting teachers or pastor. Esch scholar
is requiredto bé
perfect in lesson, deportment, and con
fon to benevolence.
Attendanceat church is part and parcel of
gol deportment. Two successive imperections, or two absences, and the scholar
is no longer
a memberof the school. If
a teacher fails twice in memorizing the
lesson, or is twice absent from teachers’

of the
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four, I think, out of her

a large

reference to Rev. Thomas K. Beecher’s Sun-

little in ‘advance
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the Author, has been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very York or Boston, and made payable to the
comely appearance.
It should be in order of L. R. Burlingame, in -Post Office
OW IN PRESS, »' De O BE ISSUED June 1st,
every Baptist family.
Let every pas- Money Order, or in Registered letter.
a COMMENTARY Q@HE NEW TESTAMENT, by J.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
J. BUTLER, D. D., P#8feStggof Christian Theology in tor and church-member have a copy of
the Theological Institution at
N@wgtlampton, N. H.—
this newly revised and useful book.— Otherwise they will be st the risk of those
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Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper sending them.
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covers, 15 cts. Postage extra ; on the
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it.” But that was a very,sweet and noble
thing a poor Irish woman said to me once,
‘when, afver she had told me of the death of

right away P”
The father leaned his head on his hand,
and was silent. He owned broad acres
of land that were covered with a bountiful
produce, his barns were even now filled
with plenty, his buildings were all well
covered by insurance ; but, as if that woul
not suffice for the maintenance of his wife
and only child in case of his decease, he

Independent has the following with

ways to be,—a training

ji

day. A% each triabthey find the taskhenv-|

again, my son, and behold the

this thing should

thought of your soul, and he was afraid
you would lose it; won't you get it insured
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makes
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oil

ey...
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Sup erintendents of S. 8.

MAGNIFICENT. MAP OF

despair of God's mercy, and with their sins
unrepented of, they lie down and die. Turn

common prayer, indeed, and a great deal
worse than none at all. It means, ¢* Thy
will be dongsbecanse thou art Master; but

‘ What are you thinking about, my son?”
replied the agitated father. ‘ Why do
you ask that question ?”
*“ Why, pa, I heard Uncle’ George say
that you had your house insured, and your
life insured ; but he didn’t believe you had

Sunday School Management.

certainly commences

If you want profitable |

t]

insured P”

has an interest in all that she has and is.
He will not be pulled half-reluctantly into
‘her enterprises, nor feel like a stranger
when he enters within her walls. His pastor and his brethren. will all be the. dearer
to him ‘when he feels that he and they are

common

|

minis- | cus nnty, be ‘able ts accomplish it.’ Thus

ristian

“Pa,” said a little boy as he climbed to
his father’s knse, and looked into his face
as earnestly as if he uiderstood the importance of the subject, ‘‘ pa, is your soul

general thing. enjoy his church privileges.

all engaged in one

last a hundred years.

vam and leasant_ employment, Jddress Hopson

ier than it was before;
and; so put it off a
:

deacons to the unpleas-

ant duty of asking for his quota, time,and
again. He knows that such delinquency
would make them feel as unpleasantlyas
it-would him, and though pride is not his
ruling motive, he does have too much pride
to wait to be pushed into doing his duty.
The man: who gives to his church as

The

;

else. old man whom thou sawest heaping up a’
and I have never known anything
nEh loadof boughs.”— Visitor.
This was her teaching and prayers t
A
my childhood and youth; but I trust, by
the grace of God, I experienced a change
of heart when about sixteen yearsof age.”
Punning.
A noted commentator remarks, ‘‘Ouar
T
—dbto—
earthly destination also, is appointed by
Spare
that
pun
on
a holy text. It struck
God before our birth.” If so, how doth it become, Christian parents earnestly t1 beseech your ears, so, quick to catch double sounds
the Lord in season that their offspring Jay even in Scripture words, you are itching to
be lambs of Hisfold. Shall the garden tell it to the first one who can laugh over it
grow to weeds, so that when they are root- with you. Butdon’t. Try to forget it by not
ving it vent.
What's a laugh, when you
ed out the change maybe more evident?
ink of the associations it‘'will occasion in
Shall the purest,—the most innocent years
They won't
of our children’s lives, be given to Sitan’s the minds of all who hearit?
service, so that the grace of God may be forget it ; whenever they hear the text the
you connected with it
more manifestly displayed? ¢ Thou shalt frivolous thought
They in turn re‘not tempt the Lord thy God.” God, who will also occurto them.
it to others, none can tell how
isof great compassion, may bring back the peating
ering ones; but oh! how many bitter many will be diverted from the solemn imtears and “heart-burnings might be spared, port of the holy words by the witticism first
astened upon them by yourself, and poor
if Christian parents would orly unreserved:
RA present their children to the Lord at witticism itis. We forget the precise lantheir birth, rather than let His garden run guage in which Dr. Johnson expresses his
estimate of punning.
Sidney Smith did
to waste some ten or fifteen Yorn eoiia
that then it would be time enough to weed, not think much of his own powers in that
to cultivate, and to water! —S. S. Times. line, for he says: ‘Itis wit of so low an order and in which some sort of progress is
so easily made, that the number of those
Forgiving God.
endowed with the gift of it might be near———
ly equal with those endowed with the gift
*¢ So you have not forgiven God, yet, I of speech.” Nevertheless a pun may have
see,” one friend said once to another when rare and geniine wit,only let it not intrude
he went to see her some weeks after a sow- within hallowed bounds. There, however
ing of sorrow, and found her sitting in a smart, it is pitifal, and naworthy of Chrismute despair; ‘ you have not forgiven God, tian lips; and often not less than profane.
yet.” He touched the very
nerve of the More than one of our readers, we are sure,
trouble. If that woman said in her pray- lament with us the vile plague of an irrevers, * Thy will be done,” it meant, * bc- erent play on some Scripture verse, which
cause I cannot have mine;” not with a though heard years and, years ago, ever
sweet confidence that the Divine Will was flits across the memory whenever the verse
one with the Divine Goodness. It is a very is read or heard. Then spare that pun.

— Thomas Carlyle.
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Baptists have ever asserted the only true
The same S:riptare that eommands us and safe principle of interpretation and en;
not to judge lest we be judged, tells us also forcement in. regard to positive rites ;—that
that a tree may be known by its fruit. ‘they rest wholly upon positive law. Moral
The first probably means that we should duties may be taught by inference, since
be charitable toward our fellow men; the they rest upon general principles; but possecond, that we may have some knowledge itive rites, such as baptism, the supper, &e.,
of inward motives from outward manifes- haveno authority except as God has comtations. That there is any need of break- manded them. Hence our only concern
ing the commandment given in the first with a positive rite is, to fairly and truly incase, while availing ourselvesof the privi- terpret the law which
- institutes. it, and in

¢ EpITORS.

#5 All communications designed for publication
should be addreseed to the Editors, and all letters
. )n business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher.
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lege allowed in the second, we ‘do not

We glory in American ideas, liberty
conscience, freedom of religion, separation
of church and state. In America, no man

| amount
to judgments of the most unchari-

| table kind. We are prone to charge the
is compelled to be religious or irreligious; |
heart with faults that only the nerves are
to accept any one form of religion, or re- |
| responsible for. We condemn the spirit
ject any form;

we

are

free

to worship or

{ whenthe body is alone t» blame.
alone to God.
soldier who seeks protection from the

not worship, accountable
« ‘This is ogr theory, upon it we have professed to practice. But recently, new positions
are taken, new conclusions drawn, new applications made. It is argued that the use

i
i
I

of the

Bible

tent with

in public schools is inconsis-

these

American ideas,

because

are civil institutions. The case is urged
with ability, the arguments have apvarent
force, the conclusions are skillfully maintained; the whole case assumes a grave
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singular cases of infercharch,

Episcopalian,

in

Brooklyn, agreed, as usual, that no adult nor

infant could be
inquirer asked
baptized. He
assuredly ; for

them,” say

we; and so we apply the test indiscriminately, without once taking account of circumstances or conditions.

saved without baptism. An
if the thief on the cross was
promptly replied: ¢ Most
it is written that he went ab

once to Paradise with Christ, and

that

must be baptized, for baptism is in the

it has

been vig-

and large numbers

——FALL 0F A TRUE

WORKER.

The pa-

tions, are occupied, where the gospel is
preached, and Sunday schools sustained.
Fathet Chinigny, who was. once their chief
opposer,

but' now

converted,

has

been

preaching in Montreal to large audiences;
the letter of Father Hyacinthe, pointing
Papists to Christ, rather than to

has been widely

circulated,

the Pope,

Society. He was a hard, zealous, patient,
hopeful, genial worker ina cause that was
often misinderstood, that met many discouragments, that was frequently overshadowed by other interests; but he never lost

his foith, nor abated - his zgal, nor parted

“with his charity, nor

shared the

cynicism

by ‘of some of his co-laborers. = Since th& war
encouraging ended hé has been espegially- earnest to

and

read

thousands. Ithas produced
results, indicating that faithful labor,to induce such a public sentiment as would
enlighten and liberate the dupes of this make a similar experience in the future
great superstition and spiritual bondage, is practically impossible. He died in Boston,
having compassed his three score and ten
not in vain.
:
For several years this midsion was under years, eager to work on with his old ardor
the fostering care, and supported mainly by (if he might, but ripe for the kingdom
the Baptists in Canada and in the states. where the Prince of Peace rules evermore
His
But when several of the missionaries threw among loyal and loving subjects.
off the yoke of Close C mmunion, this pat- death makes no ordinary chasm, but the
ronage was mostly withdrawn. When this work which he lays down will not be left
support failed, Madame Lafleur, one of the without hands to take it up and beariton
to completion.
noblest and bravest of women, appealed

for help to Christians

in our chief cities,

and réceived it, and the good work went on.
But since she was

called

to her

rest,

the

funds have greatly decreased. Baptist papers have mentioned these embarrassments,
as the fruits of Open Communion, but of
course give no signsof grief on account of
the perplexities of the mission. Indeed,

Very decided

e)

pers announce the death of Rev. Geo. C. provision might be made

have been converted.
Two prosperous Beckwith, for more than thirty years the
schools are sustained; eighteen central earnest, laborious, efficient and highly esmission stations, and many more out-sta- ‘teemed Secretary of the American Peace

was

impossible without baptism.”
Inferende
helped him through. Is it lawful to baptize
infants? ¢ Certainly,” say Pedobaptists.
¢¢ Infants were circumcised; therefore they

than twenty years,

orously prosecuted,

..thata good

for the School
came also from Fairport, N. Y. The plan of

dividing the income of the funds between
the two Colleges,—Hillsdale and Bates,—

for the maintenance of theological

instruc-

tion therein, which was ‘ considered

a few

months

since at Portsmouth, was again

brought forward and earnestly urged.
And still another project was suggested,— .

that of removing the School to Lewiston and
maintaining it in connection with Bates College, as a unit, provided the Trustees of the
College would give it certain specified advantages and supply its students with such

facilities as were deemed needful,
These various plans were presented in
outline to the Society, and afterwards more

fullyto a Committee, who sat.through a
whole evening with open doors, that all
present might hear the arguments and
weigh the various claims. Aftetwards,
the
various proposals were formally considered by the Soeiety, and the final result ap-

“pears in the adoption of the plan set forth

in form below. As will be seen by the
terms used, the Society offers to locate the
——SETTLED AT LENGTH. The question of School at Lewiston,
and render aid to HillsLay Delegation in the Methodist denomina- dale College in the maintenance of theologMenem,

tion appears to have been decided, so far
as the vote of the Conferences can decide

it; thoigh the majority is so small that an
accurate counting has been necessary in

ical instruction therein, on certain specified
conditions. It was the settled conviction of
those who especially represented Bates
College at the meeting, that these condi-

place of circumcision.” Inference bridges
orderto learn whether it was to succeed tions would be speedily met, and the Sothe gulf. ¢ Issprinkling lawful baptism?” ‘much more has been said or done, in that or fail. Notmore than fifty votes are given ciety acted on that supposition. If, howand hinder the for it in excess of those against it in the ever, there should be a failure to meet
doctrine - of freedom in religion logically ism enough to risk an exposure, or he may ¢ Undoubtedly,” is the reply; ‘because quarter, to discourage
have
valued
his
own
safety
so
highly
as
Jewish
purifications
were
By
sprinkling,
work,
than
t>
help
it.
May
the Lord for- whole namber of Conferences. It shows these conditions at Lewiston,” the whole
excludes the Bible from our public schools? |
not to care a straw for his coun'ry’s wel- and baptism comes in their place and stead.” give them.
that the hollers of power have been some- plan fails; and no part of it has any binding
Have we hitherto been in the dark upon this |
Last fall it was resolved to appeal to “what reluctant to part with it, and that the force (ill the evidence is furnished that the
point? Has the past been a successionof fare ; but the chances are that in a majority Inference can make it come in the place of
of cases he was just as true at heart and anything, no matter what. ¢ Were there ‘Baptists in England for assistance, and our conservative element is strong and earnest
inconsistencies, and violations of our own
Trustees of Bates College are to fulfill the
loved his country’s honor just as sincerely infants in the families of Lydia and the good - Bro. Robt. Cameron, whose letters even in a denomination that claims to be
cherished doctrines?
pledges which they are asked to give. The
. If logical consistency excludes the Bible as the wire-nerved, undyspeptic, hardy vet- jailor?” ¢ Of course there were ; because in- the readers of the Star have enjoyed, con- eminently liberal and progressive. The action taken at-the annual meeting, daring
eran who stood by the hour in an open fants were baptized in each of these cases.” sented to cross the ocean and see what General Conference
has yet to decide the latter part of the month of June, is exfrom public schools, it does much more tha
whether the principle thus affirmed shall be pected to indicate very clearly what the rethat. There are other and greater violy- field, and fired away with fatal precision Inference says so. The total s'lepce of could be done. We are happy to learn
wrought into the orgainiclaw of the body. sult is to be; and yet the decisive action
tions of liberty of conscience, if this be until either his ammunition or his life failed Scripture upon all these pots, essential to that he has met with gratifying success;
liberally contributed, Dr. Curry has fought it with shrewdness, may be delayed beyond that time. This
one. The simple reading of the Bible with- him. The power of mental as well as phys- the conclusions drawn, is of no possible im- funds have been
skill, persistence and pluck, but his gallant preliminary statement seemed necessary to
out comment is but a small part of the ical endurance will yield, to the effects of portance; inference fills the gap, and could and the wants of the mission are likely
Christian influence which enters these in- continued exertion, until the person either do it just as easily if it was tenfold wider. to be relieved. They were in debt over campaign must be pronounced a failure. a complete understanding of the plan aptheir ‘missionaries actually suf- We believe the new element that will prob- proved by the Society, and which is as folstitutions.
The reading books in use are sinks into slumber or is driven into deli- Against such a wild and dangerous indul- $5000;
ably be now invited to share in the work of lows:
full of Christian principles; they imculcate rinm. So the soldier, sheltered by a tree, gence Baptists have always stoutly protest- fering for their salaries, and the con;
.
tributions ‘were constantly growing less, fashioning a great denomination, will add
.
faith in God, Christian integrity, piety, all may have been reluctantly led to his covert ed.
AGREEMENT.
.
But behold human inconsistency! *‘ Hap- and the debt larger. Thank God. for this to its vigor and dignity.
Christian virtues, by precept and example, by an exhausted nervous system, while his
BR
was glowing’ with undiminished py is he who condemneth not himself in timely relief from across the sea. It has
directly and indirectly, and do it more thor- patriotism
1.. The Theological School, with its Li——MAY
ANNIVERSARWES.
The Anniver"oughly even than is done by the simple read- ardor. Evidently he is not the kind of sol- that thing whichhe alloweth.” Close Bap- not come a moment too soon. Bat for the sary meetings have been losing prestige brary, shall be established at Lewiston,
ing of the Bible. The songs , which are dier that would be wanted to scale a fort tists condemn theniselves. Close Commun- liberality of brother T. M. Thomson, Esq., and power for some years past in New Maine, in connection with Bates College,
and shall be called and known by the name
sung are inspired with the Christian spirit, or fill a breach ;—he might come far from ion rests wholly upon inference. This their of Montreal, they could not have endured York.
They have made
less impres- of the
Theological School.
and powerfully incline the children to rev- meeting our ideal of a warrior, but we need ablest scholars admit; ard none of them the burdens until now. The Lord was sion upon the public mind .this season than
2. The College shall farnish said School
mindful
of
them
in
their
distress,
and
we
can
find
ia
the
sacred
oracles
anything
like
not
therefore
deny
that
he
has
any
patrioterence the relizion of Jesus. Must we
with the exclusive use of a suitable build:
a ** Thus sgith the Lord2-for-it. In order to trust that increased prosperity will hence- usual. Aside from two or three gatherings, ing or buildings.
;
purge our reading books” and our school ism.
the metropolis took little note of the proceed3. The Coll ge shall support in said
songs of all Christian truth and sentiment ?
The Christian
who seldom makes a pub- make good their case they infer that bap- forth attend them. The expenses 5 the ings. The Woman's Suffrage movement,
That is inevitable, if we must logically ex- lic profession should not for this reason be tism is the door into the church, while the mission have been about $10,000 thé past and especially the effort to unite the sep- School three Professors, at. its opening,
and four Professors as early as the first
clude the Bible.
received with distrust. He may have a rich- Scriptures never speak of it in connection year, and the contributions from Christians ate and somewhat hostile organizations, Thursday in September, 1873, unless the
with
church
membership
at
all;
they
infer
in
Canada,
$2,611,70,
and
from
the
States,
Then we can not have Christian teachers; er experience and ten times the saving faith
stirred a few ripples, and the reunion at the fourth Professorship shall be provided for
for a living Christian is a much more potent that the self-confident exhorter possesses,. that Christians can not constitute a church $2,361,90. Very little was received from meeting of the Cong. Union was full of the in some other way; and after this date it
shall furnish such additional Professors as
instructor in religion than any mere book whose stereotyped sentences fall on the ear if they have fallen into error in regard to others ources ; 7,85 only from England.
old zest and enthusiasm.
Beyond these, . the wants of the School may require and the
It
issingular
that
all
the
fears,
hopes,
baptism,
though
the
Scriptures
never
hint
can possibly be; more than the Bible, more like hail on the window-pane.
The one
-dullness was the rule,
Boston is to take funds of the College may warrant,—the salProtestants,
than the published sermons of Christian who comes into God's presence, and re- that such an error is fatal to church organi- talk and apxieties among
her turn this week, and the meetings open aries of the said Professors to be at least
preachers. Without any direct attempt to | ceives the message fresh from divine lips, zation ; they infer that the Lord's Supper about Papacy, do not prompt to larger with a richer promise.
Squal to those of the Professors in the Colege.
commend Christ and his religion, without is not always the one appointed to deliver is lawfully observed in a church of baptiz- and more direct efforts for their conversion.
4 The Professors in the said School
even speaking ‘the name of Christ, he will {it to the multitude. Moses, who was ed believers only, though not a word is The Protestant churches are doiog almost ——MRs. RiCHAXDSON'S STATEMENT. The
shall
be nominated by the Executive Comconvey Christian ideas ; the very atmosphere ‘slow
of speech,” talked with Jehovah found in the Bible to that effect; they infer nothing in this direction. They seem to be pitiable legal.farce whose end appeared in mittee of the Education Society, and electthat
the
Supper
is
exclusively
a
church
grwaiting
and
looking
for
some
mysterious
of his daily life will speak, and his spirit faee to face; while Aaron, who ‘‘could
the acquittal of McFarland on the baseless ed by the Corporation of the
College ;—
will teach.
And then to forbid him to speak well,” could only stand afar off and dinance, and as they infer that an organiza- and unusual stroke of divine Providence plea of insanity, and in the cheering set on
Provided, That no person shall be eligible
position of Professor
speak of God, of Christ, of the true relig- { look on the shining glory.
The latter de- tion of unimmersed Christians can not be a to destroy the ‘‘man of sin,” and neglect the fout by the men and the kissing indulged to or continued in the
School, who is nota
ion, of its superiority over falsehood and er- | livered God’s messages indeed, but he re- church, they infer that they can not lawfully means of God’sappointment for their .con- by the women when the verdict was ren- or Instrustor in said
member in good and regular standing
in
ror, would be to exclude him front the school | ceived them at second-hand.
Left on his commune, though Christ did not institute version. The preaching of the gospel will dered, has been supplemented by a full and the F. Baptist Denomination, and who does
the supper in the church, but in his private save them, aud nothing else will. If we remarkable statement by Mrs. McFarland- not hold the doctrines and observe the
room.
In conscience he can not be silent; own responsibility at Moses’s departure, he
he can not teach astronomy, natural philos- [betrayed
his
weakness and failed at family, and there is no Scripture evidence would turn our energies to the work, fill Richardson, which is given to the public usages of said Denomination as set forth in
that even the twelve membersof his family all Catholic communities with preachers through the papers. In spite of the posi- the Treatise published according to the di-~
ophy, history, moral philosophy, political | once. rection of General Conferenbe.
had
all been baptized,even unto John’s bap- and Bible readers, and follow it up with
economy, literature, personal and social vir- ||
tion of the lady in question,—in
spite of her
Speaking of God is not the same as speak5. The Education Society shall payto
tues, and ignore Christ and his gospel. If |ing from him. Sitting in silence is not tism. At least half a dozen baseless infer- prayer, and persistent effort, we should naturally strong desire to vindicate herself the College, in quarterly installments, the
not
fail
to
gather
fruit.
The
example
and
he is not stultitied, if he is left free, he will | always denying him.
and the man whose lips were sealed by the income aceruing on allits funds exeept the
There is no noise ences have to be made to excuse the ungensuccesof the few, who have, for so many assassin’s bullet,—in spite of the terrible Beneficiary Fund,—the money thus paid to
be a more effective Christian propagandist when the sunrises, but thére is usually a erous and oppressive rule of Close Communpayment of
than the Bible, or any other form of Chris- great deal of light and warmth.
picture of brutality for which McFarland be exclusively devoted to the
Love ion, and without such unbaptistic props, years, prosecuted this work among the
Professors
such supports which belong peculiarly to French in Canada, should prompt others to ismade to sit,—the statement yet reads the salaries of the Theological
tian literature; if he is stuitified and forced ||| need not necessarily move the tongue, and
and other expenses of the school. The into silence, he ean not in conscience hold a | the prayers that bring the blessing are not the Papists, and ‘are wholly out of place like efforts in this direction.
very much like truth. Accepting itas cor- come of the Library Fund shall be devoted
position in our public schools. So that we | always audible to human ears. The most among Baptists, it could not stand for an
rect, the reasons for her leaving him forever to the increase of the Library.
6. The Faculty of the Theological School
Current Topics.
have this alternative, to exclude the Bible, ‘faithful toilers often have the least time for hour. In many years arguing and defense,
are overwhelming, and it presents ample
shall decide upon all applications for adnot
a
single
text
of
Scripture
has
been
found
all Christian literature, and, above all, ev- words.
He that pronounces the benedicMuch grounds for shutting him up for the rest of mission to the School, have charge of its
ery Christian teacher; orabandon our prin- tion is not the one who bestows it.. The to enjoin or justify Close Communion; not ——BiBLE REvVIsioN IN ENGrLaND.
interest
bas
lately
appeared
in
England
on ‘his Ife either in a mad house or a state own students, make the necessary arrangeciples, or our logic, and assert that they do language of the heart is not indeed a ¢‘ dead a precept has been discovered to support
prison. Mr Richardson is made to appear ments forrecitations and other exercises,
the
subject
of
a
revised
version
of
the
Engnot demand the exclusion of Christian in- language,” but it is quite different from it. We call for Scripture and get inferin a much mose favorable light than many prescribe courses of study, text-books, and
lish Bible. The conviction seems to be
fluences from the schools. We cannot ex- that in which a simple theory is expressed. ence, and nothing but inference, and this,
of his friends even had feared. His pro- all other books for its Library, and have the
gaining ground, in various circles, that the
management of its internal affairs
gener:
clude the Bible and admit the other modes Doubtless, in many cases, silent profes- too, from Baptists !
‘posal to marry Mrs. McFarland as soon as ally, subject to the spproval of the
ecuThe command to ¢ all saints,” “to all in time has come for an effort to secure the
of Christian instruction. Having begun the sors are without that vital experience that
very best results of later study and research she could be legally freed from her hus- tive Committee of this Society and the Corwork of exclusion, we must go through to prompts to verbal expression. We can every place who call upon the name of the
in a version of the Scriptures for the use of band, though that proposal was first made poration of the College.
7. There shallbe maintained in the said
the end ; one link of the chain draws every observe the apparent indifference, and form Lord,” is positive; ¢* Eat ye all of it.” But
some time after the final separation occurthe people speaking the English langaage.
School two courses of study,—one to be
Lo
Close
Communionists
spring
up
with
a
string
‘i
other one after it. .
red,
was
certainly
a
most
imprudent
and
un“an estimate of the inner life- which would
Churchmen and- Dissenters are alike interknown as the Regular Course, -of three
Moreover,. if this modern logic is correct, allow it; but we need not make the act an of inferences, curtail the divine law, exclude ested, and they agreed in the necessity for authorized proceeding, even if it be admitears, including English, Greek and He‘the
mass
of
saints,
and
admit
a
few
only.
ted that his very thoughts were kept pure
we must forbid all religious recognitions uncharitable judgment.
rew, and the other to be known as the
There may have
such
an
undertaking.
The
work
is
very
and acts in other civil relations; we must been a transgression of the laws of health, The Scriptures command,—‘ Him that is likely. to be conducted under the auspices of and that he was influenced only by a chiv- English Course, of two years.
8. The said School shall be annually rehave no *‘ Fast days,” no * Thanksgivings,” and not a violation of the law of life. It weak in the faith receive ye,” .but these close a royal commission, in accordance with alric and generous spirit. The whole case
brethren rush forward with their inferences
is a sad one, and the legal trial a mqst sick- ported by the proper officers of she Colno recognition of God in cpurts, or civil may be a prostration of nervous energy,
ege to the Corresponding Secretary of the
and add *‘ not” to the divine law, to make it, precedent and with the state.church theory
office, for all these are offensive to some and not a lack of Christian love.
that still underlies the English ecclesiasti- ening developmentof social audacity and Education Society.
“
Receive
him
not.”
judicial partisanship.
one’s conscience, and are modes of connect9. This arrangement shall go into effect
However, we put little confidence in
And they do more than this ;—they exact cism,—unless, by postponing ita few years,
and continue in force till otherwise agreed
ing the state with religion. Is this the log- ‘skulking soldiers. We have little faith,
the state church dogma shall be practically ——FRrOM THE WEST TO THE EAsT. Rev. upon by the respective parties,on the two
jcal result of freedom in religion, liberty of generally speaking, in idle Christians. of all Baptists, that they shall bow to their and finally. exploded. But nobody would Edward Eggleston of Chicago, well known following additional conditions, namely :
inferences,
as
to
the
word
of
God,
and
asconscience ? Must the state absolately ig- The former are mostly cowards, and the
now think of confining the work to Euglish as a Sunday school worker, an effective : First, Thah Ah Collage shal be Goon
nore, or at least avoid the assertion of latter are usually hypocrites. One is of no scribe to them the same absolute authority prelates. The scholarship of dissenting speaker and a vigorous and racy writer,
nationally Free
Bap
having
©. the
Chistian principles in order to guarantee use to the state, and the other is of not that belongs to the word of God only; and circles is everywhere conceded, and an ex- goes from the position of correspondent of thirds of each of its oficial Boards,
if any refuse such subjection, they also are
Board
of
President
and
Trustees,
and
the
we
that
this,
to
coming
it
Is
?
this liberty
clusiveness that practically ignored this the Independent to the positipn of religious Board of Overseers,—membersin
much
account
in the church. But a
i and
must be atheistic in all our civil life, or vio- sweeping statement that condemns all alike driven from the Lord’s table and treated as would not be proposed or tolerated. Amer- Editor. Itis a real and rare accession to regular standing in the F, Baptist
milate the
principles of religious freedom ? If is too much. Our best emotions may some- *¢ disorderly walkers.” By what authority jean scholars would also be invited to aid the staff on which that great institut’on nation ; and
5
is this done? Is there a *‘ Thus saith the
Second, —That a majority of the members
times fail to find expression from circum- Lord” for such harsh treatment ? This also in the undertaking, and even the Baptists, leans.
of the said Boards shall, at the time of their
and the laborers in connection
with the Bible
stances entirely beyond‘our control. There is done by virtue of inference.
election, be non-residents of the state of
Union, at whom so catholi¢ spirited a man ——LING ERING PREJUDICES., The South- Maine,as soon as, by the death, resignaAll that is meant by what can be realized "is no need to condemn the tree if the seaAs Baptists, as believers in the sacredas
Trench
‘publicly
sneered
ten
years
ago,
in liberty of conscience, is that no man ghall son will not let it bear fruit. There may ness and essential importance of the ancient
ern C. Baptists are very reluctant to enter tion or expiration of the terms of office of
be forced to believe or disbelieve,to do or re- be a glowing fire in the furnace, and steam Baptist rule, for strictly regulating and ad- would be morally sure of an earnest request into fraternal relations with their Northern the Present. membership,such a constitution
the Boards may become practicable.
frain from doing, contrary to his conscien- pent up in the boiler, but the engine can ministering positive rites by positive law, to co-operate in a work of this kind.
.brethren, pleading that the Yankees are of
10. The School shall be removed to LewWe rejoice in this movement, It is time becoming loose and heretical on the subtious convictions.
We may not force an not move if the connecting rods are too
we complain of this unnatural appeal to iniston as early as practicable after the conatheist to read the Bible; He may not force weak to transmit the pressure.’ In such a ference; we are jealous for our historic her- that it was entered on. Though more or ject of communion and unconditional elec- ditions above named shall have been satisless
good
people
will
be
tried
by
seeing
any
us not to read it; we may not force him to |'ease we would not heap on fuel nor turn
tion. Is the charge true ?
| factorily complied with, provided such
itage ; we plead with our dear brethrento reconpliance be effected within one year from
send his children toa Christian teacher; he on steam ; we would rather see if the rods tarn the * good old ways” and not bring our changes in the language of the Scriptures,
the date of this action. And a Committee of
may not force us not to employ a Christian | could not be strengthened. So with. our principles into disgrace ; we ask thems to re- to which they have come to attach a spe-.
five shall be appointed by the Executive
cial
sacredness,
yet
fidelity
to
the
truth
is
teacher in our public schools; we may not silent Christian. He ought not invariably
lax the oppressive impositions of inference, of far more consequence than the mere
Board of this society, with fall power to destate;
the
to
be
called
n
sluggard,
and
condemned
as
from
men
exclude all godless
cide the question of the fulfillment of the
and allow the law of Christ to have free
We
conditions herein mentioned.
« they may not forbid free Christian utter- a lifeleds member. He may need our sym- course, and *‘ all saints” to come to the gratification of religious sentiment.
The
Theological
School.
on which
need to know just what really is author-

and important attitude.

a

question of exegesis, of interpretation, and
not of inference. Holding steadfast to this
rule, gospel rites remain as the Lord gave
them ; departing from it, the mazes of papacy follow.

my’s bullets behind a sheltering tree is denounced as unpatriotic and cowardly; the
professed Christian, whose voice is seldom
heard in prayer or class-meeting,is condemned for his apathy and suspected of hypocrisy.

the Bible is a religious book, and the schools

i

its administration not go beyond nor fall
short of its plain intent. It is wholly a

be-

lieve;. that it is often dome, we do not
doubt.
|. Weare apt to be too severe in. our estiof
| mates of character; so much so that they

lr

more

—& Gr

25, 1870.

‘What it Leads To. i

. Inference.

Is it true that our |

In a few cases, the soldier may have hid
behind the tree because he had not patriot-

Denominational News and Notes.

ance and life in civil positions and relations.

pathy to give him strength; perhaps he

needs our prayers; oftener he needs conis so buman,
. Christianity
with our civilization, so identified with our tinued morning baths and fresh morning
political existence and privileges, that all air. Sometimes the need is only of an inattempts to separate the civil and religious ternal quickening and a renewed experiare futile. The line of division gan not be ence of a Father's love; oftener itis of exdrawn; we are a Christian nation, not be- ternal friction, and a view of sunrise two

so interwoven

cause the letter of the law makes us such,

of an all pervading spirby the power

in essential life; and it is unbecoming

miles from home. ' The body will clog the
spirit in spite of us, if the conditions are not
carefully observed.

Charity, that greatest

ble to divide the civil from the of all qualities, will not be hasty in express-

ons life of the nation.

It is worse ing its opinions; it will take into account

ase to setup the plea, that
it is

the physical as well as the spiritual

condi-

‘of an Atheist’s or a Papist’s con- tion ; it will remember that there is a mys¢ for us to freely read God’s word in terious union between mind and matter;
and ls,
ie schoo
to infise Christian and above all it will take care pot to con-

aflaences into and send them
all through | found the heart with the liver, by condemn:
‘civil, educational and po-|ing the coldness of the one instead of the
l

8

9

.

Lord's table according to his specific com-

mand.

11.

ized Scripture, what is spurious, and what

is doubtful.

Grand Ligne: Mission.

While it is known that some

passages in our popular version are unautherized, and that others are not accu-

taken by the discuseions and plans touching
the Theological School, as they came out

rately and happily rendered, there is am-

nomination,andthe cause of God generally,
give this week a more specific account of imperatively
demand that the work of
the plans which were then and there ap- spreading the gospel in the West be carried

The annual report of this interesting mis- ple opportunity for skeptics to carp, for
sion among the French Papists in Canada, hostile critics to exaggerate, for pedantic
isa record of joy and sorrow. The oils tyros to tamper with the original; and
converted,
the good seed sown, the smiles reverent. believers can hardly help feeling

of God, the devotion of the eighteen missionaries en

anxious, lest something of their real her-

in the work, the gener-. itage is im actual danger.

osity of the few friends of the mission, give
us joy ; the lack of funds, the burdens which
would crush the brave directors of the mis-

We have already indicated the direction

is the. trath, embodied

What we want

in the

most aceu-

| rate version
which the scholarship of today can give, but which shall preserve the

at the recent meeting at

Great

Falls.

We

proved by the Sociéty.
- The effort at Providence in behalf of the

Whereas,

(ay

The interests of the whole

on with increased

De-

vigor and efficiency,

therefore

Resolved, Thatthis Society hereby assumes the responsibility of paying the sum
of ove thotisand dollars a year, in two semiorder to justify its location in that city. annual installments, to the Treasurer of
for the pu ose of susHence, the Committee recommended that Hillsdale College, Professor
in the Theologisecond
a
taining
the idea of locatingat that point be aban- cal Department of that Institution, comdoned.

Proposals,

more or

less definite,

plain, pure, vigorous, lucid Saxon of our

Yet there is more light than shadow, and

present version just as far as possible. We

were then made from two

are glad to believe thal we are soon to
have what is so greatly needed,

panies in Chicago, who offered both money

For

Briety ; a

School” did vot result in securing sach
pledges of aid as were thought needful m

sion but for divine support, make us sad.
there are signs of brighter days.
This mission has done much good.

Whereas, The conditions

the friends of Bates College propose to receive the Theological School, fender
racticable any division of the
e

and lands, on certain

different com-

specified conditions.

mencing with the first, day of September,
1870;

Provided,

(1.)

That

two

Professors

shall be fully émployed in ‘giving

instruc. -

a Cl

i

THE

Ri

eC

SEE

STAR: MA Y 25. 1870.

MORNING

———

_ tion in the Theological Department of said
College, froni the first day of September,
1870; and

J

7

Provided, (2) That- the Trustees of
said College shall secure the endowment of

a third Professorshipiid employ in all three

Professors in the 1 heological Department
of said College, as early as the first day of
September,
1873; and
.
Provided, (3) That, as soon asthe sum
of fifteen thousand doliars shall have been

_ raised by this Society, as a permanetit fund
for theological Jurpoees, and paid to the
Treasurer of said College, then the obligation of the Society to the said College,above
specified, shall cease ; and

Provided, (4)

reports of their numbers and condition, Bro. L. Hanson, in Urbana, receiving the name
grounds are naturally beautiful and in a immediately ? Some of our large schools, of the First F. Baptist church of Urbana and
very healthy location. They are also am- ‘which continae through the winter, have ‘Wheeler. It began with twenty-nine members
and good prospects of increase. Their Sabbath
ple enough to anticipate the future growth of not reported. - ‘Will they not attend to it at school is especially interesting. Bro. Smith is
the College.
;
.
a
: once? We cannot do our work wellif they their pastor.
B.
| Of the subscribed endowment, over ‘neglect this matter. If our envelopes and
WEST WISCONSIN Railroad Bonds, which are adsixty-six thousand dollars have been paid circulars did not reach them, they should
vertised in another column, are worthy of the atten.
in and are safely invested. Plans are al- inform the committee without delay, and tion
of capitalits, who wish to invest in good, interready being made for the collection of the others will be forwarded.
=~ ©
est paying securities.
:
balance outstanding, and for the enlarge- “We are anxiously waiting to receive the
ment of the endowment, all of which will. information asked for in these circulars;
&& The following strong certificate as 0 the curain due time come upon a basis of perfectse- it is very important that we should receive tive virtues of Miss Sawyer’s Salve, we ¢lip from the
Patten Voice :
:
curity.
sie
it, that we may proceed with the work as- + REWARD OF MERIT —We are happy to Jay before
The Collegeis well patronized, and evi- signed us. ‘Will not Superintendents, Sec- our readers the following cure, effect.d by the use of

only

That the Professors in

result

In

. an

interruption . The

Department shall be nom- dences are multiplying to show that it en- retaries and Pastors give prompt attention
inated by the Executive Committee of the joys an increasingly high degree of public to our request,and see that their Schools

Miss Sawyer’s Salve.
Mr, Silas Bryant of Sherman, has been afflicted for
years with what the doctors pronounced a scrofulous
cancer. He consulted the most skillful physicians in

Trustees of Hillsdale College ; and

Salve and now after using the fourth dollar box,
is entirely cured, and enjoys perfect Wealth,

Society,

Education

the. confidence.

by

elected

and

During

the

history

of

are properly reported?

the

"
;
‘BE. W. PAGE,
Box 2817, New York.

College there have been constant evidences

Provided, (5.) That no person shall be of divine favor. It only remains for those
eligible to or continued in the position of who are under obligation, ' either on acProfesor ir the said Theological Depart-.
ment, who is not a member in
and reg- count of. promises already made or yet to

ular standing in the F.
aptist Denomination, and who does not hold the.
doctrines and observe the usages of said
Denomination, as set forth in
the Treatise
Publisiéd according to the direction of
neral Conference # and
ag

Provided, (6.) That said Theologi

Department shall be

annually repo

. the “proper officers of the

College

by

come, to be trae,and the College
its high mission. Sacrifice must
to give it life now, and prepare it
ness in the years to come.

Of

this plan we need

say nothing now,

to thé cause of Christ.

generous effort to make it successful. It is
a poar apology for not attempting the best
thing that we can, because we cannot &ttempt the better thing that we wonld.
Hillsdale College:
m—

The present financial condition of the
7 College suggests the propriety of saying a
#
few words to thoge who are indebted on
their endowment notes. We employ our
denominational papers to state the facts
all at once, and. not wait for agency or correspondence.
There is every reason why the principal
on said notes should be paid. The uncol-

of the endowment is scat-

on

account

of

they

About

is dan-

that

ed, the annualincrease
in rate of interest
alone would be about fifteen hundred dol-

lars. Thus:
There are probably $30,000 of the uncollected endowment that will hold good.
The rate of interest is seven per cent. The
cost of collection is not less than two dol-

cle instead of maizena,

upited

with

of

the

How

of

families,—and

use

the

60

united

hereafter unite with

few

more

resulting

from

and

large

of the pleasure of visiting Harper's Ferry,
where I found Bro. Brackett and family,
who kindly received mé. From the best
the Freewill

Baptists are doing a noble work in West
Virginia. I madetheacquaintance of quite
in

the State have I seen such bright examples of Christian refinement among the
colored people as among the students of
Storer College. This College is destined

Catholic

the

interest,

onthe

If the amount exceeds

the balance will

principal.

press, or by mail,

be applied

Send in draft, by ex
all at the risk and

Missions, I thank Bro. Jordan for his liberal

donation.

Yoprs truly,

H. WHITCHER.

ex-

penseof the College, arid a receipt will be

Sunday School Reports.

returned by first mail.

Our ministers are requested to do all that |
can bedone in their localities to sectire
The Executive Com. of the F. BaptistS. 8.
promptness. Let us work together to Union, recently cent out circulars, with
build up this interest.

While there are few reasons for discouragement, there are many which ought to
increase our courage. and activity, The
finances have been so managed that no encumbrance rests upon either Buildings or
Grounds.
:
fo
There is 8 perpetual insurance kept upon
the Buildings for least $40,000. Provision is thus made fof the perpetuation of the

Buildings, so that a calamity by fire “could

blanks for reports, to every church in the
demomination, so far as the P. O. address
was . known, requesting tbe blanks. to be
filled, and returnedto the Secretary of the
Board. They
also enclosed: a post-paid

envelope, to

About:
these
But of
Just

make

one-third have reported many of
reports are-of very great interest.
laté they have come in slowly.
now many 8. Schools are reorganiz-

ing for the summer.
T

sure of a response.

The

has done her bestin

sisters

when

Also warranted to cure eyery
sale at No.1 Tremont Temple,

ACOUGH, COLD, ORSORETHROAT

BROWNS

BRONCHIAL

J

TROCHES

ot

:

will mnost invariably give instant relief

For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE

and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothiiig effect

offered,

which

BROWN’S

been

church:
Resolved, 1. That Rev. A. J. Dutton,
faithful Jutiormanee of duty

us 88 a

Christian minister,

by

. 2. That we deeply

the

*
by his

for six years amon

has merited the confi:

regret. that he must depart

pray

for his success in

the

Master’s cause.
- 8. Tirat we can recommend him to any church
where he may go, as a sincere Christian and an
able minister,
*
Wi

he

E. C. FLANDERS,

Clerk.

Donation,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Potter thank their friends
in 8. Gorham and W. Ciupe Elizabeth for dona-

tions on the evenings of Feb, 9th and March
18th, which, with presents before and since received, amount to $60,75.
poe

URBANA, N. Y. Bro. J. D. Smith writes that,

Will they not forward | on the 26th of March a church was organized by

Hampshire

Yearly

considered, and

on Home

Missions;

Bpeakers,—C.

E: W

W.P.

Porter, x
6,
10,00

:

No. 49 Wall Street, New

0

:

2.6:

members

respective

or-

G.

W.

In Potter, N. Y.,"
James N. Cauley and
In New

.of the

supervising

return

Mr. Phillip D.

committee

Concord railroad.
Per order,

obtained

are

May

Rev.J.

Rev.

11, b

Miss

Hart. an

F.

Joy,

Bennett

Thomas

Mr.

of

Wyatt, Jr.,

Georgia A. Caldron,

Notice.
The Ministers’ Conference in connection
June term of the Anson Q. M,,

at the union

with

B.

B.C

FROM TAXES UPON ITS LANDS
FOR 15 YEARS.
FINISHED AND RUNNING,

the

for removing

Comedones,

brown

discolorations

»

Notice.
Notice is hereby given that there will be a meeting
of * The Commission for the promotion of Education
in the South,” in the F'. Baptist church in Franconia,
on Wednesday, June 8,at 11-2 o’clock,P. M. The ques:
tion of the transfer of the property of the Commission to the corpbration known as the President and
Trustees of Storer "College, will come before the
meeting.
J. M, BREWSTER, Sec.*
Dover, N. H., May 2%, 1870.
The President and Trustees of Storer College are
hereby notified to meet at the Treasurer’s office, Harper’s Ferry, W. Va., June 8, at 8 p, M.
N. C, BRACKETT,

Sec.

The Stockhohlers of Storer College are hereby ne
tified to meet at the Treasurer's office, at Harper's
N. C: BRACKETT,
Harper's Ferry, W. Va, May 19, *70,

but will probably

be raised in a few days to 90 and

accrued interest.

The coupons are payable January

interest and gold

at 115, at

and July,

making them

in

Black-Heads, Flesh Worms

I'LL

DO

the world

is

Sec:

Brug EARTH VALLRY Q. M, will hold its June
session with the Medo and Beauford. church, commeneing June 10, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
A. G. "HALL, Clerk, MAINE CENTRAL XY. M. will convene at
West Waterville, or the fourth Wednesday in June, (22d day)
at 10 o'clock, A. M, It should be kept in m
that
the time was changed not long since, from
esday
P.M, to Wednesday A, M., to make time for the mine ;

arising from Disordered

Impure Blood.

They

new oreate the blood,

or

YOU
DR.

GOOD.”—The
LANGLEY’S

best
ROOT

Stomach, Torpid Liver, or

cleanse the system, purify

restore the apbetite

and

build up

and strengthen the whole body.
GEO. C. GOU
WIN & CO., Boston,
Sold by all druggists. 4m9

MANHOOD

AND WOMANHOOD,

PUBLISHED

PEABODY

BY

COPIES

12 per

cent.

investment,

WHITE, MORRIS & GO.,
BANKERS AND
1
THE
{2

FINANCIAL AGENTL OF
COMPANY, NO 29 WALL

3T.

MEDICAL

INSTITUTE,

SOLD

THE

LAST

YEAR.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVA.
TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE
DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEsiLITY, HYPO.
CHONDRIA,
aad all other diseases arising from the
ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS.
ES of mature years, This is indeed a book for every
man. Price only One Dollar, 285 pages, bound in
oloth, DR. A. H, HAYES, Author.
A Book for Every Woman
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYS10LOGICALLY AND PATHPLOGIOALLY, from INFANCY
10 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVINGS.
:
!
A

These are, beyond all comparison, the mokt extra

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,
10,000 Words and Meanings not in other Dictionaries.

3000
Gd

Engravings.

EITHER SEX can require to know, but what is tully
explained, and many matters of the most importam
and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our
anguage. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author

1820

Pages

Royal

Quarto.

to add my testimony in its 1avor.

[Pres’s Walker of Harvard.)
very schelar knows its value.
7

[W. H. Prescott, the Historian. |

The most complete Pictionary of the Language.
[Dr. Dick. of Sootland.]
he best guide of students of our language.

[John G. Whittier.)
e will tranemit his name to latest post
.

tymological
part su surpass es anythin,
Ao reid a y
E 7
laborers.
Cseor . Ae
Bearing relation to Language
Principia does to
Philosophy.
i)
u Burritt. |
xcels all others in defining scientifin terms.
E
[President Hitchcock. |
0 far as I know, best defining Dictionary.
[Horace Mann.]
id ai it altogether, the surpassing work.
(Smart, the Evglich Ortheepist.]
A necessity to every intelligent family, student,
teacher and professional msn,
MW hat Library is
complete withiut the best English Dictionary ?
WEBSTER'S NATIONAL PICTORIAL
DICTIONARY.
1040 Pages Octave. 600 Engravings.
The work is really a gem of a Di ti nary, just the
at Eoished
ass.
2t21

million,— American

by

G. & C.

.

Educat:

month

MERRIAM,

Springfield,

Sold by all Booksellers.

MERCHANTS’
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY,

OF NEW YORK.

Agents wanted in every County to act in direc!

cons

ction with the Home Office.
A.D. HOLLY,

4120

Pr.

0,

Box

Address,
Secretary,

6790

MN.

y

». City,

AGENTS
WANTED—$100 to $300 per Month—Clergymen
School Teachers, Smart You

wanted
to Canvass “for the New Std Men and Ladies
“OUR
FATHER'S
HOUSE;”
or

THE

By DANIEL

UNWRITTEN

WORD.

MARCH. author of the popular * Night’

sSoengs.”
aster in thought and langue shows us
untold riches aud beauties
thy in the Great
use,
ts
Hlopliing fame:
Beautiful

ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There | elouds,
©

is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF

CTH,

GET THE BEST.

thing for the
ly.

THE

No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
(Opposite Revere House,)
100,000

the first year, with accrued

and about 9 per cent. thereattet. Pamphlet, with full
particulars, and map can be obtained as the office of

from

AND HERB MEDICINE,—a long tried and standard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilious Diseases
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, Dyshepsia,
Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache,
and all di

in Franconia, on Friday, June 10, at
DEWITT C. DURGIN, Rec. Sec,

Harper’s Ferry, W. Va., May 19, ’70.

dently assert, are the safest and cheapest security
offered in this market.
The price at present is 90 flat

FNAL)

SK your Jroagist forHONMAI'S PERSIAN
WAASH, and
you will get the best known romedy for REMOVING
MOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECKLES.
Mannfactured only by B. F. Rackley, Druggist, Dover, N. H.. Price $1.00 per bottle. 6wb
“Buy ME AND

To-

held by the Trustees as a Sinkiog Fund for the liquidation of the bonded debt. These Bonds, we confi-

A

Remedy. Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead
poison. Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
everywhere.
4mll

medicine

$8.000,000.

Notices.

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.

Baptist Edu-

2

These lands estimated worth

tal amount of mortgage when Road is completed,
$4,000,000.
The Road is divided into four sections
and $1,000,000 Bonds are-is-ued upon completion of
each section. As these lands are sold, the proceeds are

the Face. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY, 49
Bond St., N.Y. Sold by Druggists everywhere.

tion of any other business that may legally come before the meeting, will be held in the Freewill Baptist

Ferry, W, Va, June 8, at 2p. M.

EXEMPTED

SE “PERRY’S MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”
The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known
to Science

cation Society for the choice of officers and the transac.

Hampton, May 18, 1870,

TAX)

ertv, these Bonds are a First Mortgage.

For Moth Patches, Freckles and Tan.

meetinz

house, at North New Portland, commencing at ten
o'clock, A.M, A general attendance is desired.
E. WiINsLow, Clerk.
Notice.
of the Freewill

Wisi

———

Grubs, Pimply Eruptions and Blotched disfigur
ations on the Face, use Perry’s Comedone & Pimple

The Rhode Island Asociatien of Free Baptist
churches will hold its annual meeting
with the
church in” Waterford, Mass., May 31—June 2, 1870.
Ministers’ Conference on Tuesday, commencing at
10% o'clock, A. M,
PER ORDER.

meeting
house
4 o'clock, A. M.

by

Special

FR

Notice.

The Annual Meeting

9,

In Springvale, Me., May 10,by Rev. W. H. Yeoman,
Mr. Geo. A. Snow, of Prov., R. I., and Miss Eliza P.
Ricker of S. Also, May 11, Mr. James Ridley and
Miss Addie Powers both of S,

over the

SILAS CURTIS, Chairman,

Concord, May 19.

GOVERNMENT

MORTCGACE

FIFTEEN

cago.

both of Campton.

Wednesday,

to meet at the meeting housein

tickets have been

OF

from which income is derived, with rapidly increas
ing receipts.
An air-line from 8t. Panl’s to Milwaukee and Chi.

Apr. 23, by Rev. L. B. Starr, Mr.
MissSamantha Race, all of P.

Durham,

In Rumney, May

Franconia, on Tuesday, June 7, at 6 o'clock, p. M.

Free

New York,

TAXES.

YEARS TO RUN FROM JANNARY,
1870, AND CONVERTIBLE INTO
STOCK AT PAR.
LAND GRANT OF OVER 1,000,000 ACRES
FROM GOVENMENT,
upen which. together with the Road and all its prope

.

Geo. McDuffee of Altun and Miss Sarah
New Durham.

.

requested

West

In Natick, May 19, by Rev. 8. E. Root, Mr. William

June 8, at 10 o'clock, A. M. The time for other exercises of the Y, M.-will be announced near the commencement of the session.
.
The

Place,

SINKING FUND BONDS

U

The Y. M. will be held at the F. W. Baptist meeting

hereby

(FREE

Married

Libby,

on

Exchange

70 MILES

teen minutes.

commencing

No. 26

FIRST

450

54,97
Treasurer.

CO.,

ox U. 8. GOVERNMENT

7 PER (ENT. GOID INTEREST

2,00
2,52

Harmony Village, Me. per J P Lauzley,
5,60
Mrs x Watson, Center Sandwich,
HperGW
5
ean,
’
1 5,00
Shiawassee Q M, Mich, per C Sexton,
Mrs P A Dagunes’ S S class, Minneapolis, Minn, per
H N Herrick,
1,25
y
C. O. LIBBY,

York,

The interest on the above-named Bonds, will be paid
at maturity by the FARMERS’
LOAN AND
ee
12111—

Annie Goding, N Livermore, Me,
John Dutton, French Creek, Pa,

Each speaker on these subjects will be limited to ifFranconia,

at the lowest

& CO., Fiscal Agents,

3,00
6.00

CW Nichols, Gaines, Mich,

Speakers,—E. A. Stockman, F. H. Lyford.
Educa+
tion:
Speakers,—J. Fulloxnton. D. W,
C. Durgin. Sabbath
Schools: Speakers,—J. Erskine, E. H.
Prescott.

in

St.

a short and

No. 5% Pine Street, New York.

TANNER

East Hill, Tunbridge, Vt, per H F J Scribner,

Bean, State Mission; Speakers, —A. K. Moulton, I,
D. Stewart.
Thursday, June 9, 10 o’clock, A.M. —Temperance:

house

connecting

CONVERSE
& CO., Commercial Agents,

TRUST

\
Dover,N.H.

the special

O.

line,

will make

price, 974 and accrued ine
terest, EN CURRENCY.
Can beobtained from the
undersigned. Also, pamphlets, maps, and information relating thereto. These bonds. being so well secured and yielding a large income,
are desirable to par.

2.8
1,00
8S M L, Wash, St, Dover, N H,
2,00
A friend, Charles St, ***¢
1,00
Hattie P Phillips, Oak Park, Ill,
1,00
Mrs £ C Wentworth, Brownfield, Me.,
i
Ladies’ Miss Soc,
New Hampton Inst, for support of Emily Hampton per M E Gunn,
10,00
D L Herrick, Champlin, Minn, per C L Russell,
5,00
Anoka & Champlin ch,
Minn,
"
3
1,18
Crystal Lake ch,
"
"
»
182
Rev R Poston, Diamond Bluff, Wis,
;
1

Missions : Speakers,—G.H. Ball,G. T. Day.

Foreign

This

Kearney,

6,L0
,45
2, 00 | this Mortgage: 111 mils:

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.

Concord,N. H.

for having

the

Fort

estimate at.i.c.ovvinmiesncnionnensnes... 4,000,000
First Mortgage Bonds. ....ccievinerncnnnsas 1,000,000
MOABs
ves voinnnsnsannatrspeswan $15,500,000

2,00

ne

Meeting.

* to provide

mortgage.

with

1,600,000 acres, valued

BENEFICIARIES.

te

The

ties seeking safe and lucrative investments.

Rév J Mariner, int
Rev J A Lowell, int,

In accorance with the above instructions, the committee have agreed upon the following arrangements,
viz.: Missionary discourse-on Wednesday, June 8, at
11 o'clock, A. M., by Rev. J. A. Lowell, of Newmarket.
Wed
day P. M, 3 o'clo k, special exercises

dence of this church and people.
from among us, and

sure

Europe.

through route to California.
The Company have a capital stock of...$10,000,000
And a Grant of Land from Congress, of

CURTIS, Treasurer.

J C Osgood;G P Blanchard, A H Heath,
€ Wade, A Given, $1 each,
Rev D Waterman, on note,

1)

topics that are to be

with the First F. B. church of Albany, Vt., the
adopted

Be

or

Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Com-

ONLY

Joseph

Education Society.

BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
6md4

Bouts for which they are to be made
er.

Whitten, of Lowell,

were

nothing.

next annual session,” also to * present to the Y, M.,
near the opening of its next session, for its approval,
a programme of special exercises, designating the

having closed his labors

resolutions

for

York

a completed road for every bond issued, and is a first

and

P. Bullard, and Miss Harriet R. P. Foskett, all of N.
In West Sugpheniows, N.Y. 7th inst., by Rev. IL.
B. Coleman,
Mr. Tuttle Atwater and Mrs. Mary Harrington, both of S.

ly blessed. Many backsliders have been reclaimed, and many converts have been gath-

following

“in GOLBN

130,30

SILAS

New

bonds have thirty years-to run, payable in New York
pany of New York. The mortgage which secures
these bonds is at thre rate of $13,500 per mile; covers

a missionary
discourse, delivered before the Y. M.
Conference, at 11 o’clock, A. M., of the first day of its

ings, and their efforts have been abandant-

Dutton

good

committee were instructed

The Free Baptist and the Baptist
have held a series of union meet-

Rev. A.J.

4,
13,00
1,00
+25
1,00
450
20,10
1,00
5,00
5,00
1,00
1,00
5,00

85.1.

In Sutton, Vt., May 12, by Rev. F. L. Wiley, Mr’
Henry A. Blake, of S. and Miss Kate J. Otis of Shef"
field.

Mass., has been here and labored with good
success.
churches

United States taxes, in

6,

At the last session of the Y. M. a supervising com.
mittee of five was chosen to appoint a Yearly Meeting missionary and aid him in his work.
Also gaid

SPRINGVALE,” ME.
A precious revival
has been in progress for several weeks in
Rey. E. A.

In denominations of $1000 and $500, coupon or regis
tered, with interest at Eight per cent. per annum, payable 15th February and August, in GOLD free of

N H.

25,00

Concord, N. H.

BONDS

Of the Issue of

N Y.

;

|

MORTGAGE

$1,500,000

.

ton,

.

ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY
RATLROAD COMPANY,

town meeting-house,

3

New

S. D. BATES.

no Freewill Baptist preaching inthis village, only occasionally, for the last fifteen
years. During the past winter a series of
meetings was held, which" resulted in the
conversion of fifteen, and the quickening
of many others. A F. B. class has been
formed, and preaching is now enjoyed. half
the time. .

this place.

FIRST

.

North St ch, Bath, Me, Ret E W- Porter for same,
Miss | M Dennis, Pike, N Y,
:
Mrs J 8 Sandrum, Cameron, NY,
Miss Anna Scribner, Raymond, N Y, per J Fullon-

Notices and Appointments.

and truth’s sake.”

has

are

OBTAIN the true

¢“ Not urto us, O Lord, not unto us, but
unto thy name, give glory, for thy mercy

There

-

;

a

BY THE

Foreign Missions,

Disease.

7)Row

need just now, and 20 are young people of
promise. The strength and resident membership have more than doubled. We can
but say in view of all:

ME.

.

e
8

EIGHT PER CENT. GOLD.

H Thomas—BV

lect often results in an incurable Lung

BRoNCH!AL

onicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2,1869,

ular

N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confldence on all diseases requiring skill and experience,
eowlyds |

~ FREEDMEN’S MISSION.
Solomon Millett, East Bridgwater, Mass, int of $500
for one year,
30,00
Martha P Baldwin, New Sharon, Me, for Shepards-

Requires'immediate attention, as neg

self. Of the 60 who have united, about 40
are heads of families, such accessions as we

NortH EXETER,

depot,

00.

Dr. AYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston. +

25,

that God has abundantly answered prayer
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
and blessed their labors of love, together
clear and strengthen the veice.
b
with the persevering and patient, though
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
often trying
labors of the church" it- Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are

:

Northfield

Rev G C Waterman, Lowville,

Ar

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Turkey morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address “THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE
or

|

Merrill—L. Mayhew—

Pike 8 8, N Y, per Miss A M Campbell,
Ch at W Stephenton, N Y, per G H Ball,
{
J B Lawrence,
ad
.
H P Lamphrey, Wilmot, N H, *
.
W H Waldron, Fabius, N Y,
Miss A 8 Dudley, Martinsburg, W Va,
:
Estate of Moses Bates, Repton, O, per S W Bates,
Rehoboth, Mass, per L Parker,
:
Ch at Topsham, Me. per A A Smith,
Rensalaer Q M, N Y, per I B Coleman,
Mrs O Butler, Biddeford, Me,
’
Miss M J Butler,
Boston, Mass,
West Campton, ch, per A Cook,

Balm

the way of adorn.

spinster
3

Beebe

Home Mission.
Ch in West Derby, Vt, per C B Peckham,

What is the surest remedy for an itching scalp,
and to remove dandruff from the head? Hall's Vegtable Sicilian Hair Renewer.

to do for the Southeast what Oberlin has

-ex-

Don’t paint

hair.

Charles Davis,

-

2m21

church. It is the Lord's doing and marvelous
in our eyes. ‘Contrary tosome evil prophesyings, the union meetings continued and
ended with harmony and kind feelings,
which still prevail.
To the many friends abroad who have
sympathized with the Free Will Baptist

myself

your

Burgess—J

Rev 8 C Kimball, Wells depot, Me.
‘LH Witham, Biddeford,
**
Christian Freeman, Chicago, Ill.

(all of

ee

These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
Hares one of the most learned and
lar p hysicians
of} e day.— The Medical and ot
Journal, July

Books Forwarded,

Boston, by E. A. HARRISON & CO., Breprietors,
and by dll Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents,

probably be 150, a large number in a popua

upon

dose, and never fail.
kind of PILES.
For

the revival will

lation of 3000, including

Kathairon

ton

Stacy—G_A Taylor—F

La

DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and

physicians of the day, and is entitled to the
of our raee for these invaluable productions. It
1{ to be his aim to induce men
cause of those
ose di diseases En
to w!
are sul biect,
eo
he tells them just how and when to %0 Hi GE)

BY MAIL,
Rev A H Heath, Auburn, Me.
* J ¥ Joy, New Durham, N H,(2)
L J Bates,
Tiskilwa, Ill.
Rev. J D Waldron, N. Lawrence,
N Y
Stephen Robinson, S Belgrade, Me.
Henry Donest, Vienna,
Lid
EXPRESS.

DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION is oppression after eating, or a belching up of wind, and always
follews Costiveness.
DR HARRISON’S ' PERISTALTIC LOZENGES give permanent relief. They
are pleasant, portable, do not require increase of

Free Will Baptist churches. When ai have
bgen received to the eight churthesy the
additions

Young—Sixteen.

ment.
Brothers will have no
these articles are around.

will

the Presbyterian

Lyon's

{and
a lady

It was

ered into the fold of Christ. Sabbath, May,
plain itself:
Bro. LisBy: It affords me great pleas- 15th, I gave the hand of fellowship to
"ing notes is relied upon for the balance.
ure to make this remittance of mission mon-' twenty-six. Nineteen of these were then
The expense of this department is very
ey. Last Sabbath a friend and brother baptized; the others were received on a
small, considering the amount of work rehanded me the following note ‘and dona- previous profession of faith.
quired to be done, and no reduction cf the
$7
H. YroMAN.
tion :
expense is possible. As there is no other
UPPER GLOUCESTER, May 14, 1870.
resource,nor possibility of substituting any
Rev. H. WHITCHER ;—DEAR SIR :—Will
Ministers and Churches.
fund, even temporarily, this interest on the you please forward the enclosed, ($25,) to
uncollected portion of the endowment the Treasurer of the F. Baptist Foreign
Church Organized.
Mission Society. I feel much interest in
must be paid.
‘We learn that a F'. Baptist church of 17 memNeglect to secure this would be so calam- the mission.
bers was recently o!
ed in Troy. Minn., by
may think it practicable to make this a council, of which Rev. T. H. Drake of Money
itous thatit cannot be allowed. Approxi- theYou
nucleus of a large sum from the friends Creek was Chairman. Since its organization,
mately there ought to be an annual income of missions among your people.
several additions have been made by baptism and
of $2,000,00 from this source. Of this
Fraternally yours,
E. 8: JORDAN.
otherwise, so
that the present number is 24,
amount, only $671,15 have been received.
The donor is Rev. E, 8. Jordan,a Congre- Rev. A. G. Brann was chosen Pastor; Thomas
The financial year is 80 near its close that, gational minister, formerly of Cumberland, Brann, Deacon, and Wm. 8. Hale, Clerk. Itis
unless the friends respond at once, an inMe., but now of this town.
: in a community formerly made up largely of
Calvinist Baptists, but to whom Freewill Baptist
debtedness will inevitably have to be reportBro. J. was educated a F. Baptist, and
ed, and measures taken at once to collect has ever retained a strong friendship for our usages are very acceptable. The church is the
result of the labors of Rev. A. G. Branp, and
the defioit,
:
Denomination.
‘| promises well for the future,
Com,
We therefore ask all who are obligated
‘In the name and in behalf of Foreign

to remit at once,

L B Starr—W

bloom of perpetual youth.
Add these effects to a
splendid head of hair produced by the Kathairon,

largest

have

to Look

‘Coos Republican,

Received.

Rye

y

} ability and care, and, as an S ranted MID Jeticacy
rescriptions for prevailing complaints are added.—

Tewksbury—H P Thompson-=I
Transue—J D VanDoren
—J P Winn—H Whitmore—E L Wickersham—J L Wondbury—A
Whitcomb— M H Wilson—A
Whitcomb—R
Woodworth—D R Whitmore.

who

starch

Lindley—N

SS

p

irr

The ints

Office Addresses.

Bei

by

] nence, as a source of instruction
onv

B 8 Moody—R
Mobbs—W
Newton—P Prescott—S8
Pease—J C Purinton—J 8 Parmelee—L B Perry—W Paddock—L Plummet—A W Purinton—G
W Pomeroy—J
Reeve—A M Richardson—Geo P Rowell & Co—A Rexford
—A Redlon—L Streeter—Lydia E Suell—C C Steere—E A
Stockman—R Stoddard—S
Smith—D Sheward—E Smith—

makes your complexion pearly, soit and natural, and
you can’t tell wh
It removes freckles, tan,
sallowness, ring-marks, moth-pathes, etc.; and in
place of a red, rustic face, you have the marble purity of an exquisite belle. It gives to middle age the

Presbyterian,

including

with other churches, and a

Having been called to Martinsburg, W.

will

itt—Miss

custards and jellies made

farina or-corn

Clerk.

.

L, ]pabliehes

ho

and purchased to Salty coarse SLING
write
professional g:
an of
ex.

Howe—C H Hodgdon—E
Harding—L
Hanson—H Harris
—A Hobson—C Jeénkins—GW Johnson—D A Jewell—Mrs
RT Relleyd M Love, eR P Lee—G Larkee—D Leav-

or use vile Hair Restorers, but simply apply Hagan’s
Magnolia
m upon your face, neck and hands and

| of worship a few years since, it may be said

The following correspondence

No epicure

W.W. Began,

trach,

oaal) pasts Srey

J. | ten by a responsible

J Gould—E T Bates—J Gray—W H Garlock—J Holland—
8 B Hayward—A C Hough—D E Higy-p ‘Hurd-~J A

which it excels in palatability), is about fifty per cent.

church here, in prayer, encouraging words,
and contributions towards erecting a house’

a number of students, and nowhere else

used in cookery.

has tasted the puddings,

including three generations, were received
to church fellowship. A few have united

done for the Northwest. Ican but bless a
kind Providence when I think of the meslars for every seven, which leaves itat best sengers.of Truth who shall go forth from
productive of only five per cent. If invest Storer College. I spent the Sabbath in
ed, it would produce ten per cent. with- ‘Martinsburg, and preached morning and
- out any cost for collection, and give tae afternoon in the Freewill Baptist church
gain above named. The College cannot to very interesting congregations. I found
afford
to do without this, nor the subascrib- sister Dudley in the Sabbath school, and it
did me good to see her efforts to rub out
ers to withhold it.
I could
Besides the fact that the invested fund the marks of 250 yearsof wrong.
is worth, dollar for dollar, double what the see in the hearts of the little ones the seed
uncollected fund is worth, there is in- of Christian civilization. Iam really pleascreased safety and no danger of statute ed at the success of our cause in the
T. J. FURGERSON.
‘limitation. These
facts will doubtless Shenadoah valley.
stimulate
the trustees to urge the speedy Parkersburg, W. Va., May 11th.
payment of all the outstanding notes.
But our special plea is for their accumuForeign Mission.
lated interest. The interest on the funded
portion is only sufficient fo defray about

wo-thirds the expense of the Teaching
Department. The interest of the outstand-

agents heretofore

a bo!

on the

Persons

the pastor,

—J W Brown—Miss C 8 Bean—G
W Butler—L 8 Boynton
—L8 Bradford—A Cummings—L -Champion—Mrs W H
Clark—d D Couilard—C Campbell-C Cook—A B Chamberlin—J C Crane—Rachel A Cooper—J Chaney—J W
Carr—H'F Davis -J M Farnham—TFoss—E O' Fisher—H

trouble

but from the adamantine rocks on her coast, An enterprising company in New York ia importing shipleads of the edible moss that grows on her cliffs, and
converting it, under the name of SEA MOS FARINE,
to an economic source of nourishment and palatable food. The new source of alimentis prepared under a patent, and although but a year in the market,
has already take
cedence of all the gelatinéus

a scene of thrilling interest, when relatives,

No. 30 Vesey St., New York.

I could make,

worthy

with the Free “Will Baptist Church.

dress, Rev. G. H. Bary,

observations

80

congregation

number

should do so while alive, and avoid all the

‘many changes by death and removal ; notes
become uncollectable on account of financial reversions; the College constantly suffers embarrassment for want of sufficient
means; and the uncollected portion might
be productive of an amount sufficient to
greatly relieve it. If collected and invest-

which

est; not from her exchequer, not from harvest fields,

heaven without a change of heart and pardon. At the close of the meetings, an
opportunity was
given the converts to
unite with the church of their choice.

If they retain it in

Va., on the 29th of April, I availed

of worms

ESAS

A Abbott—JMArann—dJiBaldwin—AF Bryant (2)—0' E.
Baker—H M_Bailey—J M Bailey—8 H Briggs—H Bacon—

Good News from Ereland ! Durizg the Irish
famine we sent a million of dollars’ worth of food to
Cork. Ireland is now repaying the debt with intir-

embracing liquor sellers, many drunkards,
men of the greatest immoralities, and those

who had thought tiemselves

'

Letters

he

Factories and machine shops should mot be allowed to run a day without .Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
In case of sudden accident, an immediate use of it
may Save weeks of suffering, and perhaps a limb, or
even
life.
:

all ages from 10 to 75 years, and all classes,

perils which attend the settlement of ¢states.
ae
oJ
The work of Home Missions is peculiarly
pressing. Among the freedmen, the field
is immense and the calls imperative. New
fields are opening to us on every hand.
There was never a time when Free Baptists
had such prospects of growth, and it only
needs generous bestowal of funds and hard
work, tolengthen our cords and strengthour stakes on every hand.
Let us hear
from others who wisli to add to this Deposit Fund.
The five thousand
dollars
oughtto be made up immediately.
Ad-

so

several kinds

man—are given in full. No person shotld¥e without
—
VALUABLE BOOKS,
medical works of Dr. Alor He Ay

G W Whitney, Rochester, N' H,
A M Richardson, Cowlesville, N Y.
J Baldwin. Reading, Mich.
LB Starr, West Bethany,N Y.
N Young, Lenoxville, Pa,

Sawyer’s

and extensive, resulting in the hopeful from SEA MOSS FARINE, will deny that they are. inconversion of 150 persons. They belong to comparable. The saving effected by using this arti-

can

A Noble Work.

ss

Post
Rev
#
“
*
*

please notify

:

Pike, May 13, 1870,

the worms, and the horse will begin to thrive.

ued 13 weeks. The work was quiet, gradual

ger, in many cases, of trouble, law-suits,
sin, and final loss. Itis better that persons
intending to give to the cause of Christ,

be economically employed and continued
for its collection. The salaries and traveling expenses of agents so largely absorb
what is collected, that the design of those
who contribute is perverted; correspondefficiency

interest

their possession till they die, there

tered ower a wide area,and an agency cannot

ence failsin

need the

t

conveyance will

C. Steele, at once.

horses; the pin-worms (pointed at both ends) are the
most common and most dangerous.
Sheridan’s
Cavalry Conditiow Powders will in a few days eject

MARION, O. The oldest inhabitants of
this village have never before witnessed so
extensive and powerful a revival as the
one enjoyed the past winter and- spring.
Union prayer meetings were held during
the week of prayer, followed by a series of
meetings in most of the Protestant churches
in the eommunity.
The Presbyterians and
Free Will Baptists united jn a protracted meeting, alternating between the two
houses of worship, each pastor generally
preaching in his own pulpitand conducting
the services. The union meeting contin-

draw it, but if they do not need it, itis sure

serves a fair trial, a cordial acceptance and a

lected portion

ever

to

R. R. and at Forestville,N. ¥. and E.R.

arrivil of the Express trains from the east.
desiring

p

these valuable books. They are utterly malike any
others ever published.

HoLEAND PURCHASE ¥. M, will hold its annual session with
the Villanovia ehurch at Hanilet, Chat. Co.,
N.Y., commencing onF'
, June 17,at 10 o'clock,
A.M. Teams will be in waiting dt Silver Creek, L. 8.

A Burch—J H Brandon—J

—

-

brother in Central New York, recently

should

Sec.

" Revivals, &e.

will fulfill
be made
for nseful£50 Ra.

Corresponding Secretary of the Education offered to give six hundred dollars to the
Home Mission Sogiety, on two considera‘Society.
:
:
Resolved,” That the Education Society tions: 1. That others should make the sum
shall immediately appoint, an agent, or up to Five Thousand.
2. That in case he
agents, for the purpose of
raising the said should ever need the current interest on
sum of fifteen thousand dollars, who shall his money, and give due notice of the ®act,
press the work forward to completion as
the H. Mission Society isto payit to him.
early as practicable.
So
+12. Whereas, The friends of the New Otherwise principal and interest are to be
Hampton Institution prefer certain claims used for Mission purposes.
;
a
st this Society, in case of a removal
Now another good man, a ‘Father in
of the Theological School from New Hampton, contrary to. the original understanding Israel,”in Maine, sends us the offer to give
$500 more to make up the $5000. And no
ande
tation, therefore %
Resolved,
That the
consideration of doubt there are others who are ready to rethese claims be referred to a Cominittee of port liberal additions to these sus.
Itis
three, who shall consider the subject and re- safe and wise to deposit money thus in
port at the next meeting of the Society.
the hands of this society. If the depositcrs
beyond making the single suggestion that,
even if it shall not commend itself to all
minds as intrinsically the best, it now de-

vain, and was finally induced

There are

A Good Response. —More Wanted.
“A

to the

Address,

A vote is whose experience 18 of an uninterrupt
pted'm
ed!
tu
such as probably never before fellto thie lot of

~w

said Theological

1sters’ conference
on Tuesday afternoon.

for
e ars
Year! Dyson, Shall
ET
the ’
from June to Lhe 1of Wed. In Sept, g
A. H. MORRELL, Clerk.

Singing birds, Waving
bow, Rac=+d mountain

hty oceans, Thundering

voices,

and
vast universe with countless bein
worlds, and. reads to ns in each th

p

Bi
n

tinted paper, ornate engravings and »
Send fur circular, in wich 18 a full d scrip

!
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versal commendations by the press, ministers and
rofessors, in the stro
possible language,
.
p ZEIGLER, McOUR
& CO. 168, sixth St., Phi, Pa,

:
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for all Seasons.

Hymn

+

i

For the beauty ever round us springing

From the Spring’s first blossoms in the vales,
To the wealth of Summer flowers flinging

Incense to the loitering Summer gales,
For the wild bird’s song which trills and gladdens
We do praise Thee, veiling all which saddens!
"

For the ripening fruit when Autumn

lowers,

. For the ready harvest in the field,
For the pensive lingering of the flowers
While the vines their pendant treasure yield,

‘We do bear unto Thine altar holy
Fervent thanks and love, sincere and lowly !

..

-~ For the Winter's snow that lieth lightly
.

RC SE

ra
|i

aaa

splendid colors floated and glowed like jewels poured out. Uncle Jack laughed to see
her so pleased. =.

dropped,

other,

after the

Uncle Jack lives within hearing.”

Ope’d his universe to his discernings!

Little Faces.
lA

ie

Little faces, little sunbeams,

i

Shining stars in sorrow’s night;

‘With the rays of hope’s fair light.
Little skies all brightly tinted,

i

Changeful as an Avril day;

"Little brooklets ever sparkling
‘Where joy’s sunbeams ever play.
Little gardens, where love wanders

Like a hungry bee for food ;
‘Where ten thousand nameless beauties

Little shadows come and go.

lace raiment.

beautiful Lady

stood

rs,

weeping

till

the

bitterly in

the plumes, featherless as they

Showing all that dwells within.

“QO Jack

were,

! dear Uncle Jack I”

prise.

Gowns.

.ered all over with flowers of every color;
"its train was decked with silver spangles,
and sparkling ribbons of silver flowed from

the'wide and flashing silver girdle

at her

waist down to her feet, and here and

masses of feather trimming, of
green, decorated the seams and
green plumes waved around
tresses—for she was old as she

there

the richest
hems, and
her snowy
was beauti-

ful, showing age alone in these glittering

Whenever, she

moved, the silver girdle, wide
plate, swayed and shimmered

as a breastabout her,

and the green plumes bent slowly and
gracefully. Nothing, men thought, could
more beautiful than her - garment;

but

she was a woman, and got very tired of it.
Now, the Lady had two ‘old uncles—Uncle
Jack and Uncle Sol ; they did not agree
refused

what

she

wanted, the other was sure to give it to
her. So when she got weary of her green
robes, she told Uncle Sol she wanted a

change of raiment,

““ Fie! fie!” said the

portly

she

My dear, you cost too

tous, and I will begin at once. Do you
both remember Aunt Amy's pretty place on
the hill by the river, where I passed last

old

gentle-

¢ Look at me, Uncle Jack I”

That was enough.
‘‘ Poor child ! poor child !” said he,
fully; “I willgive you a garment
Uncle Sol may stare at as much

but it will
it.”

take

a

long

So off went Uncle Jack

into

air, and borrowed of the sprites

make

the

upper

who

pre-

1 cannot

could.

Aunt

Amy

I was

TI found plenty of fun

in

watching

pair of bluebirds, who were very busy
building their nest in a bird-box under. the
edge of the piazza-roof.

You never saw

a

blue-bird, and,—‘* Are they really blue?”
‘ Yes, indeed, they are; and I hope you
will see one next summer,

and

never

to ask that question again.
‘“ They are as blue as the bluest

have

part. of

the bluest sky you ever saw, and they work

all day like little busy bees.
“They used to fly away, and pick up bits
of thread, and hair

from

the

horses’

tails,

and little twigs of trees; and then back
they would come, and pop into the little
house, and put them into their right
places in the nest. At last the nest
was all done; and I knew that in a few
weeks I should have some young birdies
towaich. But one morning, what should
1 see when I went out to my hammock?
The dear little nest all’ pulled out of the

spear,

all over

as

birds.
Of all the birds, I liked best a beautiful

mantle and covered it completely, hiding
even the holes about her sides and elbows;
then he waved his wand till the stainless
wool grew into a lovely robe, so white and
sparkling that if one but looked upon it,
the water would stand in his eyes. An-

the bright clear drops he wanted

and,

the hens’ and chickens, the dogs, and
sometimes a stray pussy, but most of all,the

coat, somewhat

with keen gray eyes, and his long hair and
wavy beard were like drifted snow. All

much,

lefsto amuse myself alone as well as I

tifal Lady, till they rested upon her brown

diamond-tipped

read

was often busy with her little baby,

pare wool and crystal in those high dwellings their most spotless and heavy fleeces;
these he floated softly down upon the beau-

other touch of the

made

terrier, that it was quite quarter of an hour
before I really began my story.
‘ Very soon after I went into the country
last summer, it grew warm enough to stay
a great deal out of doors, and indeed,
sometimes the hot sun would drive us into
the shady house in- the middle of the day.
I had a bright red-and-yellow hammock
swung between two pillars of the piazza,
and used to lie in it for hours. You know

pitithat

to

each

the great white dog, and the little yellow

as he likes,

while

have

moré& than one pleasant visit?” Yes, both
remembered it very well, and had so many
things tortell of the big barn, the horses,

you

stores as
broad and deep as the sky to clothe you!”
The Lady drew herself up and looked at
Uncle Jack. Now, indeed, she was a piteous-sight—all her fair face and dingy robe
marred with tears and shreds, her beauty
worn with grief and rage, and her broad
shoulders wearing no trace of their late
filmy covering.

you

box—part of it hanging from the edge,
and the rest tumbled about on the floor.
‘Oh,

who

has = done

this?’

I called

out.

¢ Who can have spoiled my nest?
‘ The gardener heard me; and, coming
up, said: ¢ The squirrel, ma'am, if you
please.

I saw him run down from the box,

when I frightened him by coming to tie up
the big honeysuckle.’

|

“ «Oh, why didn’t you come sooner, and
what made him do it?’ I said.

the feather trimming, and the plumes also;
and as they clung to the delicate stems
¢ “Well, ma’am, I'd have come if I'd
and tendrils, Uncle Jack pointed his spear- have known; but squirrels is so fierce
tip at them, and they changed to diamonds. against blue-birds that if I'd have stopped
How they sparkled and danced and shone ! him to-day, he'd done it to-morrow.’
3
how every sigh that fluttered about made
‘‘ ‘ But what makes him?’ I asked again.
that never broke or wore out, and he could ‘the myriad rainbows thrill and quiver!
¢ ¢ I couldn’ say, ma'am; but I'm thinkwork wonders with it.
how blinding was the blaze of their splen4 O Uncle Jack !” said the Lady, ‘do dor, how glorious the Lady in her jewels (ing it must be his nature. There were a
give me something new to wear; I am tired and het brilliant robe! She looked asa many blue-birds ‘about two years ago,
{ma'am ; but now they are right scarce, and
of green and silver I"
queen might, adorned for her bridal, and it's all along of the squirrels.’ So saying,
“Why, my dear, I think your dress is from her clear bright girdle and ribbons
he went away to his work; and I looked
very frosh and rich, yet.”
shone back all the stars of heaven.
sadly at the little scraps of the nest blow““That’s what Uncle Sol says.”
“There !” said Uncle Jack, “ I 'think I' ing away so quickly. ‘Will they come
« 0 ho ! the gruff
old rascal has been de- have done well for you; you can defy Un- back, I thought, and build another?’ But
nying you what you wanted, has he? I'll cle Sol now as to the gown. I won't an- they never did, and my little house was
see toyour dress, my dear !”
swer for the diamonds—he hates jew- empty all summer. Now you will see the
With. that Uncle Jack took up his magic elry ; but don't come screaming after me reason of the funny fight I am going to tell
his clothes were white, and trimmed with
crystal buttons, and in his hand he carried
4 tiny slender spear of crystal, on whose
tip glittered a diamond point, clear and
cold as a star; it was an enchanted spear,

wand and lightly touched the feather trimmings and the plumes, and all at once they
flashed into the . most gorgeous colors—

scarlet glowing

a8 July s

again for along time, my

Lady.

I have

business on hand ;” and off he went.
The beautiful Lady smiled, and all

the

, masses

of deep-gleam-

inter

sperped with dark velvety green, pallid yellow, or shining brown.

know when she was

born,

if nobody

enough to make

led,

o

else

one laugh.

burnished

silver ribbons, and

for she was lovely as a dream; all

queer
It

sounded like two or three noises all at once.
There was a fierce chirruping, and an angry
chattering, and every few moments a sharp

cry of pain. Both together, Uncle Harry
‘and I cried out: ‘It's a squirrel—It's a bird!’

‘jewelry, is There, half-way up a tall tree, wasa little
No! never red equirrel, going up as fast as he could,

Lad y fooked at her face in one of can I allow it !”

alrabout

we heard a very

does; and for a persop whose years are: and, as he pushed me quickly to the corher
more than she likes to make
khown to be of the house, we found we were both right.

“ ThereI" said Uncle Jack, “ are you "wearing jewelry, and such

oad

about the lawn,

chair

like coals, yellow as fierce wonderful brilliants about her rustled and noise round the corner of the house,

spire,
or a feather of flame,

he

One bright afternoon when Uncle

Harry was pushing me in nif ‘wheel

flashed and blazed for joy. Poor Lady!
ing garnet, and spots of dusky purple and it was but the very next morning Uncle
light vivid crimson on the trimming—while Sol looked at her over his’ shoulder, ¢ Rj.
the plumes waved with here and there a diculous old creature!” growled he, 1

golden

you of.

So

saying, he stared

with all his might

and

at the

main.

diamonds

How

they

chattering all the time ; and as near to him
as you are to me, Jack, was & little blue-

bird chasing him up.

Such a fierce-looking

her seemed steeped in sun. burned under his gaze! how every tiny little thing she was—all her feathers standspeck shot out a blaze of anger and

splen-

So

move 4a little so that I can

now,

see

ing straight up, her bill wide open, and

this

subject

lgcturss

up ina beautiful

of Mr.

Gage, which

volume, may be

pronounced

fully

superiortb any-

equal if not

the method of giving

are

generally

excellent,

itself, and as certainto serve
to reach by means
ble Dictionary.
Tae

New

TESTAMENT;

appearance of the first edition, which

efit and bless them.

being especially

he

and

the

face

began to look beautiful.
‘Don’t you work|a great-deal easier
when you are trying to do your best, so
as to go out?”

“It isn’t much
Sundays.

I gets

a chance,

only

If I could, I'd like it.”

‘* Then you can work and think of something else ?”

“Yes ma'am.”
‘To think of Jesus will make the work
easier.

Jesus loves you, and all

the more,

perhaps, because you work, and have so
little time to learn of him. Won't it be
pleasant to think ot him, as your friend?
as some one to love

you, care for you, and

protect you from danger and from harm P"

“ Will he do this? Will he care for me?”
‘He will love you, and

he will care

brightened in listening

to the

story of the cross, a face that would grow
to be beautiful under the teaching of his
love.—8. 8. Times.
!

Advice

to the Girls.

Do not estimate the worth of a young
man by his ability to talk soft nonsense,
nor by the length of his moustache.
Do not imagine that an exgra ribbon, tied
about the neck, ‘can remedy the defect of a
soiled collar, or an untidy dress.
If your hands are browned by labor, do
not envy the lily fingers of Miss Fuss-andFeathers,

whose

mother

drudges

in

the

kitchen, while the daughter lounges in the
" parlor.
If your dress is inconviently long, and
a gentleman steps upon it, do not be angry,
but meekly beg his pardon as you onght.
Always cherish a partiality for the smell

of dishwater—it fs more conducive to
health and;far less expensive than ‘Bouquet

of Eden.”

:

?

.

Do not judge of the intelligence of a fe-

male acquaintance by the number of yards
of trimming on her dress.
Bearn

the

use

of darning cotton as well

as of zephyr worsted and the tating shuttle.

HERMANN

by Ellen
Same

pp. 165.

AND

DOROTHEA.

Frothingham.

Publishers,

upholstery and Swiss pictures for their par-

It were wholly a waste of words

to

poetic

essays

of Leigh

Hunt,

And thé books are full to

fore it, and that is saying enough.

4

JUG-OR-NOT.
By Mrs. J. McNair Wright, author of “John and the Demijohn,” etc. New
York: National Temperance Society and Pablication House.
1870. 16mo. pp. 346.
Mrs. Wright has here

given

us an

impressive

story, exhibiting the mischievous work of liquor
immediate

victims,

but showing how its consequences reach down
through generations, and blight the innocent,
and take “prosperity out. of the lot of those who
would be examples of enterprise and have a
right to success.
‘pondered.

Itis

a book

to

be read

and

Pamphlets, Mdgazines, &c.

commend

and half

The quiet

of the

will commend themselves strongly to approval
and acceptance “wherever they are met.
This
last issue is equal to anything that has gone be-

12mo.

the genial, meditative, half philosophic

amount

overflowing of a zest that is wholesome, and they
indirectly inculcate a manlicess and honor that

Illustra

1870.

Messrs. L. Scott & Co., New York, who give
us such prompt and accurate reprints of the
English Reviews, send us the LONDON QUAR-

charm

TERLY and the EDINBURGH REVIEW for April.
They bear their usual character and maintain
their well-known vigor.. The London opens
with an able and valuable article on the English

they please, and after following him through one
of his best discourses, there-is a feeling of mental
restfulness thatis truly grateful, and the kindly
sympathies are sure to be brought into whole:
some play. This collection‘of his papers is one
which exhibits the qualities of the man and the

Bible, and suggests the grounds on which the
recent interest on the subject of revision rests,
setting forth in a very fair way the history

of Bible

translation,

contemplated by

showing

English

why

the work

scholars should

be en-

writer in some of his happiest moods, and is sure

tered on without delay, and points out the meth-

to be widely welcome.

od of procedure that is required
Articles. on
Lanfrey’s Napoleon,

Like

most of the

books

issued by this House, its méchanical features are

Government dealing
with Irish Crime, &c., aid in making up a good
number.—The Edinburgh selects topics that are
less closely related to the stirring world of to-day
than usual; but Renan’s 8t. Paul, The Epic of

The new translation of Goethe’s choicest idyl
i8 done with great care and with rare skill and
judgment.
There is nothing slovenly or finical,
and she keeps alike clear of slavishness to a mere

bald and mechanical literalism and
defiance

of

the

translator.

an audasious

obligations

that

lie

upon

Her hexameters

have

both rhythm

Arthur, Ballot

led with
learning.

the

and vigor, and the touching sweetness of the poem which has been everywhere recognized, re.
appears without any serious loss in this admirable volume.
It will help tofmake the great Ger-

man

litterateur well knofvn

American

in

the homes

readers.

GLENCOE

PARSONAGE.

Boston: I. Lothrop
& Co.

16mo, pp.256.

1870.

CHILD LiFe

IN MANY

1870.

Strong.

& Co.

Dover:
°

LANDS.

By

16mo. pp. 210.

not Secret Voting, &c., are hand-

characteristic

vigor,

judgment

aad

THE AM. NATURALIST for May is as beautiful
in its letter-press and as excellent in its ‘matter

as it has ever been.

The articles in this number

are fewer and more lengthy than usuil,—a large
part of the space being occupied with valuable

of

-

Ls
By Mrs. A. E.

by the tusk.
Non-Historic

1 Times, Froude’s Elizabeth,

of the best.

‘|

papers on “The Indians of California” and “The
J time of the Mammoths,” two contributions that
most

happily

combine

the

scientific

and

the

popular elements, as the papers in this excellent
monthly generally do. Salem, Mass.: Peabody

Porter,

G. T. Day

Academy of Science.

Rev. J. D.

THE RADICAL is still—radical.
It embodies
ability, license, and an audacity that seems. to en-

CLAUDIA. A Tale. By A. L. O.E. Author of
“The Shepherd in Bethlehem,” ‘Exiles in

Babylon,” “Rescued from Egypt,” “Hebrew
Heroes,” etc. Same Publishers. 16mo. pp. 359,
THE TRIUMPH OVER MIDIAN.,
Same Author
and Publishers.
1870. 16mo. pp. 848.
RESCUED ¥ROM EGYPT. Same Author and Pub
lishers.
1870. 16mo. pp. 465.
.

Joy shocking
priety.

the public sense of religious

pro-

Its theology is simply a set of negations ,.

and he who. can hit the evangelical faith the
hardest blow seems to be surest of a welcome ;

and the interest of the papers, in the estimation

to be

of the managers, would appear to be pretty fairly measured by their egotism. More or less good
thoughts find forcible and brilliant expression,
but they are mixed up with such things as the
following:

whose fature she paints in rose.color and gold,
Her husband is killed, her boy has no early gen-

We are still kept on * sacred psalms,” begging
God to slay our enemies; yet there are plenty of
modern psalms which plead with God to tike us

Glencoe
definite

Parsonage
aim

and

is a book

purpose.

written with a

It

purports

ius for piety,

but effervesces and

near jo him, that we may become better than our
enemies.
;
It is doubtful if immortality can be proved
to the majority of mankind at the present day
as anything more than a reasonable expectation.

runs over per-

petually with animal spirits, energy , and ques
tionable ambition,~grieving sorely the mother’s
heart that beats chiefly for him, stirring up fears

and

making

her faith stagger,

prayers with more anxiety

and

If
God WIOUER liiracles for the
ent Jews
because he wished them to believe, it is reasona-

filling her

than trust.

But her

ble to infer that he withholds them from us be-cause he wishes us to doubt; and that as it was
then the doubters, so now ft {s the believers, who.

love and patience hold out through ‘all, and
are rewarded by finding at last that the promise
to which she has clung ripens into a sacred

though unexpected fulfillment,

are damned.

The book is full

Buch things are radical enough without doubt;

of interest; its simple pathos often starts the
tears, its portraits of character are often admira.

ble, the whole tone of the volume is most excel.
lent, and the lesson which it teaches to the
young who are tempted to wound the hearts that

whether they are reasonable and true is quite
another question, and one whose proper

most impressively brought out,

Child Life in Many Lauds is a very pleasant
series of pictures, exhibiting the distinctive feat.

ures of general life and personal character as they

appear in China, the Sandwich Islands; Nicaragua, Vancouver’s Islund, &¢. The children who
are pictured are somewhat

peculiar specimens of

juvenile life, but they are very interesting acquaintances, and Mr. Strong has made them

answer

does not depend so much upon phosphorus

in

the brain as upon grace in the heart.

pray for them, dnd to parents who long and la-

bor for the highest welfare of their children, is

‘The first of the two vélumes embraced

by

ZrrL's ENOYCLOPEDIA is complete with the arti--

cles under the letter H.

It makes a splendid and.

valuable work of reference, whose merits win
commendation from all quarters.
It is being
pressed rapidly yet carefully forward to comple
tion, and must
Zell, Phila.

secure

a large

sale.

T.

Elwood
|

, Messrs, Oliver

Ditson & Co., Boston, whose.
alike for
quantity and quality, send us the following, in-

teach us very pleasant and wholesome lessons,” musical publications are remarkable

The three volumes by A. O. L. E: are among
the best of the many thoroughly excellent contri.

lors, while they neglect the higher beaa- butions which this most popular, attractive and
stimulating writer has made to our juvenile lit
ties of the soul.— Henry Ward Beecher,
‘| erature. In. quantity and quality the books
\
;

who: hive the usual

in Spring; to trouting in July, or to peaches and

Trans

With

&e.

The book is unique and attractive,

1 marvelto see people eternally buying

boys

melons in September.

made up of liberal extracts from the Journal of a
lady, who begins her record as the happy wife
of & minister, and the mother of a promising boy,

FE

SHIP BUILDERS OF ELM ISLAND.

drinking, not only upon the

lated

The books have

and Stories as naturally as they take to Base Ball

The addition of

A DAY BY THE FIRE; and other Papers, hitherto uncollected.
By Leigh Hunt.
Boston: Roberts Brothers.
1870. 16mo. pp. 368. Sold by
E. J. Lane.

tions.

the. suffer-

who prize the brain that plans and the muscles
that execute,—~such boys take to these Elm Isl-

for

you, if you will but love him.”
“I can love him. Iwussdt> love mother
and—"
This chill that I had thought so stolid,
was actually crying. The tears were running over my own face. I had said enough
for ove lesson, perhaps, and with an ejacuatory prayer I turned away, to be haunted
by a face” dull, stolid and meaningless, a

face that

the Sabbath

ABROAD; OR, LILIAN'S
NEW SCHOOL, by Mrs.
Helen E. Brown, well fllustrated, animated by a
most excellent spirit, ard written in a style that
peculiarly adapts it to young readers.
It is well
adapted to the family circle or the Sabbath school
library.
;

GOETHE'S

vices,

spirit of enterprise and adventure, who enjoy
vigor even though it be alittle roughat times,

which hangs about his artistic and yet spontanege to -ous prose is like that which gives attractiveness
you to an Italian landscape or to the choicest domestic
you circles of England. His pictures soothe while

would like to go out into the pure, free air;
how happy the people look in the streets ?”

perils, the

Lane.

The

contained

The Tract Society, Boston, also send us a pleasant volume containing sketches of travel and of
the noticeable features of life in Europe, entitled,

‘“She don’t go to Sunday school; she
works,” replied one of the smaller ones.
‘‘ Would you not like to’know something |
of him?” And beginning, I went through
with the little history.
¢¢ It’s pretty, isn’t it?” and the stolid look

ma'sm;”

in

than

By Rev. Elijah Kellogg. Boston: Lee & Shey.
ard. . 1870. 18mo. pp. 304.
Sold by E.
J.

Notes on the Acts to the volume has really added
both to the merits and economy of a work that
will well meet a want that is both real and general.

“Never heard of him,” said the tall girl,
in a cold, wiry voice.
.

indeed,

use

The

Tar YOUNG

commended it as

er and more pretentious works.

teacher. Why should I not take. it ?
Istopped. Their eyes brightened. To
my question, ‘‘ Had they been to Sunday
school? one said:
=
,*
Sn
“ Not to-day; we go sometimes, ma’am.
“Can you tell me something that you
learn there ?”
“Oh, yes; we know theccommandments,
some of ‘em, and ‘some of em are so long
we can't remember em.”
‘“ Do you learn about Jesus?’

Sunday school ?” I continued. ** Whea
work, you sometimes think how much

Pictorial

a comparatively narrow compass most of what
would be of use to ordinary teachers in the larg-

all like the one I had left, and without a

intelligence

adapted to

cities..

erty, are skillfully exhibited.

school and Bible class, and as condensing within

These were children not as daintily
clad, not as comfortable, not as bright looking as mine. It wasa little class, not at

noble

had a large sale and a wide popularity, and have
deserved both.

‘We called attention to this Commentary on the
only Notes on the Gospels, and

more

ing, as well as the promise and the nobility tHat
lie beneath the surface of our metropolitan pov-

Illustrations and References.
Vel. 1. The
Gospels and Acts. By Israel P. Warren.
Boston: Warren & Blakeslee. 12mo. pp 578.
Sold by D, Lothrop
& Co. =
.

four |

in the face.
;
_‘“You say you work, and never

great

and. Bi-

Notes,

something

actually exists in the less known portions of our

some of the high-

with

life

Dick Series” is in the same vein as its predecessors, full of life, and portraying much of what

student of the Bible seeks

of his Commentaries

gghool

it is to many of the young ladies who live it.
Mr. Alger’s last contribution to the ‘‘Ragged

many of them ‘may be relied on as accurate representations of the objects which they aim to exhibit to the eye. We commend the work as one

little girls.
E
|- More children! How they, throng our
path! How they invite us to effort to ben-

“Yes,

render

and

of real and rare merit, as being full of interest in

broad stepof a closed house, I saw

of

worse self that she might make her actual life
approach her true ideal ; apen-hearted Flo Stevenson, purring Georgie Graham, impulsive little
Fannie Thayer, unsophisticated Rachel Drayton,
good old Aunt Bettie, and many other personages of both sexes are photographed so that few
will have any real difficulty in finding the origlnals. The book is sure to be attractive to the
girls for whose g
benefit it was written, and
it ought, to ni
a true womanly spirit and

a force that is often striking and always grateful.

I was on my way from my Sunday schoo
class of brigat, happy little ones, yesterday,
thinking of their future, and wondering
what I had done, by divine help, to shape
it for heaven, whén; looking up to the

a ray

liance, fire, and her constant struggles with her

the draw-

the life, and the lessons of the Old Testament
history come out, as one reads these pages, with
illustrations

°

Miss Stiefbach, with her prim, precise, angular figure and her freezing German dignity;
her loving, conscientious and devoted sister
Christine; Marion, with her beauty, wit, bril-

The information

tives and the spots with which they are connected with a freshness that is both admirable and
marvelous, many personages are photographed to

The

°

character a most unquestionable individuality.

sense, complete in itself, while it is. also made to

Street-Class.

was

have

sustain vital relations to those which prevedeand
follow it. He invests both the Scripture narra-

Yes,

ny

haps excessive, but the writer has caught the
very spirit of the schoolroom, and she paints her
portraits. with a bold hand, and gives to each

ing around
these topics of whatever aids in their
presentytion, renders each
chapter, im some

I will try to think of another story to tell

softened ; there

a

been bound

conveyed is abundant, and

Jack,

him.

into

arsbip, these

est ends which a true

just what we want!”
¢ Well, then, Jack,
curl up beside me on the couch, and,

summer, and where

That's. all.

of inquiry “on

a little | sive treatmentof distinct topics, and

and there came

something
reof Scriptural

the purposessof a commentary, while the attract.

it is especially fresh and attractive. “The succes-

jump down and spin yourtop; and, Gracie,

My

one—about something that I saw myself?”
1 think no one will doubt the answer that
came from the two dear little people to
whom I put this question. ¢¢ Oh, Auntie,
please do!” and *“ Oh, Aunt Nelly, that's

cried,

much;

too.

results

thing else which has appeared.

army of hens, marching slowly, one by one,
except that the last three had burried up
sideby side, for fear they should be: Iate.
Every neck was stretched straight out and
every eye fixed on the funny fight before
them; and they looked as deeply interested
as you would bave done if you had been
there

bearing these initial letters are
markable.
The large amount
knowledge convey:

cheap and popular form, without disparaging or
subordinating the spirit of true Christian schol-

you after tea to-morrow.”—Independent.

not a make-believe story, bnt a really true

rus-

and the silver ribbons turned to polished
spotted, and had fire-red hair: ““how long steel—steel bound the girdle and breast~haveyou worn that gown, my dear! I plate with a broad, bright edge. The Lady
. know very well, for I gave it to you; no, was more beautiful than ever; one thing
indeed. Do you see me getting new coats? alone was wanting—a new set of plgmes.
The idea is absurd I” =.
*
“ Whew.! whew !” said Uncle Jack,
He turned his face away from her, and ‘“ must Itravel up stairs again?” and off
she was so angry she ran straight
off to find he went to borrow dew-crystal of the sprites
Uncle Jack.
2 who had already lent him wool ; they were
Uncle Jack was a funny little old man kindly sprites indeed, for they showered
yellow

lack of

‘¢ Now, children, shall I tell you a story—

Once upon a time there lived'a beautiful -are so tall and large one needs

man, who wore’ a

say I had

———

“ What a sight to behold ! all that lace

lady, who had the loveliest dresses—such
as never were seen before,
First, she had
a long robe of rich green velvet, embroid-

one

again

sound in the lawn,

How Bluebirds Fight Squirrels.

:

gone!"

when

pass that

nothing to wear, or sighover my
new gowns.— Our Young Folks.

‘“ oome, do come !”
In he bustled and hustled with, a great
crackling and whistling, for he was very
busy and hard at work,
Up went both his withered hands in sur-

The Family Circle

at all, .and

Sait cameto

Uncle Sol, I should never

tled in her hair like a storm of _ pitiful whispers and sighs, and the silver ‘girdle and
breastplate heaved up and down till it
grated on her brown robe heavily, and frayed it still more.

Little books for ever open,
‘Which, who will, may ever read,
By their artless, simple teaching,
Preaching to our deepest need.

be

exquisite trailing

the beautiful Lady was never at a loss for
robes, between the two old uncles. And
go it-hath been and shall be while the world
endures.
:
Ah! if I only had an Uncle Jack and an

her feathers, looking worse for the silver
ribbons! Now she began to sob and wail;

By their strange attempts at hiding,

hair.

garments—with

her old brown gown and the gray sticks cf Gracie, bring your little straw chair close

Little charades, strange devices,
Seeking oft our love to win,

coils of blanched

more

silver once more.

Horrible to relate,

shreds, and even drops-like

bird's work; and fairly driven the enemy
down the steep hill and off the place. Oae
thing more I'll tell you, and then I must
‘stop for to-day. While we were -busily
watching this battle, we heard a slight

no

best

back laughing,to

tell me that a robin had finished the blue-

was

embroideries and misty green trimmings;
he renewed her graceful plumes,
and
changed ribbons and girdle to shining

stared fixedlyat

it ran away as he looked, in streams of gray

the back of the house, to see the last of

longer

newer and even

So say-

en him far away from her nest, and felt sure
she had given him a pretty good fright;
so she let him go. But Uncle Harry ran to

fair to see. Then she bethought herself of
Uncle Sol, who had ceased turning his face

grew threadbare, and

|

tive style is such as almost to magnetize the
fap
of Palestine,” etc, With Seventy-two reader.
Illustrations. Boston: Am. Tract Society.—
Orewa Octavo. pp. 287. Sold by D. Lothrop
0.
MARION BERKLEY: A Story for Girls. By La‘vina Caxton. Boston: A.
Loring. 1870,
The work of research among the objects and
12mo. pp. 2656. Bold by E. J. Lane.
loealities which sacred history has invested with
THE LUGGAGE BOY; or, Amo
the
such deep significance, has been remarkably BEN,
Wharves. By Horitio Alge
Jr, author of
earnest and successful during the last thirty
“Ragged Dick,” ete. Same
Publisher,
&c.—
years. Both European and American scholars _ 16mo. pp. 590.
$
:
have borne an honorable part in this work, and
Loring is beginning to make his mark in
it has been very amply rewarded. Questions’ the” world of publishing, and the quality
in topography have been answered, doubtful pas- of his products improves as the quantity insages of Scripture have been made plain, former creases. Marion Berkley is a book with characopinions have been confirmed or corrected, and ter,genius, originality and magnetism in it. Asa
the relation of the Land to the Book has been picture of school life in the young ladies’ Semiexhibited in many new aspects.’
Among the nary,it is remarkable for freshness,zest and verlmany attempts that have been made to put the similitnde. The superlative
and intense are per-

think she had done enough. She had driv-

came

WY
Ss

Be

STUDIES IN BIBLE LANDS,
By Rev. W.L.
Gage, Editor of Ritter’s * Comparative Geog

frightened. Up a third tree and down we
saw them go; and then blue-bird seemedto

poor Bunny; and

cy

Lira Beviey

out of it!

plumy r _stenis—

with soft "and fresh green

uncle.
;
‘“Ho ! ho!” laughed Uncle Sol, ¢‘ here
you are in another new gown!
In white
lace, like a young girl at her wedding!
This is too absurd for a woman of yourage.
I can’t allow it!"
x
Now Uncle Sol's magic was in his face;
if he once lobked hard and long at anything,
the lovely

Little mirrors, bright, reflecting
Gleams of joy or deepest woe;
Fields where, >mid mirth’s sunbeams dancing,

little noises coming

3
om

sh

25, 1870.

MAY

such angry

a
aT

ri Be

from

away from her, and made friends with him
once more, so that he again clothed her

ing, he passed his wand across her again,
and about her shoulders and waist hung
trails of exquisite lace of the most delicate
|
tracery and purest whiteness, and a white
tissue robe fell softly over the worn velvet,
and hid it with a sheeny mist. The plumes
were covered and tipped with lace-work,
too, 4nd the beautiful Lady smiled again to
see how delicately fair her robes showed in
themorning light. But hardly had she

it ran away, and now he

Shimmer in each wanton mood.

Presently they beganto drop

and

enjoyed their grace and purity for an hour
or two, when along came the other old

Little lamps all brightly burning

New

the

:

‘Ever new to us the seasons changing,
Ever fresh the song of bird and sea,

ings,

Their glory was blinding, but it was

brief.

till of

There was asly smile in his keen gray
eye as he looked at the Lady.
¢¢ Rags and
tags, hey, madam? - Well for you that

;

dor!

one but tears !
" Uncle Jack no longer listened to the
them and of the trimming there was moth- Lady’scalls; her jewels were gone, and
ing left but bare, gray stems and tracery. who could replace them? She wore the
The Lady wept bitterly. Uncle Sol had stainless robe without ornaments, save the
turned the cold shoulder - towards her, and steel and steel-bound silver of her . ribbons
she was halfafraid of Uncle Jack, he had and girdle; and being careless, ina few
the white garment gathered stains
80 lately clothed her in magnificent robes. months
and the glorious plumes had

little feathering

Of the moon and stars that tell of Thee,
‘We do still in humble trust beholding,
See through all Thy love and power unfolding!

. Always grand the stars we nightly see;
—. Thus hath God,
to feed man’s restless yearn-

Te

ER

Now and then she would fly at him, and
tinkle, . tinkle,.
tinkle ! | by -her sharp nip make him give -the
shrill
But after a while the velvet gown began fagtér and faster, with a sweet and bright squeak we had heard. Very soon they
to fade and grow threadbare; its. folds and sound like thering of fairy sleigh-bells, or reached the top of the tree, where they
edges showed dull brown; the embroid- the laugh of fairy babies, down they show- turned, and down they came just as they
ery of blossoms and leaves and berries that ered, tumbling on the beautiful Lady's went up, across a little piece of grass, blue-'
had strewed it with many a gay wreath and shoulders, over her steel ribbons and on bird keeping along close over 'squirrel’s
graceful tendril, or starred it with tiny her beaming girdle and breastplate—tinkle, head, and squirrel aiming for another tree.
flowers, was all frayed away and fallen off. tinkle, tinkle ! ringing’ their. tiny peals of Up the second tree, and down again, across
The silver ribbons still shone, but the robe delicate music, and glittering where they more grass, bluebird growing braver and
itself had become a dead-brownish-yellow, | fell. Alas, in a moment more they were fiercer as squirrel grew more and more

came.

Never old the clouds through azure ranging,

EE

THE MORNING STAR:

There was, however, no one else to help
her, so she called loudly for him, and he

On the old gray moss and forest tree,
For the glorious revelation nightly

nr

cluding vocal and Instrumental
whose merits are real:
;

+
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FArM-House MAIDEN. By D. A. Slaviansky+
Ur Schottiseh. A ‘Wm, Bussenius- Jnou.
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. By Th. Oesten,
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Itis surprising to observe how few marks

of weariness or heavy care the face of
President Grant presents, after more than
a year of burdensome official responsibility
of,

worriment

and

to him, unprecedented

blathe

interviewin,

J)

inquisition of the talkingest and

and

gest

Capital in the world. Yet no man is pleasanter, kiader, or‘ gentler in privase life,

than President Grant. I think it oughtto
be known, for.it is a good thing to know,
that the domestic life of the President of the

United States ‘is singularly happy and
beautiful—a noble example for Awerican
homes. I have this from the best authority—

from friends who have of late been guests

at the White House, and who, day after
day, have been witnesses of the harmon
and loving-kindness of its inmates, unspoiled

by

prosperi

flattery,

fame,

and

exalted

balls, and

position,

receptions,

Two

points

are

evident: First,

the dear old

‘Western prairies, and which they wisely
brought along
with them, as their chief
household
No one can deny to the
President and his wife rare propriety and

t
evennessof manner, alike withou
a touch
usness.
of
Under
helarrogance
ny or supercilio
pn
Re Sition of
li fe,

purposes

which

useless;

or five

little eyes

would be impertinent

nor, secondly, can it be an object

soon

An attendant with % homely face,

only

thing which

Sobriety.

answers

to

these conditions is universal security, or
the unmolested enjoyment by every person

;

it is not

religious, or

a teacher of dogma; but it is equitable, or
the administrator of justice. The main
thing it has to do is to defend and secure

character, but you feel that he reads you
well, as far as he goes, and you may be
sure he will know you the next time. His | every man from every other man, that the
words are few, as has been occasionally re- noble faculties with which God has endowmarked, and his address simplicity itself. ed us all may find their fullest, freest, and

Some one once called ita ‘courageous sim- most harmonious development. More than
licity.” I don't think the term J suited to | that cometh of evil and goeth to evil. Jusim; it implies too much consciousness. tice is “clear, defined, measurable; it is
Franklins’ appearance at the Court of Ver- never excessive ; it is never oppressive; it
sailles was ‘* courageous simplicity.” Jeff- is never subversive; it is orderly, it is
erson's riding on horseback from the White peaceful, it is benignant ; it is the friend of
House to the Capitol to deliver his inaugu- every virtue and grace of life, the pledge of
ral, was dramatic simplicity. But Grant every progress; ‘‘its voice,” as Hooker
gives no thoughtto effect—makes no parade says, in a memorable passage, ‘‘ the harof not making a parade. In walking, he | mony of the worlds, and its home
the
p
bosom of God.”

Every

man

I once

should

be

sober

sometimes.

knew one so unfortunate as to be so-

ber all the time, and yet an honest man!
We have known men that never smiled, or

man

of, than sobriety

and

he has in public

this

true and

simple idea

cf the

State; or

J

places an absent yetacquiescent air, as of | When some new party, composed of the
one being taken somewhere rather than go
ing of his own volition—which is usu: ally
the case, as he is the most obliging, infor-

mal and unmagisterial of Chief Magistrates.
To me there is something strange in the
ordinary passivity of such a will as his.
He seems not only a modest but a diffident
man.
Great heroes before him have been
so. This diffidence may often be taken for
indifference and ‘insensibility. I think I

have seen the sure marks of it in his intercourse with children, for whom he really
has the fondness characteristic of Mr. Lincoln. He has no small-talk for small interviewers, but he is not above listening to
. thera, and I have noticed that they never

account him bard or cold. They have per.haps the instinct to understand and the
grace to interpret that riddle for statesmen,
reporters, and tie ladies—the
face of President Grant.
*
:
A few evenings ago, asa little party of
us assembled to witness some private theatricals of the simplest and most juvenile sort,
at the house of one of the Cabinet Ministers,

the family from the White House called,
quite unexpectedly. On being told what
was on the tapis, the President expressed a
desire to see the performance, ‘ if the children would not object.”
Of course they
did not, though quaking in their busking,
but did their poor best before their angust
audience, and were rewarded by Presidential laughter and applause. Watching our
President as he sat smiling kindly at that
little comedy, that quaint
bit of childish
mimic-life, it was almogt
impossible to realize that he wasindedd
that captain of captains, who a few short years ago, was the
central figure in a mighty drama of battle,
whose stage was a continent, and whose
audience was the world. I think we vught
to strive to realizo this more; it seemsto
me there is too much petty cavil at this
man's non-observance of some of the small
conventionalities which we call ‘the etiquette

of the position; ” too many newspa-

per Dlasitudes, that he enjoys his cigar,
that
he loves horses, (bless him for that!).
that he does not make speeches on all trivial occasions (bless him for that, too!) in

short, that he

the clouds will thicken and the'storm grow
mad apace, until the tempest breaks upon
us in a whirlwind of wrath and fary.— Puinam's Magazine.

Storage for Paris Babies.
i

—

One day, when the sun lay hot upon the
white streets of the beautiful city, we
searched among the shops of the crooked
Faubourg St. Honore for a number forgotten now, and the Créche, where the

work-

ing mothers may leave their children during the day. In another and more quiet
street we found it. We pulled the bell before a massive

gateway,

the

wide

opened upon a smiling porteress

doors

who

led

the way across the paved court to the house,

where she pointed up some stairs and

left

us to mount and turn until it was no longer
ossible, until a confusion

of doors barred

ur way, when . we Fapped upon one.
Another was opened, and we found ourselves among the Babies. There were,
yerhaps, twenty in all, the larger children
prope in the school-room below; but even
twenty toddling, rolling babies, looking so
very like the'same image done in putty
over and over again, appears an alarming
and unlimited number when taken in a
body. They rolled beneath our feet, they
clung to our skirts, they ‘pecpen out, finger
in mouth, from behind
the doors, they
kicked pink toes up from the swinging
cradles, and in fact, like the clansmen of
Rhoderick Dhu, appeared in a most startling manner from the most unexpected
places.

Plump

encased
in

little

things

shel s of blue

they

were,

checked aprons,

from the outer one of which they were

sur-

reptitiously slipped upon our entrance, to
disclose a fresher one beneath,
How long this
: proeess could have contin-

to aristocratic demo- | inquire.

tic. c. theories,
hoon] es, that
that he he i is

of so

“ We had eyes, and chose him.”
:

Every head

was tied up in a tight

ince
mp night-eap, giving them the appearance
not the President | little

©} precedent,

a

of our greeds, our difficulties will increase ;

does not ** do the deportment” | ued witha similar happy result we did not

of his place according
ps

fresh young blood of the nation, of its yet
generous and unperverted youth, shall take
it up, the rainbow of Hope will appear upon the clouds which now shut out the
heavens. But so long as we shall continue
to regard the State as the mere instrument

puddings.

little bag

many

Every

Jace was marvelof Suith ug gain
nb,

°‘'

ipivea lin \ Tie tion on the floor.

It; too, is used

and

scarcely

be

used

up.

worthless,

inwardly

neither

rich

If a horse is driven at

usually prosperous.

And s0 the young are taught

that

one

be eminently religious without being strict.

Publ’c sentiment is purifying itself. Men
are beginning at last to understand that
nothing is so cheerful, so full

of liberty, so

genial and joyous, as true religion. Christ
called this sort of men children of LIGHT.
He ridiculed and denounced the

long-faced

hypocrites, who ostentatiously prayed and
prayed, ard got further from grace and humanity the longer they prayed. After him
came the apostles, who cry out to all good
and true men, *‘ Rejoice in the Lord alway,
and again I say, Rejoice.”

all this, sobriety ought not to be de-

nounced. Men have a right to be solemn,
in spots, and on just occasion. If men of
rigid face live truly kind and upright lives,
their sobriety should be considered a misBatsuch men are

not the types of Christianity. The typical
Christian
Angs fall of the fruit of ever,
faculty which God planted in the soul.
man of reason he is; a man of instinct and
intuition too ;" a man

capable

of suffering,

full of light and shadows; atern if need be,
but relenting, placable, and mild; capable
of hating, choosing rather to love; striot
with himself, lenient with all others; loving this world dearly, but loving the other
even

better;

yet the
and
an;

abhorring

wickedness,

best friend of wicked

others ; ng 3% of activity, and
thund

d

full

a

thing for me: I want rest.”

Ascetics,

2 Fo byt

mands of those who want

By

| her

MRS. Wie.
BETSEY
LITTLEFIELD
Bold
-Muy 5,8g6d
75 yoarssdied in

{

Ey

JAMES, son of Reuben

be

bought

the present volume complete, will do
well to send in-their orders at once.

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES
To Agee to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES.
The best machine in the world. Stitch
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW ING MACHINE
Boston Mass.
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cott was a member and Dea. ofthe

a votary in all the land.

cept on a sniooth and level floor.

abandonment

in

this country,

OFFER !!

Waters, 481

Broadway, New

ONS, and ORGANS

of six

ho shall say which is the greater?

Each | J

bt

Ce

offer.

Which will you do, smile, and make oth-

ers happy, or be orabbed and make everybody aronnd you miserable? You can live

among’ beautiful Sowers. and singing birds,
or in vhe mire surrounded by. fogs and frogs.

8 amount of happiness jou can produce
is inaloulable, if you will show a smiling
% a kind heart,and speak ples sant words.

around

her, a circle of little clasped hands,

First

years, 5
baptized
worthy
CoM.

COMMENCED IN 1817,

ALWAYS

FORT

From

ANSON SHATTUCK died at West Derby, Vt.,
Feb. 7th, aged 65 years. Bro. S. was a great
sufferer during the last year of his life. He had
a complication of difficulties that no earthly power could heal. He was converted more than forty
years ago, while teaching school.
His conviction
wus 80 deep that he suspended his school for a
time and sought to be taught of the Great Teacher. He joined the church at South Wheelock at
its organization, or near that time.
Whenthey
some other form of muscular diversion.
without a pledge of temperance in
We advise him to try a hard-trotting saddle | reorganized
the
Covenant, he refused to join without that behorse.
That is, after all, the best form of ing inserted. At the organization of our church
exercise for politicians and literary men.
at West Derby, he was one of the firstto join,
|.
and one of thé most faithful to attend all its
meetings as long as his health would permit.
He felt the deprivation and loss of meetings very
Work and Greatness.
much.
His final departure was sudden and
—
Er
somewhat unexpected.
Having retired at about
10, P. M., he passed a restless night, till past 12,
The great men of the world have been and
then sunk into a deep slumber from which
workers. Demosthenes was an Athenian he never awoke till his eyes opened upon the
blacksmith. Arkwright was a barber. In other shore. - Funeral services by the writer.
:
C. B. PECKHAM,
our own country, Ben Franklin was a print-

er, and was not born with a gold spoon in
his mouth. He wandered about the streets
of

Philadelphia

a Er of
mere

for

work,

with a loaf of

bread under his arm, but kings sat at his
feet and listened to his words of wisdom.
Jackson was so obscure that it is not known
when or where he was born, or whether he

had any parents.

Clay was the mill boy of

the slashes, and supplied his mother's bowl

with meal.

Tom Corwin was a wagon boy.

Judge McLean
thus

was a news-boy.

made

their

mark

DEA. J. B. SMITH died at his home, near
Blanchester, O., Jan. 6, aged 47 years and 9 days.
Bro. Smith embraced religion some eighteen
years since, and joined the Freewill
Baptist
church at Blanchester, of which he remained a
worthy member till death.
He was ordained
Deacon about twelve years ago.
He leavesa
wife, three children and numerous friends to

mourn their loss.

:
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Address orders to
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ROGERS,

Water
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The Mind is the Man,
The mind is the man. The body Is simply the instrument through which the mind
manifests itself while on earth. The mind
is manifested through forty or more organs.
Each is primary and independent in its
functions, doing its own work and not doing
the work of any other. Each of these
powers is manifested by or through a parare posse

originally

by Pe

rally]

Our

entrance

long window swung oper, revealing a pleasaot * garden

down

be'ow,

blossoming, with an image

all

green

and

of the Virgin

same individual.
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IVES PATENT LAMPS

Also, Chandeliers and Brackets for Churches Halls
Stores, and private Dwellings,
Believing that a house In the country should be as thoroughly provided with light as a house in the city, we are
prepared to furnish every room complete with its appropriate lamp, safely secured In its proper place, thus doing
away with movable lamps, which have proved so dangerA
i La
dF
ond; id Shjectiouables
e import
Bohemian an
renc
mps
Shades.
We manufacture Bronze Lamps
at sreatly reduced rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocke! Folding Lantern, and are

feats ad Hartshorn’s Folding,

ohnson’s

aper

-

ades.
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1VES’ PATENT LAMP CO,

87 Barclay

& 42 Park Place, New York.
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A

May 10th, under the

mence May 12, and continue ten weeks.

AND

Speedy Cire

Yor

wers

degrees

by

the

One possesses ten talents,

another five, another one.
Each mental
power grows stronger and becomes more
skillful by proper exercise. Our accounta-

For par-

ticulars address,
G. B, FILES, A.B., Principal.
Pittsfield, Me. April 23, 1:70,
17

He moved with his parents to Randolf Co.,” Vir-

glota

and from

there

to

Wood

Co.,,

Va.

In

804 he moved to Sciota Co., Ohio, where he was
married to Ruth Patten, with whom he lived 67
years. He experienced religion, near that place,
when about 32 years of age, under the labors of
Elder Rufus Cheney,
and was baptized by him,
and united with the Scioto F. Wic-Baptist church,

it being the first church of that order in the Co.
In 1853, he moved to Licking Co., and united
with the first F'. B. church in

Liberty,

and

con-

tinued his membership there till December, 1864,
when he united with the East Livery church,
July 11th, 1865, he was married to Martha
Ann Potter. He and his wife united with the
Newton church, April 1st, 1866, Father Barkle

was gver, after his conversion, a consistent believer in the wholesome doctrine of the KF. W.

Baptists.

His choice of text was Luke, : 24,
?
;
Com,

un

+
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G. H. RICKER, Principal.
North Scituate, R. I. March 1870.

"NORTHWOOD
PRING

TERM

SEMINARY.

commences TUESDAY,

and continues 14 weeks.

AMES E, ROWELL,

March 8,

nn

Principal.

MRS. J. KE, ROWELL, Preceplr¢ss.
with competent assistants.
Rooms can be obtained at reasonable prices | for
those who, wish io board themselves.
r Catalogue.
jabba
THOM AS TUTTLE, M.D. Prest.
BE, 8, TASKKR, Secretary.

NorthwoodCentre, Feb, 17, 1870,
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IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally
but to introduce them where the merchants have not
hem, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE.
Enclose 2 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts. for
criptive Circular.

College,

of Bates

EpWARD BARKLE, who recently died, was
born in Kingwood, New Jersey, May 17th, 1784.

brought wandering eyes and thoughts.
At the opposite end of the room; a wide,

knew.

:

Boston.

MR. A. F. GOODNOW,

obituary. Verses are inadmissible.

Hoplar organ or portion of the brain through

we
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ave working-
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neral services by the writer.

men, —co-workers with the Almighty.

of

of upturned eyes and lisping lips, repeatin
what might have been,
Now I lay me,”

for anything

]
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HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

BOOK

Magical.
An UNFAILING

REMEDY

for

NEURALGIA

FAC-

[ALIS, Otten affecting & perfect cure in a single day
seat e fails to yield to its won.
No form of Nervous
derful power. Even in the severest cases of hronic
euralgia. affecting she entire
few days affords the most astonisbin,
fails to produce a complete and Jo
t oure.
t

contains no materials in the
It has the unqualified approval
Thousands, in

every

slightest aegree injurious.
of the best physicians.
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New HartBro. Pres-
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neys and races. In Eagland nothing is
now said on the subject, except a wandering report in some of the mewspapers that
Mr. Lowe, the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
ractices on a velocipede every morning.
hat may be true, but we dare say Mr.
Lowe will soon exchange his bicycle for

|e

a

which it is manifested,

EX-

52t8—p5

Rane things are | ries published in the Morning Star, who donot | Lo, 1+ sual assistants in all branches of instruc:

the lilo. iran bow

York,

first class makers, at

.
another to do and to be. There is the in- | the Sister of Charity who seemed to have | jst whatsoever things are pure, whatso- | patronize it, must accompany them with cash | tion, For full partioulars, address,
Sec.
SHAFLEIGH,
B
l
,
9,
insertion.
an
insure
to
line,
a
cents
five
to
equal
|
things
whatsoever
lovely,
are
things
‘oer
|
to
spired prophet-brain, which says, ‘I see— them in charge, giving a sweeping Wipe
‘
,
.
think on (pon- | Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
1 believe "—and there is the imperial, com- the eyes nose and mouth gradually liquidiz- | 414 of good report ..
MAINE. CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
single square can well be afforded to any single
ulsive brain, which says, ¢* I AM—I wir!” oh § shia one; aid ty ods in Ysin i pts der) these things."—Christian Union.
by a divine law, ancient as time, gravitates | © = 04+ be here we o ould not command
to.its fit period and place. Because the sufficient French to ask. Oa either side
night of our tribulation is past, do not let of the long, narrow room hung the white
us ose to thank God for the strong hand curtained cradles, each with its pretty pink
wh'er upheld and guided us through its quilt. © At one end was an altar, most modheaviest darkness; above all, let us not est in its appointments, consisting of hard.
quarrel with that hand, if it takes not kind- ly more than a crucifix and a vase of flow.
ly to Paris kids, or if the grip it learned ers uponthe mantle, As we entered the
upon the sword-hilt, ometimes makes slip- room, the sister stood before it with a cirpery, self-seeking, political fingers tingle.
cle of white caps and blue-checked aprons

street,
1y48

DUSTIN C.,senof Daniel and Betsey Swett,
of Be!mont, died happy in Christ, April 8, 1369,
in his 18th year. He was a pleasant son.

it seems to

bave gone out of use in Europe also.

Washington
'

TREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR CASH, DURING THIS
MONTH, or will take from $5 to $25 monthly until
paid; the same to let, and rent money ap lied if pur.
chased. Chickering pianos are includ
the above

The

With its

No. 656

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODE-

church, at Washington Mills, N. Y. He was
really a pillar in the church, and very deeply do
reason seems to be that after the art of the we feel the absence, of our dear brother. Bro. P.
velocipede is learned, it sinks to the level of’ came to us from the Close Baptists, and most
did he serve the church till smitten
mere work, and ceases to be interesting. faithfully
down by disease.
He often expressed a wish to
For country roads the machine proved to depart, but tried to be patient and wait the Lord’s
be unavailable from the enormous effort time. A faithful wife tenderly cared for him till
the last. and now mourns in hope of the better
required to move it over loose earth or sand,
:
E. C.
or up hill. The exercise was too severe, ex- resurrection.

has scarcely

CO.,

GREAT

Horace

and Huldah Hamilton,

DEA. ANSON PRESCOTT died in
ford, N. Y., Jan. 3d, agéd 73 years.

for from

of extra copies was barely suf-

per one year ago.
Parties, therefore, wishing to obtain

. S.Parsons £-

died in Limerick, Me., May 5, aged 72
months.
He was born: in Berwick,
forty years ago, and was ever after a
member of the F. B. denomination.

the entire

ficent to meet the demands for the pa-

Lucy ELLEN, daughter of Ebenezer and Martha Norton, died in Porter, ‘Me., in faith and
hope, aged 23 years and 7 months,
Com.

dis-

of

volume, but whose names are not now
li
£
subscriber
This lar
[on our list of subscribers,
1s large

MARY, wife of Wm. Rose, died in Jenner Tp.,
Pa., April 13th, aged 57 years and 1 month.
Sister R. was born in Canada,near Toronto. She embraced religion under the-Fabors of Rev. E. Jordan and united with the Jenner church; of which
she has been a worthy member for about thirty
years. Her death was quite unexpected, even
by herself, hence she spoke no parting word to
husband or friend. Text, Psalms 23: 4. |
G. W. SISSON.

tento twenty-five dollars. The passion which
rose so suddenly fell all at once, and now

womit in

sobriety-mongers are all bastards.

Kengléesh,” explained | opin

thus

ow sufferers on receipt
.
Address J, H,
York,

little paper.
:
We ‘have printed three thousand
(3000) extra copies,to meet the de-

Closing his eyes he.

and in webis right
gone,
anxM.

decay

erties

THE MYRTLE.
We have sent out the first number of
the ‘current volume of this excellent

| 2nd mother leaned contentedly on this noble son,

All the fine, large halls, that'a

fifty dollars, can now

have

eremites,

cynics,

as

smiled happily, and his brother aksed, ‘‘ James,
what do you see!” Said he, * I see my liberty!”
Soon he fell asleep, and found his glorious liberty
in Jesus.
Besides a wife and little ones, a father

was clothed
where
he has
iously press forward.

nervous debility,

Pronounced the fastest selling book out, - One Agent reports 25 in first day. Another 79 orders in5 days. It includes all that is mysterious and interesting in the focus
of speculation, 13 years’ experience of the author; Portraits and Lives. of
Vanderbilt, Drew, Fisk, Gould and
many others. Fill
with illustrations. Great inducements i agents!
Send for circulars to WORTHINGTON,
DUSTIN & CO., Hartford, Conn.
10t16

For nearly

aid 2 atge givcle of friends Sadly miss him.

oq

- Wall Street.

Jesus

Court

times seemed like the James ofold.

been sold out and closed for want of business. A first-rate bicycle, new or nearly
so, which cost a hundred or a hundred and

after
peacegospel
and ful theof true
thunder which
| rest;
it—thisfollof
is the man
|..ods.

attending

CO.,

Ten Yearsin

a year hope and fear possessed the anxious hearts
that loved him. The last four weeks and five
days of his life, not one morsel of nourishment
passed his lips. While too weakto rise up, he
would slip down by his bedside like a little child,
and pray, O so touchingly!
As a brother stood
near him he asked, ‘‘
Must I die?”
He replied,
“ We fear you fiust.” James said, ‘ Do some- |

year ago were devoted to it in this city,have

gay

men;

guilcless as a child, sensitive as
loving
joy in himself, inspiring

+

While

&

can - France we hear no more of velocipede jour-

ly honest or reliable.

fortune, and not a fault.

He gave his heart to

ago.
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. CHARLOTTE, wite of Dea. N.§ P. Dodge, died
in Burnham, Sept. 18th, 1869,aged 64 years. Thirty-seven years ago she sought and found the
Saviour,was baptized by Rev. Wm. Getchell,and
spondent, gloomy—we all pity them.
The with her husband united with the F. W.. Baptist
great source of power in the individual is church in Burnham. She remained a consistent
the blood.
It runs the machinery of life,- working member till called from labor to reward.
She was a mother in Israel indeed, and
and upon it depends our health and many
of God's ministers and people remember
strength.
:
‘her thoughtful acts of kindness toward
them.
A mill on a stream where water is scanty She was the mother of fourteen children, twelve
can be worked but a portion of the time. of whom are living; and truly her children have
risen up and called her blessed.
The claims of
So. a man with a little good blood can do religion
were fully met by her at the family albut little. work.
The reserve power must tar, at the house of worship and in the conferbe stored up in this fluid. It is an old say- ence room. Many in her vicinity will rememing among stock-raisers, that “blood tells.” ber the kindness of ‘‘ Aunt Charlotte.” Her
It is equally true that blood tells in the companion and children mourn their loss, but
as those who have no hope.
Funeral servsense in which we use the word. Ifitis not
ices by Rev. Mr. Noyes, assistéd by Bros. Cook
good blood, then the more of it the beter.
and Garland.
Com.

Here, too, are the immortal dullards who, | institution.”

With

years
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tion, causing

juryman, he was taken fearfully delirious, and
for weeks a raging fever threatened his life. He
recovered so as to be among his friends, and at

he already has.. A little extra exertion
puts him out of breath. He can not increase his work for an hour without danger
of an explosion. Such are generally pale,
dyspeptic, blood!ess, nervous, irritable, de-

of paradise!
He that can not Jauzh and be
Mr. Dana, of the N..Y. Sun,
gay should look well to himself.
Ile should
f ast and pray until his face breaks
k forth 1 in- | courses respecting
:
he bicvel
the
bicycle :

it is to be feared, will never forsake the
earth. Dull good men! They live with
the uniform consistency of stagnation.
They are said fo be reliable. You always
know where to find them. Safe men they
are. They are none of your highfiyers,
never extravagant, always where you found
them last!
Over tt eir blessed faces hangs
the twilight of sobriety. They are immense
negative’. No hing saves them from pity
but their sobriety. Men worship that; and
so dullness passes for consistent piety.
Behind the mask of sobriety how many
pretenders pass themselves off! Every one
knows how wretchedly inconsistent with
honor their outdoor life is, but they have
such a power of gloom in meetings, that
men respect their religious experience!

W.

7 Park Row, New-York, or148 Lake Street, Chicago.

On his dying bedhe remarked, ‘ My whole

two

When the reserve power of an individual
becomes low it is an indication that a change
is necessary, and that it is best to stop ex-

nor

A copy gi
n Securing a
Agent,
with Agent’s first order. 80'pages sent free. As
—stating Terriwly desired—

less

trust is in the Saviour; I am going to dwell with
hjm in heaven, and I want all my
friends to
meet me there,”
In this trust and
desire his
companion fully sympathized.
She has departed.
to be with Christ and loved omes in heaven.
That pleasant home is now broken up. Two
daughters and one son are left to mourn.
The
daughters, whose husbands are both clergymen,
are in their chosen fields, and the son is at school
qualifying himself for that place in the: vineyard

forceful, are kept agoing by the mere trick:
of gravity. When some men come to you
it is like sunrise. Everything seems to take pending and go to accumulating, just as
new life, and shines. Other men bring the miller does when the water gets low in
night with them. The chill shadow of the poud. Such a course would save many.
their sobriety falls upon every innocent gai- a person from physical bankruptcy. — Herety, and your feelings, like birds at even- ald of Heatth.
ing, stop singing and go to their roost.
Away with these fellows who go owling
The Velocipede Mania.
through life, all the while passing for birds

*« Whatsoever things are kind,

kd

3

has.

sometimes as a mask
for hypocrisy. But
not half so often as sobriety is.
Only consider how many men, quite empty

Oren modejed hed. slightly forward and | When either of our parties shall return to | 10 JEL!
side;

er..

of taking on any more responsibility than | mind,”
mind ¥ sed
teithee
and thither

of his life, of his

dispenser of charity;

was

ritice, and said to the
beloved Minnie, * Go, and
the Lordbe with you.” And
when the ocean
separated them, the father used to say, ‘ India seems nearer now,” and so Jesus drew near-

frame to full proportions. It keeps the
The person
mind
with nocheerful,
reserve hopeful,
force ishappy.
always incapable

and undemonstrative,

meeting, is clear, dirgut, but not piercing.
He *¢ makes no deep scrutiny ” into your

trial

i

1870,

——

than that laid on the Patriarch when called to
offer up Isaac, yet they cheerfully made the sac-

the top of his speed for any length of time
he ‘is roined. It is well enough to try the
power occasionally of a horse or engine by
putting on all the motion they will bear,

who lived in a shoe; holding two babies and

tial vo all its component parts.
Now, the

Although the

.

A17, oD er
;
ee. :

yet we

and

mother!

forgetful. His look into your eyes, on a first | veyor of wealth; it is not beneficiary, or a

one

do at the close of the

body would if kept ‘out of bed long past

free, spontaneous activi- seldom, whose face was rigid as an iron
ties, and of the results of those activities. | mask, and yet they were kind, simple, and
President Grant's manner is not cold. [Individuals cad not procure this for them- really reliable. Bat such are exceptional
cases. Uniform sobriety is jEresumpively
Though somewhat set and quite reticent in selves by their own unaided exertions; for very much against a man.
He who gives
the
very
attempt
to
produce
it
is
the
beginexpression, his face is neither hard nor forno play to the gentler feelings, has somebidding. Though his eyes of grayish blue ning of conflict and disorder. It is possi- thing the matter with him that should be
certainly do not rddiale geniality and good ble only to a supreme civic organization.
looked into before one trusts him far.
The State, therefore, in its primary and
fellowship, I have always seen. in them a
Mirth itself is fot always honest. But it
still and steady friendliness—impartial, al- essential character, is a judicial institution. tends to. openness, to sincerity, to sweetIt
is
not
ecofiomical,
or
a
creator
and
purmost undiscriminating, but singulaily unness.
Mirth has better stuff in it to make a

to

hours’ work to

consent,

of the State to annihilate the agency of in- the porridge dish in her lap, balancing one
dividuals altogether—in which case it would upon the end of the low bencli beside her, but not continuously. All machinists conbe worse than despotic, it would be de- while two or three more stood at her knee ‘struct their machines so that thereshall be a
structive—destructive of society, which is clinging to her apron. It was like a nest reserve force.
If the power required is
composed of individuals, and destructive of of open-mouthed
birdlings. Blessings on four-horse, then they make it six-horse powitself as an agent of society. Its end, then, ‘the babies and those, whether of our faith or er. In this case it works easily and lasts
must be something which individuals car not, who teach and care for them, we long.
A man who has strength to do
not accomplish for themselves, and which,
thought as we came away. ** Forasmuch twelve honest hours of labor in twenty-four
when-itis accomplished, tends not to de- as ye.did it unto the least of these little ones and no more, should do but nine or ten
stroy but to further the activity of individu- ye did it unto me,” said the Master.— Spr. hours’ work. The reserve power keeps the
als.
Being, wethe repeat,
the organ,
the rep- Republican.
body in good repair. It rouuds out the
resentative,
Supreme
authority, the

sycophantic subserviency or blind party
animosity, and where honest, respectful
loyalty toward rulers and magistrates,
“and a]l having authority over us” is ““an
exploded idea.”
:

a little

visible church,’

creased into all manner of good-natured
lines, resolved herself into the old woman

it

hero-worship gives way to | thing essential to it as a whole and essen-

quiet

neither members of the

until nearly daylight. Its repose, then, is
the repose of exhaustion, and it does not
wake up for breakfast any more than the

porridge put before each one.

achieve for themselves—for,in that case,

its interference

seat

turned toward us,—and a plate of oat meal

topic to treat of just here, where genuine | mensurate with the whole of society, some?

‘so

HE

may

that

individuals

said,—to us I think, since all the

united force,”of the whole of society, the
the real
real man and This
yet the unchanged.
* remain
marvelously
is a woman,
difficult | object of its action mustbe something com-

hough

ayy)

Some ate midnight. Not being waked up, it does not
with a relish, and a painful search over the call for food and there is no appetite (no
face with a spoon for the open, waifing ‘‘ geeking” as the word literally means)
mouth
; some leaned back fo stare at the for food.
.
company, and others pessisted in dipping
into the dish of their next neighbor. One
little thing, hardly more than. a year old,
Reserve Power.
drew down the corners of her mouth in a
‘to which the Saviour shall call him.
:
ee Anis
portentous manner, when the motherly one
~ M. PHILLIPS.
It is not wise to work constantly up to
betide her, of the advanced age of three
JAMES B., son of Henry and Lovisa Lincoln,
ears, perhaps, repped on the table with the highest rate of which we are capable.
er spoon and patted the doleful little face, If the engineer on the railroad were to keep died Feb. 3d, at the % Old Home” in Gorham, N.
aged 28 years. Mr. Lincoln was a young man
smiling all the while, until she actually the speed of his train up to the highest rate Y.,
of great promise. His integrity and straight fordrew out smiles in return.
The dear little he could attain with his engine, it would
ward business habits made his future look un-

can not be an object of the State to accomplish

circular

bodies lifted over and set into their places
to roll off or about at will. A
grace was

baffle and dethrone right. Politics is not a
science; it is nag
statesmanship; it is not
the use of a gene¥al
means for general ends,
in which character it is one of the noblest
as it is one of the usefulest of human pursuits; but it is a low piece of attorneypractice, a struggle of rival cupidities, a
mercantile and merchantable transaction—
a debasing and miserable contrivance of
cunning and selfishness. There we find
the cause of our manifold evils, and there
alone we expect to find the means of restoration.
!

love that udited them in their home on the

old-fashioned

ip

a

around it. All the little outer shells of blue day—of giving rest to the body by sleep,
check were slippedon, all the little fat, and yet keeping the stomach hard at work

of the force of the whole to defeat and punish wrong, but the exertion of that force to

in State dinners,

than

a foot from the floor, with a

defense of universal justice, but the perversion of it to the promotion of universal
chicanery. Legislation is not the exertion

wer.
That White House stands like a
ight-house, surged about by a sea of hungry office-seeking, and more hungry curiaig but what privaey they can secure is
doubly sweetto that merry and affectionate
family circle, who find nothing better in
their

ge

son-in-law, the Rev. Alexander Jack, in Dan- |
March 29, contin
x
api
ville, Penn., April 24, 1870,
from
to $7,50.
a
64 years. The
address the P
subject of this notice and her
mented husband, | For ftthormactt ulars
who passed away two years previously, were |. Evangville, Wis.; Feb.

less horse here were familiar objects to thé which.only the quiet chamber can fally give. trust they were membersof that spiritual brotheyes of the mothers in our party, and when The whole system is weak=-feet; fingers, -erhood whose names are written in heaven,
hearts and home were always open to the
two children seized upon one block with a
is nota musclein Their
friends of Jesus. They rejoiced over every adsolid scientific deduction. All parties have ‘determination that threatened a breach of arms, everything. - There
| come
the
body
which
does
not
participate
in
that
vancementof Christian truth, recognizing it as
to regard the highest and holiest func- the peacey we were convinced that even
indispensable agency of the world’s reform.
tion of Suciety-—sha} of governing itself— baby nature was the same; the world tiredness, The stomach is a collection,of the
‘muscles, and these are called to work at They encouraged their children to follow Christ
the function in which human agency most over.
whithersoever
he might lead. And when the
each meal, and t) dispose of that meal is a
nearly Sppiaaches the divine—not as an exnow the beloved missionary, the wife of
Supper time came, and the children were work of four or five hours. The more that is eldest,
Rev. J. L. Phillips,in India, was calledto leave
ercise o the collective reason and con- |
thered: together in a small room adjoin- eaten, the more work has to be perfarmed. her pleasant home and early friends, to go far
‘science, but as a mere calculation of pri- ge
ing, around the drollest little table imagi- Any one can see, then, the striking absurd- hence to the heathen, to live and labor for the
vate and confederate interests. Govern- nable, a kind of elongated doughnut raised
ity of giving an already weak stomach four salvation of the lost, they did not withheld their
ment is not the application of law to the

confinement and labor. Still fresh-looking,
comfortable, quiet, self-possessed, strong of
will and of nerve is he, a man who keeps
his own gouunsel, amid ‘‘a multitude of
counselors,” who can keep. silent amid the
sgternal

of Pascoag, R. I., died at

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
SPRING TE
this
Institution
will open

——
TE

from one or two interviews, but after meeting the President many times, and with
the bc st opportunities for observation:
-

the good or bad use of these talents. Each
hot streets, a pleasant picture for the bal by | mental power was intended to be properly
eyes. Oat from this window the little feet used.
could trot upon the guarded roof of a piazAs the day closes, we all'become weary,
za. A little chair, a broken doll and
limb- and the body
yearns-for the repose and rest

a

:

Sayles,

Sr

We believe that we have touched the
Sf ——
very secret of our political condition—the
Grace Greenwood, who has been writing very source of that political degeneracy we
some exceedingly pleasant letters from all deplore. No party conceives any lonWashington to‘the Tribune, has the follow- ' oer of the origib, purpose, limits, duties of
e State in the ight of sound theory, or of
ing on President Grant. It is made up not

=

ABIGAILO., widow
of the late Whipple

1s just in proportion as we make a

or
Oni
A

President Grant.

bility

TE

the vines: Cool aud
| andhalfhidgreenamong
it seemed after the glare of

Our Political Condition.

|
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STAR:

MORNING

THE

QUARTERLY.

“The Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no longer to be
published,
*

The

Philadelphia

fund

in aid of the orphan

children of Captain Williams, of the Oneida, has

now reached $1042,
The President has instructed the attorney-gen:
eral to ascertain what steps are neccessary to
protect the interests of the government in the
Union Pacific Railroad, and to prevent the road
from being taken possession of by a receiver, on

an order of the courts of Wyoming Territory.

portrait gallery of illustrious individuals.

That,

of course, is all very well.
But unluckily, the
thieves have lately taken to collecting and distributing among their body, photographs of all
the police ugents; and thus one of the fraternity
is enabled to know at a glance whether in a

crowd on the boulevard there is or is not a‘detective. Thus far it seems the system has been
uate of Bowdoin College in the class of 1860, has
foundto favor the thieves more than the true
been confirmed as judge of the United States
men,
Court for the Eastern District of Texas,
Colonel John

F. Appleton

of Bangor, a grad-

Figures laid before the Senate show that on the
basis of last year’s
#

ducing taxation

returns the

will* relieve

extent of $43,600,000,
$116,400,000,

and

Sherman

bill re-

the country to the

leave

an aggregate of

The New York Sorosis, at a meeting last week,
passed resolutidhs warmly approving the course
of Mrs. Richardson, Mrs. Runkle, Mrs. Sinclair

and Mr. Richardson, and denouncing the conduct
of Mr. McFarland and his council.

Sir Stafford Northcote

gf
iti |

hit
i!
i

|
{i

Hl

IR |

has gone

on a visit to

Niagura Falls, previous to entering on his duties
as a commissioner in investigating the quarrel
of the Wionipeggers wi h the government of

Canada,
‘Over $100,600 have been subscribed in New
York to celebrate the

anniversary

of Beetho-

venw's birth on an immenss cate, A grdat organ is
building. The ofchestra will number 500 pieces,
the chorus 3500 voices. The Handel and Haydn
Society of Boston and Gilmore’s Band are ex-

pected to participate. The American Institute
Building on Third avenue is to be enlargedto
accommodate 25 000 people.
:
The directors of the National Saengerfest in
_ Cincinnati have, out of deference to the wishes
of many citizens, decided to hold the grand closing festival on Saturday instead of Sunday.

The Senate postal committee has agreed on a
bill giving a subsidy of $3000 a trip to mail
+s‘eamers between New York and Vera Cruz.
It is ealculated that 20,000 fraudulent votes
were cast, at the last Hleetion, by “repeaters” in
© New York eity.

of

It is a curious fact that a feature of volcanic
discharge in South America often consists in
the ejection of immense numbers of fish, usually of one species, thrown out sometimes in such
quantities as to poison the air and spread disease by their exhalations. The fish in question

belongs to the

same

natural order

as the fresh-

water catfish, with which every one in the United States is well acquainted.
It has been taken

alive in some of the lakes in the sides of the

Andes, at an elevation of eight
feet above the level of the sea;
ed that these lakes communicate
in the interior, from which the

by the

volcano.

Specimens

Professor Orton, on his late

or ten thousand
and it is supposwith reservoirs
fish are ejected

were obtained

by

expedition to Ecua-

ft 1s Vely remarkable,

out in a half-

boiled state, are generally uncooked, and some
of them indeed are alive when they reach the
surface of the earth.

Severl deposits of sulphur have been discoyered in California, where, in one - establishment,
ten tons are now refined daily. The most recent
report is from the Suez Canal, where on the
shores of the Red Sea, at the entrance of the
Gulf of Suez, two inexhaustible deposits have
been found.
One, at Djemsah, is located ina
,perfectly rainless desert on the African coast,

very near

the sea, and consists of a hill 600 feet

high, compaosed_entirely

of sulphur.

to obtain the sulpur'itis blasted
of a common

stone quarry.

In

order

like the rock

Two hundred Arab

$100,000 in Confederate states bonds sold at the
New Orleans stock board last week for $400.
The New York school board is again discuss-

laborers are occupied, under the supervision of
Frepch engineers, and produce ten tons of sulphur a day.

ing the question of corporal punishment.

Cracked dishes, says the Journal of Chemistry, absorb oils and fats from the various kinds

Joseph Robins was

mysteriously

assassinated

at the corner of 31st street and 10th avenue,

New

York, Wednesday night.
.
The President has given peremptory orders to
military commanders in the far west to prevent

any militia organizations from waging war with
the Indians.
A Brooklyn weman has recovered through the
courts $8800 from a man who obtained it upon a

promise of marriage.

that 15,000 late Unio and ConIt is re
federate soldiers have joined the Goicouria Asso-

ed by baking it upon
which it absorbs the
bakings,

old cracked dishes, from
rancid fat left by former

The Independent finds in Nature a list, taken
from M. Favre, of all the discoveries which tend

to put man as far back in geologic time as the

nt measures which the

Tertiary Period, and they are not very convineing. M. Desnoyers found at Saint Prest, near,
Chartres, Pliocene bones of elephants and other
large animals striated in such a way as to convince him that thé markings were due to human
agency , though this conclusion has been contested by Sir C. Lyell. M. Delaunay has found sim-

to force on the

flar

has decided to adjourn
Congress

sine die on

the 15th of July.

‘The understaning is now general that the Tarot be considered at this session.
atten-

the bill taking the power of

out
of the

iw

of food put into them, These fats soon become
decomposed in the pores of the dish, and no
smount of cleansing can remove the nauseating
and poisonous deposit. The peculiarly unpleasant taste sometimes noticed in pie crust is caus-

bauds
of the local

Xow >York eity Bopuvijonns are

markings at

Pouance on a large bone of the

Pliocene Tertiary. At Saint Prest and at two
other places flint chips have been found, such
as

most

authorities

suppose

to be

broken

by

human hands and used for lance-heads. But M,
s in Egypt he has seena lamina
says that
Fran
of flint detached from a mass simply by the sun’s
gs, and Livingston and Dr. Wetzstein seem

observed similar phenomena. At one
a
other place a rhinoceros bone from the Tertiary

looking at it a moment

Much

explain

could explain the matter.
The tub had been
let down on the stone shelf long years
ago,
when he kept hotel. As near as he could remember, it was over thirty years
previous.

a day,

the
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were

Codfish, luged %

since it first went to the bottom of the well,
where it was now

found, like Truth, nnimpair-

ed by its long concealment.
The old man claimed the prize, and carried it off rejoicing. Witnesses are still living who were present at the

time, who, with

our

informant, will muke affi-

davit to the truth, in every particular, of this
butter story. In those days butter was only
from six to twelvescents per pound; now see
the difference,—thirty-five to fifty cents, and

profitable and

Bd>
brand
5
extra8

West'rn sup.. 4

gom.extras. Bb

would bring $4 per cord, or $96. Used on the
meadow it would produce much more in successive crops of hay. This estimate shows what
may be done under favorable circumstancesto
increase the home supply of fertilizers.
We
have found that nothing pays better than labor
applied to the compost heap.—Am. Ag.

Millewakee—
Com.to ch'ee 5.26
choice do....0 00
Southicis, Sup : .
XEIAB.eesse.B 50
choice Balt. 8 50

farming for five years.
This comin many good farming districts,

Mediam

do. ..6 50

not the best at that,

Items.

Harness

+

Blacking.

Sn

—

ad-

ments, four hundred pounds of beets are equiva-

lent to one hundred pounds of the best English

sale in order to-increase the demand for new harnesses. The only safe way is to buy a well-known
‘We aparticle, or to make your own blacking.

pend one or two receipts which are taken

from

trustworthy sources,
Four ounces of hog’s lard, 16 ounces of neat’s
foot oil, 4 ounces of yellow wax, 20 ounces of
ivory black, 16 ounces of brown sugar, and 16

ounces of water. Heat the whole to boiling, and
stir it until it becomes cool enough to handle,
then roll it into balls about two inches in diameter.

A cheap

and good

Backing cin be made

as

follows: Soften two pounds of glue in one pint
of water, dissolve two pounds of soap (castile is

the best, bat most expensive) in one part of warm
water; after thé glue has become theroughly

soaked, cook it in a glue-kettle, and then turn it
into a large pot; place the pot over ahot fire and
pour in the soap-water, slowly stirring until all
is well mixed; then add a half-pound of yellow

wax cut in slices. Let the mass boil until the
wax becomes melted, then add half a pint of
neat’s-foot oil and a sufficient quantity of lampblack to give it color; let it boil a few minutes,
and it will be fit for use.
‘When. a harness has become soiled, it can be
restored by the use of the French polish. The ingredients are 4 1-2 pounds stearine, 6 3-4 pounds
turpentine,

and

8 ounces

of coloring

or ivory

black. Beat the stearine ofit to thin sheets with
a mallet, then mix it with the turpentine and

subject

it toa

water ‘bath.

While

heating,

it

must be stirred continually ; the coloring matter
is thrown in after the miss lias become thoroughly beuted. It is thrown into another pot and
stirred untilitis cool and thick; if not stirred,
the mass will crystalize and the parts become
separated. When used, it must be warmed, and

asmall quantity rubbed on the Jeather with a
cloth; use but little at a time and put on very
thin, After it has partially dried. rub with a

bas been found with questionable markings on
ney’s Calaveras skull,

willin no way injure the latter,

temperdture

is uneven.

Number

the eggs

as

Lemons,
x 400
Orangessuyseed 50
Raisin
Blueyv cask .
Bunch, ¥ box ..
Layer ......4
GRAIN

laid,and the first geese setting may have the eggs
first laid.
Clover plowed

in

bas

three

effects.

It gives

vegetuble mold.
The roots. bring to the si
plant fool out of the subsoil; and the acid, produced when the deciy is going on, aids in dissolving the mineral parts of the soil. In granite
lands this last is of as much importance as either
of thie others.
.

The

report of the Agricultural

Bureau

40

280. ... 00001234

vertised as are patent medicines, and under al- 1 hay, at twenty-five dollars a ton.
As
most as many and as high sounding names.
* Geese eggs, carried to the cellar as soon as laid
are
compounds
a rule, these much vaunted
and kept there, will hatch well. They should
worthless, and so injurious to leather that it’
dealers to adyocate their be turned over once a day. Above stairs, the

may pay unscrupulous

p=
nS

at

Washington, shows that the average yield of
wheat per acre in Maine, during the last two
years, has been within one bushel and eight-

Yearling
uarling
th
$00 10 $20;

CALF

two year old, $23 to

SKINs—l6alie

Two

Volumes

of

Beautiful
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In cases of General Prostration, when the Appetite |is
lost, or food causes distress,
Clarke's Vegetable Tonic and General
Emvigorater,
Is the Medicine you need.

.. | purified, and health and

strength regained.

It is also a sovereign remedy fur the Piles,
sliced.

and chronic Kidney diseases.

..12 @ 4

Price $1.00 per bottle.
Sold wholesale by J.F.

Henry, New York; Balch

& Son,Prov., R. I; Burnham
& VanShaaek, Chicago ;
Rust Bros. "& B ir, and Goodin & Co , Boston, H.
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y, Portland; and by
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lacks, Minot, Me.; and retail by
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druggists general
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By its use the natural appetite is revived,
the functions of digestion restored, the blood
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as it proved on tasting, sweet as if made but
yesterday, although thirty-one years had elapsed
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effects of "it would be seen in increased crops for
five years longer. In those two acres it would

the butter, yellow as gold, and,
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of the little crowd that had gathered. The lid
was removed, the white linen cloth taken oft,
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tub was now opened in the presence

edge.

WHOLSALE

2150s

8. Coupozs Sixes, 1

arrangements
for
Organ.

For the week ending, May 18, 1870.

under the stable, or in it, it would double the
pile, or be equal to twenty-four cords,of good
compost.
If this were spread upon two acres of
run-down meadow, producing a ton of hay or

supposed that it had been stolen. The well
had never been cleaned out before to his knowl-

fitness,

Markets.
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to a Cow?

about

0.

not

persistence of an adaptation without which

and

reach.—B oston

measuring

this does

and

cow. [tis further estimated that the liquid manure is quite as valuable as the solid, If this

The tub disappeared in the night, and it was

wonderful

BiOseseses anos so.

Manure

Yet

nicety,

natural

cubic feet, which is more than tlr:e cords,
weighing over ten tons, for a- year.
It isthe
opinion of many good cultivators that three
loads of peat or muck, mixed with one load of
cow-dung, make a compost quite as effective for
top-dressing meadows as the cow-dung itself.
If this were done, we should have twelve cords

the old man said that he

the

The

Carefully conducted experiments show that’s
cow of the average size will void about60 Ibs.

in

health.

of js

——

of manure

promote

o0

their

it

BE

How

silk cloth, and a polish will be produved equal to
This polish
thatof newly varnished leather.
is also good for carriage-tops, straps, etc., and

it. And, finally, we tae referred to Mr. Whit:

beyond

serves for dilution, perhaps

life of animals would be impossible.

Journal of Chemistry.

The new-comers, the Van Sticklers, detected,
or thought they dia, the presence of decaying
wood in the water, and it was decided to have
the well cleaned out. Accordingly
twe
old
patriots were ‘detailed for the job. Their com
bined efforts resulted in fishing up a butterfirkin, tightly sealed, but black with age, and
its staves, nearly rotted through. Mr. Means,
the old landlord, long since retired from business,
and then
residing a short distance from the
place, was sent for and came down, white‘haired and venerable, leaning on his cane. After

however, that these
thrown

or

served.

dor, and have been identified as the Cctopium
humbaldtit of naturalists,
fish, although sometimes

oxygen to

case of the same substances leeched from the
manure we must have the manures so placed,
that plant roots will be at hand to absord them
they pass

May 18,1870,
Amerioan Gold. ....... neassanssnestsatsscessncessill
U. 8. Five-Twenties
pp
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fully answer all the difficulties of the problem,

sel ready to receive them at the bottom, and in

before

and

is analogous to water and holds, in a sort of
saturated solution, just the right -quantity of

TREK

Photography is turned to great account by
-police agents in Paris for the detection of thieves.
The carte of every ome charged with theft is
copied and distributed among the agents; who if
they see a suspicious looking character, can
easily ascertain his identity by looking in their

genis inert

in’accordancewith the laws of gravitation. The
soluble alkalies and salt are dgiven downward
.and in the case of the leech we must have a ves-

for the purpose of depositing in a cool place but:
ter, beef, and such articles as might be thus pre:

promoting the activ-

It is a stimulant as effective as ether

or alcohol, If taken undiluted it will destroy
lifeby over-stimulus of the vital action. Nitros

percolating or exhausting process is downward,

ed by order of the landlord, about ten feet down,

in

Ir!
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Registration in Richmond, Va., has
closed.
The whites out-number the blacks 6S0.
Last
year the odds was 700 on the other side.

fore the Duke of Tuscany.
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English expedition to the Red River to pass
through the Sault St. Marie Canal on assurances
that its mission was a peaceful one.

erpillar and to make the caterpillar to proceed
leisurely, and so to stop it in its change that it
shall appear half-caterpillar and half aurelia.
And it is said that he actually performed this be-

has a peculiar

ity of life.
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“It has tdi nol acure. »—[ Boston Traveller.
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for
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no help until I tried yo
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Ata recent meeting of the Farmers’ Club ofthe

American Institute, Doctor Feuchtwanger gave
an account of experiments

made

by him for the

preservation of wood. He said that wood boiled
first in lime water. and then coated with silicate
of soda, or liquid glass, will last a very long time.
The mixture is ten per cent. kal} and ‘ten per
cent. purified sand,
There is said to be carried off from the soil,
nine pounds

of lime

in twenty-five

bushels

of

wheat, nine pounds in fifty bushels of oats, and
fifteen pounds in thirty-eight bushels of barley,
There -are thirty-five pounds of lime in two
tons of clover, one hundred and forty pounds in
twenty-five tons of turnips, and two hundred
and sevenly pounds in nine tons of potatoes:
Bome oils contain an abundance of lime for |
a thousand years, while other soils requirean
occasional application of lime as a fertilizer.
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consented to allow

is called a saturated solution.
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The government

both to show all the parts of a butterfly in a cat~

is in a watery solution.

take up a certain amount of salt and no more

e080

Indians

analogy
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in April, the

water into the bottom,

liquid off the
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combination, as in water,

is only mechanical of these gases? The
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the last week

the

LiveGeese
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air-breathing

RY

During

murdered nine persons in Arizona.

Johannis Swammerdam, who in 1669 wrote a
treatise upon insects, asserted that he was able.

dipping

for

should be found in definite proportions; but
what rules the proportions when the mixture

case, and in some soils the loss is a most serious
one.
Inthe process of soap making, it becomes
necessary to set up a leech. Now, the farmer
its potash by forcing

it possible

We can understand

substances in chemical

the farmer does not secure the whole value ¢f
his dressing under this mode of treatment in any

will not attempt to exhaust the tub of ashes

make

animals to live.

as

IE
00

of na-
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New York has contributed over $3000 for the
Richmond sufferers.
Ten workmen on the Kansas Pacific Railroad
were killed by a recent Indian attack.
General
‘Wood, with four companies of cavalry and three
of infantry, is now guarding the railroad.

which

adjustments

Ei:

MISCELLANEOUS.

Dickens's testimony in the preface to one of
his novels with regard to the possibility of spontaneous combustion, is now strengthened by a
recent report of Dr. Bertholle, in ’ Union Medicale, giving the case of 'a woman, thirty-seven
years old, addicted to alcoholic drinks, and who
died from spontaneous combustion.

ture

the mysterious

oN

Hi

Btate.savseserse 18 @.
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quantities, four to one, 86 much the more singu-

the hungry roots of plants. ‘Long manure is not
lost when deeply turned under by the plow, but

Who can tell how long butter will keep umnder favorable circumstance- #
The Railroad Reporter, published at Tonawanda, New York, tells a curious story about butter,as follows : About the year 1863, a family named Stickler, or Van Stickler, moved into Tonawanda, and took as their residence a place formerly occupied asa hotel. On the premises was
a deep well originally dug by or for Mr. Means,
the hotel keeper. “At the time of building or
stoning up of the wall, a stone shelf was insert-

There
them,

and air is not a compound in ‘this sense. And
this renders the constancy of the proportional
lar among

¥ bbi..24 00
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The House considered

a Louisiana contested election case.

parts of the former to one of the latter.
is not a proper chemical union between

8

been in session all night.

at 7, A. M., having

&

Factory,
ex B16
17
BATT
: Io

‘The air is described in a general way as composed of two gases, Nitrogen and Oxygen, four

It is better to have manure near the surface,
as the rain can reach it and dissolve the solnble salts, and by percolation carry them down to

Batter.

West

.

Mw.

On Saturday, the Senate passed the bill enfore-

ing the XVth Amendment,

Ancient

*

oo 5

discussed District matters, and passed a bill to
pay prize money to the officers and crew who
sank the Alabama.

oe.
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The Atmosphere.
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red with the Senate as to date of adjournment,

eleven

its sales of fish.
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‘ Good husband without, it is needful there be ;
Good housewife within, is as needful as he.”
—Ex,

next

epee

fixed the adjournment

of the leach pub a few

Application of Manure.

reformers have

not dared to ask for.
Let all good people speak
a good word for thé Horticultural School for
Females.

0..16 00

8

@ oo

On Friday, the Senate

of Congress on July 15th, and discussed the
amendment enforcements.
The House concur-

extracting the sand in solution in- the water,
and building houses for themselves, precisely
the same as an oyster can extract the lime from
.the waters of the ocean wherewith to. form its
shells. Other similar ponds are found in this
State.
=
¢
From the earliest times the Chinese have excelled in the art of paper-making.
The very delicate material, which is brought from China and
commonly but erroneously termed rice paper, is
in reality but a membrane of the bread fruit tree,
obtained by cutting the stem spirally round the
axis, and afterwards flattening it by pressure.

|Western. ONIONE

gre

Rome.

lution in the kitchen as modern

animals which live in countless nurobers, and
whose shells have settled down to the bottom
of the’ pond. These animals had the power of

the

888%

the

it for

se0008s

on

after which
was
taken
bitter time
minister to

"First, in the bottom

in use, and

the instruction
that might be obtained in a |
sticks; over these spread a piece of carpet or
Itis reported that there is much dissatisfacshort time at the proposed school, it is thought
woolen cloth, which is much better than straw;
tion with the new French cabinet.
The party
that many such ‘‘ daughters” might return puton
a few inches of ashes, and from four to
of the left is re-organizing.
home, and, with the aid of the other members
eight quartsof lime; fill with ashes, moistened,
Many
members of the Ecumenical
Council
of the family, introduce upon the old homestead
and tamp down well,—~tamp the firmestin the
have asked leave of absence, having submitted | anew employment, a new. source of income,
center. It is difficult to obtain the full strength
in writing their views on the infallibility dogma.
and a new adornment of the country home.
of ashes in a barrel without removing them .afThe opposition now numbers, it is Wought, at
We would hold up both hands and give all ter
a day’s leaching, and mixing them up and
least 100.
the encouraging words in our power, for
replacing. The’ top should be first thrown off,
triumphant success of such an institution, as
The police in Paris are still Sidive. bombs
and new ashes added to make up the proper
feel assured that every young lady who is on
and arresting conspirators.
quantity. Use boiling water for second leachthe list of fashionable and fainting invalids, for
The specie in the Bank of England has increasing.
ed £223,000 sterling since the last report. De- the want of fresh air and some active _employTake about four gallons of lye, and boil up
ment, who will attend such a school, and only
spatches from Hong Kong give flattering acthoroughly with this twelve pounds of clear
become
so
profieient
as
to
merit
the
title,
¢
Mascounts of the prospects of the tea and silk crops,
grease, then add the lye as it is obtained, keepter of the Art of Horticulture,” will make a ing
which, it is said, promise Jatgely aboye the avera slow fire, and stirring often, until you
wife for some estimable young man, a hundred
age yield.
have a barrel of soap. After boiling the grease
times more eligible in every respect, than she
and four gallons of lye together, it may be put
3
ever could be by sliding along through life, in the
in a barrel and the lye added there, which will
primrose
path of inactivity. There are thouform good soap if frequently stirred, but the
Paragraphs.
sands of excellent young men who need suitable
heating process is the best when weather and
wives to supervise their domestic. effairs.
If
In Waterford, Me., there is a pond whose bottime will permit the work to be done.— Ohio
it be possible to induce young ladies to pursue
tom is covered with pure white sand, resemFarmer.
a thorough floricultural and horticultural course
bling chalk.
Under the microscope it is found
to consist of the skeletons of exceedingly small of training, we shall see such a desirable revo-

disturbing

dd + fd fd fk ed

the debate

the strength of the ashes is better obtained, and
it may be taken to pieces ‘when not
laid up. °

not

months. Vast quantities of fish : are bred in
these ponds, which, when taken, are sold to the
inhabitants for a mere nominal price. The
government rcalizes a profit of from twelve
thousand to fifteen thousand dollars a year from

LTS

In the House,

shipping interests was continued,
the diplomatic appropriation bill
up and there was an excited and
over the proposition to send a

then

for

8:

senators.

in V shape,

green’

showing that indirect efforts had been made to
bribe senators, and that Governor Bullock had
spent enormous sums of money for various questionable methods of influencing the opinions of

With

in a trough

taking

apartments at a time, and

EE

the bill to enforce the Fifteenth Amendment
was continued.
The judiciary: committee reported oa the Georgia
corruption
business,

is decreed.

set

fish from ome of the

officials

8

on

various industries open to the other sex.

made of boards

government

€

the debate

The managing editor of the Marséillaise has
been sentenced to one year of imprisonment,
and the suspension of the paper for two months

such as flowers and small fruits, offer
a healthful, appropriate and paying business for women, many of whom now complain of a want of
honorable, ' remunerative
employment in the

control,

8%

Thursday, in the Senate,

of

ernment

A common barrel set upon an inclined platform,
makes a very good leach, but I much prefer one

-

On

have agreed not to promulgate the dogma
infallibility, if it is adopted by the council.

ing familiar with the practical lessons on the
spade, the shovel and the hoe. The originaters”
believe that certain branches of horticulture,

pe
[*

tant items,

governments

but

—-

bill was debated and amended in several impor-

Hungarian

making,

i je

bill for suppressing polygamy.
In the House
General Butler and others made speeches on
Mr. Lynch’s bill, and the naval appropriation

and

Hickory ashes are best for soap

those from sesund beech, maple, or ;almost any
kind of hard -vood, save oak, will answer well.

5

On Wednesday, in the Senate, the day was
spent debating the bills for the enforcement of
the Fifteenth Amendment,
In the evening
Senator Cragin made a speech in support of the

Austrian

without ‘first becom-,]

HE

Dawes, Logan and Cox severely criticised the
- management of the Navy Department.

of Spain, on account of his advanced age.

The

learn all that is required,

g
Bit:
8
2
8

Stevens,

for the

¥

Representatives

to be a candidate

®

of which

crown

declines

thickened, giving it the appearance of a number
one article, when in reality it is very poor.

to any lady who may anticipate that she can

»”

the course

Espartero

into a shallow pond. The water in thé pond
is at no time much above the level of the sea,
and at times the sea water flows back into the
pond. The pond is divided into twelve apartments, separated by an upright cane fence, which
allows the water to. circulate through the whole,
at the same time keeping different kinds of fish
separate. The area of this pond is about one
hundred acres. They are under exclusive gov-

S

in opposition to Mr. Lynch’s bill. The naval
appropriation bill gave rise to a lively - debate, in

ticulture and floriculture. The Prairie Farmer,
was discovered at one of the polling places, was when alluding to -this Institution, truthfully
tg
arrested and sent out of the country.
remarks that ‘horticulture is a trade or art
General Cambriera the Carlist leader, has de- that can be acquired only as other trades and
serted his party and offers to take the oath to arts are acquired ;” which is a seasonable rebuke
support the Spanish constitution,

State & Can... 00 @ 0 00
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{nto the ‘sea, is widened out just above the city
| Coun

The last trouble usually arises from getting the
soap too strong and diluting with water. If very
strong, it willbe thin and dark, and by adding
cold water and thoroughly stirring, the color
‘is changed many shades lighter, and the mass

b=

road was reported. Most of the session was
spent debating the bill for the enforcement of
the Fifteenth Amendment.
Eenators Ferry,
Morton and Revels made speeches.
In the
House Mr. Wood of New York made a speech

practical part of hor-*
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